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WILLIAM PENN.

William Penn was born in London, Tower Hill,

on the 14th of October, 1644. He was descended

from an ancient and highly respectable family, and

was the only son of Admiral Sir Wilham Penn, who

held at different times many important stations, and

rendered valuable pubhc services to the government.

The son was early put to school at Chigwell, in Essex,

where he was instructed in the elements of learning.

According to his biographers, he received while at this

school the impressions, which marked the strong pecu-

harities of his future hfe.

Anthony Wood relates, that when he was eleven years

old, being in his room at Chigwell, " he was so suddenly

surprised with an inward comfort, and, as he thought?

an external glory in the room, that he has many times

said, that from that time he had the seal of divinity

and immortality, that there was also a God, and that

the soul of man was capable of enjoying his divine

communications."* And William Penn himself after-

" Athenae Oxonienses, Vol. II. col. 1050.
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wards stated, in the account of his travels on the cou-

tinent, " that the Lord first appeared to him about his

twelfth year," and that, during the three years follow-

ing, " the Lord visited him, and gave him divine im-

pressions of himself."* Whatever part the imagina-

tion may have had in creating and fixing these impress-

ions, it cannot be doubted that they exercised a strong

influence in deciding the bent of his mind and cha-

racter.

From Chigwell he went at the age of twelve years

to a private school on Tower Hill, where, with the

aid of a tutor in his father's house, he was prepared

for the University. At the age of fifteen he was

entered at Christ's Church, Oxford, as a gentleman

commoner. Among his companions and intimate

friends at the University was the celebrated John

Locke, for whom he ever afterwards cherished a

warm attachment. In the first part of his collegiate

course Penn was distinguished for his attainments and

devotedness to study, as well as for the spirit and viva-

city with which he entered into the amusements and

exercises suited to his age. But an incident soon

happened, which revived the impressions of Chigwell

school, involved him in immediate difficulty, and laid

the foundation of his future conspicuous career in

the character of a powerful, zealous, and unwearied

champion of a peculiar religious faith. A man by the

name of Thomas Loe came to Oxford, and preached

the doctrines of the Quakers. The mind of William

^ Bioeraphia Brit. Vol. V. p. 3317.
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Penn kindled at the discourses of this preacher ; they

communicated sentiments in harmony with his own,

which at the same time enHsted his feehngs, and gained

the assent of his understanding. With a few of his

fellow students, who were wrought upon in a similar

manner, he established meetings, in which they had

devotional exercises according to their own views, and

gradually deserted the regular forms of religious ser-

vice in the University. This gave offence to the heads

of the colleges, and Penn and all his associates were

fined for nonconformity.

Such a step, although it might comport with the

majesty of law, was scarcely dictated by the counsels

of prudence. It was little calculated to tame the

ardent spirits of young men, who believed themselves

guided by the imperious calls of duty and truth in

worshipping their Creator, and whose conscience, at

least to their own minds, bore witness to their sin-

cerity. Gentleness and persuasion, properly appHed,

may soothe the heat of youthful enthusiasm, but force

will commonly add fuel to the flames. So it proved

on the present occasion. It was at this time, that

king Charles the Second resolved to restore the an-

cient costume to the University, and he sent orders

accordingly that the students should be habited in

the surphce. This relic of external forms and ob-

servances was extremely odious in the eyes of Wil-

liam Penn and his associates, who held simplicity of

dress, and plainness of deportment, to be among the
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brightest testimonies of the meekness, selfdenial, and

spirituality, essential to a true christian. They could

not endure such a monument of human vanity perpet-

ually before their eyes, and Penn, together with several

other students, among whom was Robert Spencer,

afterwards Earl of Sunderland, made war on the

surplice, and tore it from the shoulders of those who
ventured abroad in this garb. So flagrant an outrage

could not, of course, pass unnoticed, and the authors

of it, with Penn among the number, were expelled

from the University.

His father was much offended, that his rashness,

or his imprudence, should bring upon him such a

censure, and he was equally disappointed at the

bias which he found his son's mind had received.

He had looked forward with high expectations to the

success, which he flattered himself would attend his

son in the world, favoured by the many advantages

which he was enabled to confer on him by his own

high station, and his extensive connexions with the

leading men in power. But when he found all these

bright hopes likely to be blasted by what he deemed

the perverseness or unjustifiable singularity of his

son, it was a source of mortification and displeasure.

He tried argument and expostulation in vain, and he

ended by turning him out of doors. This efferve-

scence of passion, however, did not continue long.

The son was recalled, and the father thought to

dissipate his wayward fancies by sending him abroad;
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where new scenes would attract his attention, and

new objects press on his thoughts. But this expe-

dient failed, for instead of finding anything to detain

hiin in the gay and varied amusements of Paris, he

sought for employments more congenial with his state

of mind, and his father heard of him attending the

lectures and receiving the private instructions of the

famous Moses Amyrault, a calvinistic professor of

divinity at Saumur in France. Penn was now nine-

teen years old, and he read the Fathers, and applied

himself to systematic theology for several months,

under the direction of Amyrault.

From Saumur he pursued his travels to Italy, but

had advanced no farther than Turin, when he re-

ceived a letter from his father requesting his return

to England, that he might take charge of the family

during the absence of the Admiral, who was ap-

pointed to the command of a fleet then fitting out

against the Dutch. Soon after his return he en-

gaged in the study of the law, and was entered at

Lincoln's Inn, where he remained somewhat more

than a year, till the plague of 1666 compelled him to

leave London.

Meantime the religious tendency of his mind was

neither diverted nor weakened ; the vivacity of man-

ners, which he had acquired during his travels, wore

off by degrees ; he became sedate in his deportment,

shunned the company of the gay, and took delight

chiefly in tjie society of sober, religious people. His
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father at length came back from his naval expedition,

and was again chagrined to find his son leaning to his

early habits, and possessing, apparently, no disposition

to seek the honours, or attain the worldly distinctions,

of which his connexions in hfe could not but give him

a fair promise. One expedient only remained, and

to this Admiral Penn determined to resort. He own-

ed estates in Ireland, and was intimately acquainted

with the Duke of Ormond, at that time Lord Lieuten-

ant. Thither William was sent, first to the court of

the Duke, and then to the immediate superintend-

ence of the estates in the county of Cork. With

his promptness and fidehty in the management of

business, the father was entirely satisfied, but he was

still grieved to learn that no change took place in

the religious opinions and propensities of his son, and

that neither the society of the great, nor the amuse-

ments of fashionable life, had any charms to win him

from the pleasures of sober meditation, and the ad-

herence to his peculiar views of religious faith and

worship.

An incident occurred, which made the case still

more aggravating. William Penn happened to be in

Cork on a certain occasion, when it was announced,

that Thomas Loe, the Oxford preacher, was about

to hold a meeting in that city, where a small body of

Quakers resided. This was a temptation not to be

resisted ; from the time of the disastrous events at

the University, Penn had considered himself greatly
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indebted to this man, as the person who had awakened

in him a proper sense of the spiritual nature of rehgion,

and taught him to despise the vanities of the world,

and the solemn mockery of outward forms in devo-

tion, which makes piety a shadow, blinds the eyes of

conscience, and cheats the heart of its purest joys.

He listened again, with renewed satisfaction, to his

favourite preacher, and the result was, that he became

a regular attendant on the meetings of the Quakers,

and began to be known by that appellation. At one

of these meetings he and eighteen others were seized

and imprisoned, under pretence that they were vio-

lating the law respecting tumultuous assemblies; nor

was he released till he had written to Lord Orrery,

president of the council of Munster. This letter was

manly and dignified, decorous in manner and noble

in sentiment, discovering at once a conscious recti-

tude of purpose, and a fearless freedom in claiming

the rights of conscience, and pleading the cause of

toleration. It produced the desired effect, so far as

his personal liberty was concerned, and he was im-

mediately discharged from prison.

Intelligence of this event coming to his father, he

sent for his son to return home, and again expostu-

lated with him in an impressive and affectionate man-

ner on the course he was pursuing. But it was too

late ; if a doubt had previously existed in the mind of

William Penn, persecution had removed it ; he had

suffered in what he beheved the sacred cause of con-
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science and truth ; if his purpose had ever been waver-

ing, it was now settled and unalterable. The Admi-

ral made one effort more, however, which was to

persuade him to remain with his hat off, while in the

presence of the king, the duke of York, and himself.

But this mark of outward deference his son declined,

as incompatible with the simplicity of pure religion.

The opinion of the early Quakers concerning the

ceremony of uncovering the head as a token of re-

spect, or of deference to a person present, is thus de-

scribed by Mr Clarkson. " They took it for granted,

that the use of the hat in the way described was

either to show honour, respect, submission, or some

similar feeling of the mind ; but they contended, that,

used as it then was, it was no more a criterion of these

than mourning was a criterion of sorrow. The cus-

tom, therefore, in their opinion, led to repeated acts

of insincerity. A show was held out of the mind's

intention, where no such intention existed. Now
Christianity was never satisfied but with the truth. It

forbad all false appearances. It allowed no action to

be resorted to, that was not correspondent with the

feelings of the heart. Secondly, in the case where the

custom was intended to have any meaning, it was

generally the sign of flattery ; but no man could give

way to flattery without degrading himself, and at the

same time unduly exalting the person whom he distin-

guished by it. Hence they gave to the custom the

name of hat worship, a name which it bears among
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them at the present day."^ Such were the reasons,

which convinced Wilham Penn, that it was his duty

not to accede to his father's request in the ceremony

of the hat, even out of respect to the king himself.

The Admiral was vexed at this persevering obstinacy

in what appeared to him a thing of trifling importance

as a matter of conscience, but which had become by

the rules of society an innocent custom, constituting

at once a test of good manners and of a regard for

social order. His patience was again exhausted, his

passions rose above his paternal feelings, and he com-

pelled his son a second time to go from home under

the weight of his severe displeasure.

He was now enlisted with his whole soul in the cause

of the Quakers, and in the year 1668 he resolved

to enter on the office of a preacher in that sect, and

to devote his life to the promulgation of the tenets by

which it was distinguished. No one, who has followed

his progress thus far, and witnessed the inherent

firmness of his mind and energy of his character,

will doubt that he was true to his purpose. It was

now that he entered the broad sphere of public hfe,

and launched on the ocean of popular religious con-

troversy, where, for upwards of forty years, he sus-

tained himself as one of the most distinguished per-

sons of the age in which he lived.

"* Clarkson's Memoirs of the Private and Public Life of William

Penn. Chap. III.
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He had scarcely commenced his ministerial career,

when he was furnished with convincing proofs, that

tranquiUity and personal comfort were the last things

of which he could cherish any good hope in the

discharge of his new duties. To be the preacher of

an unpopular faith, to encounter prejudices and en-

deavour to eradicate errors, to expose the mischiefs

of false religion, and call on men to rehnquish their

ancient behef and habits, was nof a task calculated to

secure rewards of gratitude, or to make the path of

life peaceful and smooth. Hosts of adversaries came

forward, but no power of opposition could daunt the

spirit of WilHam Penn. His zeal and exertions were

adequate to every occasion, and by example and

exhortation, by preaching and writing, he boldly con-

fronted his enemies, and stood forth as the deter-

mined and unwearied champion of the cause he had

espoused.

His first publication was entitled Truth Exalted^

and was designed to explain the principles of his faith,

to show that they were built on divine authority, that

they were the true principles of pure and vital reli-

gion, far removed from human traditions and profane

ceremonies, and eminently calculated to bring forth

the genuine fruits of Christianity, meekness, love, cha-

rity, and a good life. The point of the treatise con-

sisted in showing, that truth was exalted in the faith

and practice of the Quakers, whom bigoted secta-

ries, or ignorant and designing men, had been free to
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t:alumniate as void of religion, as heretics, or infidels.

The field of controversy was now fairly open, and

William Penn's labours daily increased on his hands.

Shortly after this time a pubhcation appeared,

under the title of a " Guide to True Religion," in

which the author undertook to point out the way by

which a person must arrive at a true christian faith
;

and that was to believe a certain set of articles kind-

ly strung together by the writer, and honoured with

the name of a christian's creed. All who deviated

from this way, or in other words, all who did not

hang their faith implicitly on this creed, were declared

to be without the pale of salvation, and bewildered in

the hopeless region of infidelity. Among these out-

casts the author particularly recounted Papists, Soci-

nians, and Quakers. This treatise found its way into

the hands of William Penn, and, as expressed by

his biographer, " it set him as it were on fire." He
could not brook the arrogance, which should con-

sign to perdition a fellow mortal, who could not vio-

late conscience by pretending to believe what his

understanding pronounced to be false and at variance

with the plain light of Scripture ; he had no patience

with the insufferable pride and antichristian spirit,

which should look down, as from a higher and holier

eniinence, and heap anathemas on the head of a

brother, under the hypocritical garb of a pretended

concern for his eternal welfare ; he could not en-

dure the overbearing selfsufficiency, which should rail

2
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against the Papists for claiming infallibility, and at the

same lime set itself up as a universal judge, scatter-

ing the poison of calumny and the arrows of death

without mercy and without shame ; he might pity the

ravings of deluded bigotry, and look with compassion

on the extravagancies of a sickly fancy, but he was

indignant at the audacity which passed a judgment,

that belonged only to the Searcher of hearts, and at

the hypocrisy of him, who would exalt his own good-

ness by fixing a stigma on the faith of his brethren,

where the eye of malice could not detect a spot on

the character. He felt himself bound to reply to so

unjust a representation of the means of obtaining pro-

per views of Christianity, and to expose and cen-

sure so flagrant an abuse of its spirit and purposes.

This was done in a small work, called the Guide

Mistaken, in which he confuted the doctrines of his

opponent, and placed in a clear light not only the

errors of his creed, but the faults of his heart and

practice.

This treatise had but recently gone out to the

world, when an occurrence took place, which proved

to be of no inconsiderable importance in its conse-

quences. As it has a particular bearing on that por-

tion of Penn's writings selected for the present work,

it will doubtless not be amiss to dwell upon it in this

place at considerable length. It is thus described by

Mr Clarkson.
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" Two persons belonging to a Presbyterian con-

gregation in Spital Fields went one day to the meet-

inghouse of the Quakers, merely to learn what their

religious doctrines were. It happened that they were

converted there. This news being carried to Thomas

Vincent their pastor, it so stirred him up, that he

not only used his influence to prevent the converts in

question from attending there again, but he decried

the doctrines of the Quakers as damnable, and said

many unhandsome things against them. This slander

having gone abroad, William Penn, accompanied by

George Whitehead, an eminent minister among the

Quakers, who had already written twenty nine pam-

phlets in their defence, went to Vincent, and demand-

ed an opportunity of defending their principles pub-

licly. This, after a good deal of demur, was agreed

to. The Presbyterian meetinghouse was fixed upon

for this purpose, and the day and hour appointed also.

"When the time came the Quakers presented

themselves at the door; but Vincent, to ensure a ma-

jority on his side, had filled a great part of the meet-

inghouse with his own hearers, so that there was but

little room for them. Penn, however, and White-

head, with a few others of the Society, pushed their

way in. They had scarcely done this, when they

heard it proclaimed aloud, that ' the Quakers held

damnable doctrines.' Immediately upon this White-

head showed himself. He began, in answer to the

charge, to explain aloud what the principles of the
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society really were ; but here Vincent interrupted

him, contending- that it would be a better way of pro-

ceeding for himself to examine the Quakers as to

their own creed. He then put a proposal to this

effect to the auditors. They agreed to it, and their

voice was law.

" Vincent, having carried his point, began by asking

the Quakers, ' Whether they owned one Godhead

subsisting in three distinct and separate persons.'*'

Penn and his friend Whitehead both asserted that

this, delivered as it was by Vincent, was no scripture

doctrine. Vincent, in reply, formed a syllogism upon

the words ' There are three that bear record in hea-

ven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and

these three are one,' and deduced from these the

doctrine of three separate subsistences and yet of but

one Deity. Whitehead immediately rejected the term

' subsistence,' as nowhere to be found in the Scrip-

tures, and demanded that their opponents should ex-

plain it, as God did not wrap up his truths in heathen-

ish metaphysics, but delivered them in plain language.

Upon this, several attempted an explanation ; but the

sum of all their answers was, that subsistence meant

either person or the mode of a substance. To these

substitutes William Penn and Whitehead both ob-

jected. They urged many texts from Scripture in

behalf of their objection, and having done this, they

begged leave to ask Vincent one question in their

turn, namely, ' Whether God was to be understood in
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an abstractive sense from his substance ?' But the

audience pronounced this to be a point more fit for

admiration than dispute."*

Thus was the debate kept up till very late at night,

and often with symptoms of tumult and improper con-

duct on the ])art of the audience. This consisted

almost wholly of the friends of Vincent ; and Penn

and Whitehead had no alternative but to submit to

such method of controversy as they might impose,

and to such indignities as their zeal, heated by the

example of their pastor, prompted them to inflict.

Several persons discovered great intemperance in this

respect, as they "laughed, hissed, and stigmatised the

Quakers by various opprobrious names, of which that

of Jesuit was exclusively bestowed on William Penn."

The meeting finally broke up in a disorderly manner,

after Vincent had abruptly left the house, and his

party had extinguished the candles. Vincent agreed

to meet them on another day, but he could not after-

wards be made to fulfil his promise.

It cannot be supposed, that under the circumstances

above enumerated, the weight of argument could have

had much effect on either side. Against the Quakers

in particular, to such a degree were the passions of the

people excited, that they were in no condition to hear

their grounds of defence, and much less to consider

calmly the arguments advanced by them in support

* Clarkson's Life of William Penn, Chap. IV.

2*
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of their failh. In this state of things WilHam Penii

resolved to come before the public with a written tes-

timony, touching the topics which had been agitated

in the late conference with the Presbyterians. To
this end he wrote the Sajidy Foundation Shaken, in

which arc discussed in a very masterly manner the

three great doctrines of the Trinity, Atonement, and

Imputed Righteousness. From Scripture and reason

he proved the common notions in regard to these doc-

trines to be erroneous, traced them to their origin,

and showed the mischievous consequences to which

they must necessarily lead. Few works are marked

with a more rigid logic, a greater clearness of con-

ception, or force of argument.

The Sandy Foundation Shaken produced much

excitement when it appeared, and many dignitaries

of the established church, especially the bishop of

London, professed to be offended at the freedom

of the author. " It was then a high crime," says

Clarkson, " to defend publicly and openly as in print,

the unity of God detached from his trinitarian nature."

The usual arguments of intolerance and bigotry were

resorted to, and William Penn was sent a prisoner to

the Tower for presuming to defend his character

against calumny, by showing the public that he had a

reason for his faith.

While in prison he was for a time kept in close

confinement, and treated with severity, not even being

allowed to see his friends. In this situation he was
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informed, that the bishop of London had declared he

should either recant, or end his days in prison. When

Penn heard this, he replied to the person who gave

him the intelligence, " All is well ; I wish they had

told me so before, since the expecting of a release put

a stop to some business. Thou mayest tell my father,

who, I know, will ask thee, these words ; that my
prison shall be my grave before I will budge a jot

;

for 1 owe my conscience to no mortal man ; I have no

need to fear ; God will make amends for all. They

are mistaken in me ; I value not their threats nor re-

solutions, for they shall know I can weary out their

malice and peevishness ; and in me shall they all be-

hold a resolution above fear, conscience above cruelty,

and a baffle put to all their designs by the spirit of pa-

tience, the compassion of all the tribulated flock of the

blessed Jesus, who is the author and finisher of the

faith that overcomes the w^orld, yea, death and hell

too. Neither great nor good things were ever attain-

ed without loss and hardships. He that would reap

and not labour, must faint with the wind, and perish

in disappointments ; but an hair of my head shall not

fall without the providence of my Father, who is over

all."* The spirit, which could utter itself in a strain

like this, wdthin the gloomy walls of a prison, was not

to be overcome wdth force, nor intimidated with boasts

of power, and threats of suffering.

* See the Preface to an Edition of the Sandy Foundation ShakCHj

published in London, 1818. p. v.
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To render himself unconscious of the weary hours

as they passed, Penn apphed himself, during his im-

prisonment, to study and writing. It was here that he

wrote one of his most celebrated works, entitled Ao
Cross, JYo Crown. This would be regarded as a very

remarkable performance from any hand, but when we

consider that the author was only twenty fi\'e years old

when he wrote it, that he was closely confined in a

prison, and that it was completed under these circum-

stances within a period of less than six months, we

cannot but look on the mind which produced it, as of

the highest order, disciplined and matured in a degree

very uncommon at that age. The title sufficiently in-

dicates the subject of the work, which was in accord-

ance with his condition and feelings when he wrote.

This treatise, at the same time it is an ingenious defence

of the religious opinions and conduct of its author, and

of the Quakers generally, abounds in practical wis-

dom and deep thoughts, and discovers a wide range of

reading in ancient and modern authors.

He also composed while in prison a small tract call-

ed Innocency with her open Face, which was occasion-

ed by a belief, that his views of the trinity, contained

in the Sandy Foundation Shaken, had been misunder-

stood. In this tract he supports anew his objections

to the doctrines of satisfaction and imputed righteous-

ness, and of the tripersonal nature of the Deity, but

declares, that he means not to deny the divinity of

Christ. Neither in this tract, nor in his writings ge-
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iierally, where he often recurs to the subject, is it easy

to come at his precise notions respecting the nature

of Christ. He speaks with more directness and per-

spicuity in the Sandy Foundation Shaken, than any

where else, but when all he has said in different places

is brought together and compared, there is consider-

able obscurity as to the exact impressions existing in

his own mind. He denies a trinity of persons, and

yet holds Christ to be in some sense God. As far as

it can be understood, his scheme approaches nearly

to that of Dr Watts, which takes the divinity of Christ

to be a sort of indwelling of the Father, constituting

a union so close, that the name of the Deity may pro-

perly be apphed to the Son.

After remaining in prison seven months, he was

suddenly released by order of the king. His enemies

have accused him of recanting his sentiments, and thus

procuring his freedom at the expense of his consist-

ency, or what is worse, of his sincerity ; and the tract

just mentioned is referred to as a proof of the charge.

But this accusation has more in it of ill nature than of

truth. It does not appear, that the tract had anything

to do with Penn's release ; this was procured by the

interposition of the Duke of York, who was his father's

particular friend.

After being again restored to liberty, Penn return-

ed to his pastoral duties, and, with a zeal in no de-

gree diminished by suffering, preached the doc-

trines which he had done so much to defend and
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impress on the world. The most cliccring circuni-

slance, which liappened to him at this time, was the

reconciliation of his father. At his request he went

over again to Ireland for the purpose of executing

some commission in the way of husiness. He preach-

ed in Duhlin, Cork, and different parts of the Island,

and wrote and distributed tracts explaining his reli-

gious views. By his intercession with the Lord

Lieutenant he also succeeded in releasing several of

his brethren from confinement, who had been impri-

soned on account of their religious tenets. He re-

turned to England, and took up his residence in his

father's house.

The leading particulars in the life of William Penn

have thus been enumerated, as far as they are neces-

sary to illustrate those parts of his writings, which have

been chosen for insertion in the present collection.

Were this fruitful and interesting topic to be pursued

to the end of his eventful life, it would occupy a

vastly greater space, than would be consistent with

the plan of this publication.

He continued a preacher as long as he lived, and

for many years made frequent excursions in England

and Wales, in the exercise of his ministerial functions.

In 1670 he was seized while preaching in London,

and imprisoned in Newgate, under pretence of his

violating the Conventicle Act. He was tried at the

Old Bailey and acquitted. The details of this trial,

as recorded by Clarkson, are very curious, both as
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lllustrntlng the spirit of the times, and the character

and powers of William Penn. He twice visited the

continent, and made the iour of Holland and Ger-

many, in the character of a preacher. In 1682 he

obtained a charter for the tract of country now known

as the State of Pennsylvania, and came over to take

prossession of it the year following. He remained

two years, and then went back to England. In 1699

he again visited Pennsylvania, and continued there a

second time nearly two years, when he embarked for

England, and never came more to this country. In

1712 he was severely attacked with apoplexy ; his

faculties became gradually impaired, and for five or

six years he was very little abroad. He died on the

30th of July, 1718, in the seventy fourth year of his

age.

His works were very numerous, chiefly on religion,

morals, and pohtics. Some of them passed through

several editions during his lifetime, particularly JYo

Cross, JVo Crown, and the Sandy Foundation Shaken.

A full collection was first made in 1726, and publish-

ed in two volumes folio, to which was prefixed a life

of the author. In 1771 was published an edition of

his " Select Works" in one volume folio ; and again

in 1782 this selection was printed in five volumes

octavo. To this also is attached a life of the author,

but it is neither full, judicious, nor satisfactory. Clark-

son's Life of Penn is the best, as being faithful and

copious, plain and unpretending ; but the literary exe-
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culion is quite below the subject, and there is still

wanting an elegant biographical memoir of the founder

of Pennsylvania.

The present notice cannot be more appropriately

closed, than by the following eloquent eulogy contain-

ed in Mr Du Ponceau's Discourse on the Early His-

tory of Pennsylvania.

"William Penn stands the first among the law-

givers, whose names and deeds are recorded in his-

tory. Shall we compare with him Lycurgus, Solon,

Romulus, those founders of military commonwealths,

who organised their citizens in dreadful array against

the rest of their species, taught them to consider their

fellowmen as barbarians, and themselves as alone

worthy to rule over the earth ? What benefit did man-

kind derive from their boasted institutions ? Interro-

gate the shades of those who fell in the mighty contests

between Athens and Lacedaemon, between Carthage

and Rome, and between Rome and the rest of the uni-

verse. But see William Penn with weaponless hand,

sitting down peaceably with his followers in the midst

of savage nations, whose only occupation was shed-

ding the blood of their fellowmen, disarming them

by his justice, and teaching them, for the first time, to

view a stranger without distrust. See them bury their

tomahawks in his presence, so deep that man shall

never be able to find them again. See them under

the shade of the thick groves of Coaquannock extend

the bright chain of friendship, and solemnly promise
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to preserve it as long as the sun and moon shall en-

dure. See him then with his companions establishing

his commonwealth on the sole basis of religion, mo-

rality, and universal love, and adopting as the funda-

mental maxim of his government, the rule handed

down to us from heaven. Glory to God on high, and

on earth peace and good will to all men. Here was

a spectacle for the potentates of the earth to look

upon, an example for them to imitate. But the po-

tentates of the earth did not see, or if they saw, they

turned away their eyes from the sight ; they did not

hear, or if they heard, they shut their ears against the

voice, which called out to them from the wilderness,

Discite justitiam moniti et non temnere Divos.

The character of William Penn alone sheds a never

fading lustre on our history."
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The Trinity of distinct and separate Persons in the

Unity of Essence, refutedfrom Scripture.

" And he said, Lord God, there is no god Hke unto

thee. To whom then will ye liken me, or shall I be

equal, saith the Holy One ?f—I am the Lord, and

there is none else, there is no God besides me. Thus

saith the Lord thy redeemer, the Holy One of Israel.

I will also praise thee, O my God ; unto thee will I sing

—O Holy One of Israel. Jehovah shall be One—and

* The original title of this tract at full length is as follows ;
" The

Sandy Foundation Shaken ; or those so generally believed and ap-

plauded Doctrines,—One God subsisting in three distinct and sepa-

rate Persons,—The impossibility of God's pardoning Sinners with-

out a plenary Satisfaction,—The justification of impure Persons by

an imputative Righteousness,—confuted from the Authority of Scrip-

ture Testimonies and Right Reason. By William Penn; a Builder

on that Foundation which cannot be moved."

t 1 Kings viii. 23 ; Isa. xl. 25.

3*
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his name One."* Which, with a cloud of other tes-

timonies that might be urged, evidently demonstrate,

that in the days of the first covenant and prophets,

but One was the Holy God, and God but that Holy

One.—Again, " And Jesus said unto him, why callest

thou me good ? there is none good but One, and that

is God. And this is life eternal, that they might

know Thee (Father) the Only true God. Seeing it

is one God that shall justify. There be gods many,

but unto us there is but One God, the Father, of

whom are all things. One God and Father, who is

above all. For there is one God. To the Only wise

God be glory now and forever."f From all which

I shall lay down this one assertion, that the testimo-

nies of Scripture, both under the law, and since the

gospel dispensation, declare one to be God, and God

to be One, on which I shall raise this argument.

If God, as the Scriptures testify, hath never been

declared or believed, but as the Holy One ; then will

it follow, that God is not an Holy Three, nor doth

subsist in Three distinct and separate Holy Ones ; but

the before cited Scriptures undeniably prove that One

is God, and God only is that Holy One ; therefore he

cannot be divided into, or subsist in an Holy Three,

or three distinct and separate Holy Ones. Neither can

this receive the least prejudice from that frequent but

* Isa. xlv. 5, 6; xlviii ; Psalm Ixxi. 22 ; Zee. xiv. 9.

t Matt. xix. 17; John xvii 3; Rom. iii.30; 1 Cor.viii.5, 6; Eph.

iv. G; 1 Tim. ii. b; Jude v. 25.
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impertinent distinction, that He is One in substance,

but Three in persons or subsistences ; since God was

not declared or believed incompletely, or without his

subsistences ; nor did He require homage from his

creatures as an incomplete or abstracted Being, but as

God the Holy One, for so he should be manifested

and worshipped without that which was absolutely ne-

cessary to himself; so that either the testimonies of

the aforementioned Scriptures are to be believed con-

cerning God, that he is entirely and completely, not

abstractly and distinctly the Holy One ; or else their

authority to be denied by these Trinitarians ; and on

the contrary, if they pretend to credit those holy testi-

monies, they must necessarily conclude their kind of

trinity a fiction.

Refuted from right Reason.

1. If there be three distinct and separate persons,

then three distinct and separate substances, because

every person is inseparable from its own substance,

and as there is no person that is not a substance in

common acceptation among men, so do the Scriptures

plentifully agree herein ; and since the Father is

God, the Son is God, and the Spirit is God, (which

their opinion necessitates them to confess) then unless

the Father, Son and Spirit are three distinct nothings,

they must be three distinct substances, and conse-

quently three disiinct gods.

2. It is farther proved, if it be considered, that

either the divine persons are finite or infinite. If the
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first, then something finite is inseparable to the infi-

nite substance, whereby something finite is in God

;

if the last, then three distinct infinites, three omnipo-

tents, three eternals, and so three gods.

3. If each person be God, and that God subsists in

three persons, then in each person are three persons

or gods, and from three they will increase to nine,

and so ad infinitum.

4. But if they shall deny the three persons or

subsistences to be infinite, for so there would una-

voidably be three gods, it will follow that they must

be finite, and so the absurdity is not abated from what

it was ; for that of one substance having three subsist-

ences is not greater than that an infinite being should

have three finite modes of subsisting. But though

that mode which is finite cannot answer to a substance

that is infinite
;
yet to try if we can make their prin-

ciple to consist, let us conceive that three persons,

which may be finite separately, make up an infinite

conjunctly ; however this will follow, that they are

no more incommunicable or separate, nor properly

subsistences, but a subsistence ; for the infinite sub-

stance cannot find a bottom or subsistence in any one

or two, therefore, jointly. And here I am also will-

ing to overlook finiteness in the Father, Son, and

Spirit, which this doctrine must suppose.

5. Again, if these three distinct persons are one,

with some one thing, as they say they are with the

Godhead, then are not they incommunicable among
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themselves ; but so much the comrary as to be one

in the place of another ; for if that the only God is

the Father, and Christ be that only God, then is

Christ the Father. So if that one God be the son,

and the spirit that one God, then is the spirit the son,

and so round. Nor is it possible to stop, or that it

should be otherwise, since if the divine nature be in-

separable from the three persons, or communicated to

each, and each person have the whole divine nature,

then is the son in the Father, and the spirit in the son,

unless that the Godhead be as incommunicable to the

persons, as they are reported to be amongst them-

selves ; or that the three persons have distinctly allot-

ted them such a proportion of the divine nature, as

is not communicable to each other ; which is alike ab-

surd. Much more might be said to manifest the

gross contradiction of this trinitarian doctrine, as

vulgarly received; but I must be brief.

Information and Caution.

Before I shall conclude this head, it is requisite I

should inform thee, reader, concerning its original.

Thou mayest assure thyself, it is not from the Scrip-

tures nor reason, since so expressly repugnant; al-

though all broachers of their own inventions strongly

endeavour to reconcile them with that holy record.

Know then, my friend, it ivas horn above three hun-

dred years after the ancient Gospel was declared ; and

that through the nice distinctions and too daring cu-
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riosity of the Bishop of Alexandria, who being as hotly

opposed by Alius, their zeal so reciprocally blew the

fire of contention, animosity, and persecution, till at

last they sacrificed each other to their mutual revenge.

Thus it was conceived in ignorance, brought forth

and maintained by cruelty ; for though he that was

strongest imposed his opinion, persecuting the con-

trary, yet the scale turning on the trinitarian side, it

has there continued through all the Romish genera-

tions ; and notwithstanding it hath obtained the name

of Athanasian from Athanasius, (a stiff man, witness

his carriage towards Constantine the emperor,) be-

cause supposed to have been most concerned in the

framing that creed in which this doctrine is asserted

;

yet have I never seen one copy void of a suspicion,

rather to have been the results of Popish schoolmen;

which I could render more perspicuous did not brevi-

ty necessitate me to an omission.

Be therefore cautioned, reader, not to embrace

the determination of prejudiced councils for evangel-

ical doctrine, which the Scriptures bear no certain

testimony to, neither was believed by the primitive

saints, or thus stated by any I have read of in the

first, second, or third centuries
;

particularly Irenaeus,

Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Origen, with many others,

who appear wholly foreign to the matter in contro-

versy. But seeing that private spirits, and those

none of the most ingenious, have been the parents

and guardians of this so generally received doctrine

;
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let the time past suffice, and be admonished to apply

thy mind unto that light and grace which bring salva-

tion ; that by obedience thereunto, those mists tradi-

tion hath cast before thy eyes may be expelled, and

thou receive a certain knowledge of that God, whom
to know is Hfe eternal, not to be divided, but One

pure, entire and eternal Being, who in the fulness

of time sent forth his Son, as the true light which en-

lighteneth every man; that whosoever followed him

(the light) might be translated from the dark notions

and vain conversations of men to this holy light, in

which only sound judgment and eternal life are ob-

tainable; who so many hundred years since, in per-

son, testified the virtue of it, and has communicated

unto all, such a proportion as may enable them to

follow his example.

The vulgar Doctrine of Satisfaction, being dependent

on the second Person of the Trinity, refutedfrom

Scripture.

DOCTRINE.

' That man having transgressed the righteous law

of God, and so exposed to the penalty of eternal

wrath, it is altogether impossible for God to remit or

forgive without a plenary satisfaction ; and that there

was no other way by which God could obtain satis-

faction, or save men, than by inflicting the penalty of

infinite wrath and vengeance on Jesus Christ, the
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second person of the trinity, who, for sins past, pre-

sent, and to come, hath wholly borne and paid it,

whether for all, or but some, to the offended infinite

justice of his Father.'

1. "And the Lord passed by before him (Moses)

and proclaimed, the Lord, the Lord God, merciful

and gracious, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving

iniquity, transgression, and sin."* From whence I

shall draw this position ; that since God has proclaim-

ed himself a gracious, merciful, and forgiving God,

it is not inconsistent with his nature to remit without

any other consideration than his own love ; otherwise

He could not justly come mider the imputation of so

many gracious attributes, with whom it is impossible

to pardon, and necessary to exact the payment of the

utmost farthing.

2. " For if ye turn again to the Lord, the Lord

your God is gracious and merciful, and will not turn

away his face from you."f Where, how natural is it

to observe, that God's remission is grounded on their

repentance ; and not that it is impossible for God to

pardon without plenary satisfaction, since the possi-

bility, nay certainty of the contrary, viz. his grace and

mercy, is the great motive or reason of that loving in-

vitation to return.

3. " They hardened their necks, and hearkened

not to ihy commandments ; but Thou art a God ready

to pardon, gracious and merciful."J Can the honest-

* Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7. t 3 Chron. xxx. 9. | Neh. ix. 16, 17.
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hearted reader conceive, that God should thus be

mercifully qualified, whilst executing the rigour of the

law transgressed, or not acquitting without the debt be

paid him by another ? I suppose not.

4. " Let the wicked forsake his way, and the un-

righteous man his thoughts, and let him return unto

the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him, and to

our God, for he will abundantly pardon."* Come,

let the unprejudiced judge, if this scripture doctrine

is not very remote from saying, his nature cannot for-

give sin, therefore let Christ pay him full satisfaction,

or He will certainly be avenged ; which is the sub-

stance of that strange opinion.

5. " Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that 1

will make a new covenant with the house of Israel

;

I will put my law in their inward parts ; I will for-

give their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no

more."f Here is God's mere grace asserted, against

the pretended necessity of a satisfaction to procure

his remission; and this Paul acknowledgeth to be the

dispensation of the Gospel, in his eighth chapter to

the Hebrews ; so that this new doctrine doth not only

contradict the nature and design of the second cove-

nant, but seems, in short, to discharge God both from

his mercy and omnipotence.

6. " Who is a God like unto thee, that pardoneth

iniquity, and passeth by the transgression of the rem-

nant of his heritage ^ He retaineth not his anger for-

* Isa. iv. 7. t Jer xxxi. 31, 33, 34.

4
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ever, because He delighteth in mercy."* Can there

be a more express passage to clear, not only the pos-

sibility, but real inclinations in God to pardon sin, and

"not retain his anger for ever ?" Since the prophet

seems to challenge all other gods, to try their excel-

lency by his God ; herein describing the supremacy

of his power and super-excellency of his nature, that

" He pardoneth iniquity, and retaineth not his anger

forever." So that if the satisfactionists should ask

the question, who is a God like unto ours, that cannot

pardon iniquity, nor pass by transgression, but retain-

eth his anger until somebody make him satisfaction ?

I answer, many amongst the harsh and severe rulers

of the nation ; but as for my God, He is exalted

above them all, upon the throne of his mercy, "who

pardoneth iniquity, and retaineth not his anger for-

ever, but will have compassion upon us."

7. " And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our

debtors."f Where nothing can be more obvious,

than that which is forgiven, is not paid ; and if it is

our duty to forgive our debtors, without a satisfaction

received, and that God is to forgive us, as we forgive

them, then is a satisfaction totally excluded. Christ

farther paraphrases upon that part of his prayer, ver.

14, " For if ye forgive their trespasses, your heavenly

Father will also forgive you." Where he as well

argues the equity of God's forgiving them from their

forgiving others, as he encourages them to forgive

^ Micah vii. 18. t Matt. vi. 12.
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Others from the example of God's mercy in forgiving

them ; which is more amjjly expressed, chap, xviii.

where the kingdom of heaven, that consists in right-

eousness, is represented by a king, " who, upon his

(debtor's petition, had compassion, and forgave him
;

but the same treating his fellow servant without the

least forbearance, the king condemned his unrighteous-

ness, and delivered him over to the tormentors." But

how had this been a fault in the servant, if his king's

mercy had not been proposed for his example ^ How
most unworthy therefore is it of God, and blasphe-

mous, .may I justly term it, for any to assert, that for-

giveness impossible to God, which is not only possible,

but enjoined to men !

8. " For God so loved the world, that he gave his

only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him

should not perish, but have everlasting life."* By
which it appears that God's love is not the effect of

Christ's satisfaction, but Christ is the proper gift and

effect of God's love.

9. "To him give all the prophets witness, that

through his name, whosoever believeth in him, shall

receive remission of sins."t So that remission came

by believing his testimony, and obeying his precepts,

and not by a strict satisfaction.

10. " If God be for us, who can be against us ? He
that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for

* John iii. 16. t Acts x. 43.
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US all."^ Which evidently declares it to be God's

act of love, otherwise, if he must be paid, he should

be at the charge of his own satisfaction, for he de-

livered up the Son.

11. "And all things are of God, who hath recon-

ciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to

us the ministry of reconciliation, to wit, that God was

in Christ reconciling the world to himself, not imput-

ing their trespasses unto them."f How undeniably

apparent is it, that God is so far from standing off in

high displeasure, and upon his own terms contracting

with his Son for a satisfaction, as being otherwise in-

capable to be reconciled, that he became himself the

reconciler by Christ, and afterwards by the apostles,

his ambassadors, to whom was committed the ministry

of reconciliation !

12. " In whom we have redemption through his

blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches

of his grace."f Now what relation satisfaction has

to forgiveness of sins, or how any can construe grace

to be strict justice, the meanest understanding may

determine.

13. " But the God of all grace, who hath called us

unto his eternal glory by Christ Jesus."§ He does

not say that God's justice, in consideration of Christ's

satisfaction, acquitted us from sins past, present, and

to come, and therefore hath called us to his eternal

glory ; but from his grace.

* Rom. viii. 31,32. t 2 Cor. v. 18,19. | Eph. i. 7. § 1 Pet. v. 10.
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14. "In this was manifest the love of God towards

us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into

the world, that we might live through him."* Wliich

plainly attributes Christ, in his doctrine, hfe, miracles,

death, and sufferings, to God, as the gift and express-

ion of his eternal love, for the salvation of men.

1. In aboHshing that other covenant, which consist-

ed in external and shadowy ordinances, and that made

none clean as concerning the conscience.

2. In promulgating his message, of a most free and

universal tender of life and salvation, unto all that be-

Heved and followed him, (the light) in all his righteous-

ness, the very end of his appearance being to destroy

the works of the devil, and which every man only

comes to experience, as he walks in an holy subject-

ion to that measure of light and grace, wherewith the

fulness hath enlightened him.

3. In seconding his doctrines with signs, miracles,

and a most innocent selfdenying life.

4. In ratifying and confirming all, with great love

and holy resignation, by the offering up of his body

to be crucified by wicked hands ; who is now ascend-

ed far above all heavens, and is thereby become a

most complete captain, and perfect example.

So that I can by no means conclude, but openly

declare, that the Scriptures of truth are not only silent

in reference to this doctrine of rigid satisfaction, but

* 1 John iv. 9.

4*
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that it is altogether inconsistent with the dignity of

God, and very repugnant to the conditions, nature, and

tendency of that second covenant, concerning which

their testimony is so clear.

The Jlhsurdities, that unavoidably follow the Com-

parison of this Doctrine with the Sense of Scrip-

ture.

1. That God is gracious to forgive, and yet it is

impossible for him, unless the debt be fully satisfied.

2. That the finite and impotent creature is more

capable of extending mercy and forgiveness, than the

infinite and omnipotent Creator.

3. " That God so loved the world, he gave his only

Son to save it ;" and yet that God stood off in high

displeasure, and Christ gave himself to God as a com-

plete satisfaction to his offended justice ; with many

more such like gross consequences that might be

drawn.

Refuted from right Reason.

But if we should grant a scripture silence, as to the

necessity of Christ's so satisfying his Father's justice
;

yet so manifest would be the contradictions, and foul

the repugnances to right reason, that he who had not

veiled his understanding with the dark suggestions of

unwarrantable tradition, or contracted his judgment to

the implicit apprehensions of some over valued ac-

quaintance, might with great facihty discriminate to a
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full resolution in this point ; for admitting God to be

a creator, or he to whom the debt should be paid
;

and Christ, he that satisfies or pays it on the behalf of

man, the debtor; this question will arise, Whether he

paid that debt as God, or man, or both 9 (to use their

own terms.)

JVot as God.

1. In that it divides the unity of the Godhead, by

two distinct acts, of being offended and not offended

;

of condemning justice and redeeming mercy ; of re-

quiring a satisfaction and then making it.

2. Because if Christ pay the debt as God, then the

Father and the Spirit being God, they also pay the

debt.

3. Since God is to be satisfied, and that Christ is

God, he consequently is to be satisfied ; and who

shall satisfy his infinite justice ?

4. But if Christ has satisfied God the Father,

Christ being also God, it will follow then that he has

satisfied himself, which cannot be.

5. But since God the Father was once to be satis-

fied, and that it is impossible he should do it himself,

nor yet the Son or Spirit, because the same God ; it

naturally follows, that the debt remains unpaid, and

tnese satisfactionists thus far are still at a loss.

JVoi as Man.

6. The justice offended being infinite, his satisfac-

tion ought to bear a proportion therewith, which Jesus
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Christ, as man, could never pay, he being finite, and

from a finite cause could not proceed an infinite ef-

fect ; for so man mr.y be said to bring forth God,

since nothing below the Divinity itself can rightly be

styled infinite.

JSfot as God and Man.

7. For where two mediums, or middle propositions,

are singly inconsistent with the nature of the end for

which they were at first propounded, their conjunc-

tion does rather augment than lessen the difficulty of

its accomplishment ; and this I am persuaded must

be obvious to every unbiassed understanding.

But admitting one of these three mediums possible

for the payment of an infinite debt; yet, pray observe

the most unworthy and ridiculous consequences, that

unavoidably will attend the impossibility of God's par-

doning sinners without a satisfaction.

Consequences irreligious and irrational.

1. That it is unlawful and impossible for God

Almighty to be gracious and merciful, or to pardon

transgressors ; than which what is more unw-orlhy

of God ?

2. That God was inevitably compelled to this way

of saving men ; the highest affi'ont to his uncontrol-

lable nature.

3. That it was unworthy of God to pardon, but

not to inflict punishment on the innocent, or require a

satisfaction where there was nothing due.
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4. It doth not only disacknowledge the true virtue

and real intent of Christ's life and death, but entirely

deprives God of that praise which is owing to his

greatest love and goodness.

5. It represents the Son more kind and compas-

sionate than the Father; whereas, if both be the

same God, then either the Father is as loving as the

Son, or the Son as angry as the Father.

6. It robs God of the gift of his Son for our re-

demption (which the Scriptures attribute to the un-

merited love he had for the world), in affirming the

Son purchased that redemption from the Father, by

the gift of himself to God, as our complete satisfaction.

7. Since Christ could not pay what was not his

own, it follows, that in the payment of his own, the

case still remains equally grievous ; since the debt is

not hereby absolved or forgiven, but transferred only
;

and by consequence we are no better provided for

salvation than before, owing that now to the Son,

which was once owing to the Father.

8. It no way renders man beholding, [beholden] or

in the least obliged to God ; since by their doctrine

He would not have abated us, nor did He Christ the

last farthing ; so that the acknowledgments are pecu-

liarly the Son's, which destroys the whole current of

scripture testimony for his good will towards men.

O the infamous protraiture this doctrine draws of the

Infinite Goodness ! Is this your retribution, O inju-

rious satisfactionists .'*
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9. That God's justice is satisfied for sins past, pre-

sent, and to come ; whereby God and Christ have lost

both their power of enjoining godliness, and all pre-

rogative of punishing disobedience ; for what is once

paid is not revokable ; and if punishment should ar-

rest any for their debts, it either argues a breach on

God's or Christ's part, or else that it has not been

sufficiently solved, and the penalty completely sus-

tained by another; forgetting "that every one must

appear before the judgment seat of Christ, to receive

according to the things done in the body
;
yea, every

one must give an account of himself to God."* But

many more are the gross absurdhies and blasphemies,

that are the genuine fruits of this so confidently be-

lieved doctrine of satisfaction.

Caution.

Let me advise, nay warn thee, reader, by no means

to admit an entertainment of this principle, by whom-

soever recommended; since it does not only divest

the glorious God of his sovereign power, both to par-

don and punish, but as certainly insinuates a licen-

tiousness, at least a liberty, that unbecomes the nature

of that ancient Gospel once preached amongst the

primitive saints, and that from an apprehension of a

satisfaction once paid for all. Whereas I must tell

thee, that unless thou seriously repent, and no more

grieve God's holy Spirit, placed in thy inmost parts,

* 2 Cor. XV. 10 ; Rom. xiv. 12.
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but art thereby taught to deny all ungodliness, and

led into all righteousness ; at the tribunal of the great

Judge, thy plea shall prove invalid, and thou receive

thy reward without respect to any other thing than

the deeds done in the body. " Be not deceived, God

will not be mocked ; such as thou sowest, such shult

thou reap ;"* which leads me to the consideration of

my third head, viz. ' Justification by an imputative

righteousness.'

The Justification of impure Persons, hy an imputa-

tive Righteousness, refutedfrom Scripture.

DOCTRINE.

' That there is no other way for sinners to be jus-

tified in the sight of God, than by the imputation of

that righteousness of Christ, so long since performed

personally ; and that sanctification is consequential,

not antecedent.'

1. "Keep thee far from a false matter ; and the

innocent and righteous slay thou not ; for I will not

justify the wicked."f Whereon I ground this argu-

ment, that since God has prescribed an inoffensive

life, as that which can only give acceptance with Him,

and on the contrary hath determined never to justify

the wicked ; then will it necessarily follow, that unless

this so much believed imputative righteousness had

* Gal. vi. 7. + Exod. xxiii. 7.
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that effectual influence, as to regenerate and redeem

the soul from sin, on wliich the malediction lies, he

is as far to seek for justification as before ; for whilst

a person is really guilty of a false matter, I positively

assert, from the authority and force of this scripture,

he cannot be in a state of justification ; and as God

will not justify the wicked, so, by the acknowledged

reason of contraries, the just He will never condemn,

but they, and they only, are the justified of God.

2. " He that justifieth the wicked, and he that

condemneth the just, even they both are an abomina-

tion to the Lord."* It would very opportunely be

observed, that if it is so great an abomination in men

to justify the wicked, and condemn the just, how much

greater would it be in God, which this doctrine of im-

putative righteousness necessarily does imply, that so

far disengages God from the person justified, as that

his guilt shall not condemn him, nor his innocency

justify him f But will not the abomination appear

greatest of all, when God shall be found condemning

the just, on purpose to justify the wicked, and that

He is thereto compelled, or else no salvation ; which

is the tendency of their doctrine, ' who imagine the

righteous and merciful God to condemn and punish

his innocent Son, that he having satisfied for our sins,

we might be justified (whilst unsanctified) by the im-

putation of his perfect righteousness.' O / why should

this horrible thing be contended for by Christians 9

* Prov. xvii. 15.
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3. " The son shall not bear the iniquity of liis

father; the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon

him, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon

him. When a righteous man turneth away from his

righteousness, for his iniquity that he hath done shall

he die. Again, when the wicked man turneth away

from his wickedness, and doeth that which is lawful

and right, he shall save his soul alive
;
yet saith the

house of Israel, the ways of the Lord are not equal

;

are not my ways equal .^"* If this was once equal,

it is so still, for God is unchangeable ; and therefore

I shall draw this argument, that the condemnation or

justification of persons, is not from the imputation of

another's righteousness, but the actual performance

and keeping of God's righteous statutes or command-

ments, otherwise God should forget to be equal

;

therefore how wickedly unequal are those, who, not

from scripture evidences, but their own dark conjec-

tures and interpretations of obscure passages would

frame a doctrine so manifestly inconsistent with God's

most pure and equal nature ; making him to condemn

the righteous to death, and justify the wicked to life,

from the imputation of another's righteousness ;—

a

most unequal way indeed !

4. " Not every one that saith unto me. Lord,

Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he

that doeth the will of my Father. Whosoever heareth

* Ezek. xviii. 20, 26, 27, 29.

5
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these sayings of mine, and doetli them, I will Hken

him unto a wise man which built his house upon a

rock," he* How very fruitful are the Scriptures of

truth, in testimonies against this absurd and dangerous

doctrine ! These words seem to import a twofold

righteousness ; the first consists in sacrifice, the last

in obedience; the one makes a talking, the other a

doing Christian. I, in short, argue thus ; if none can

enter into the kingdom of heaven, but they that do

the Father's will, then none are justified, but they

•who do the Father's will, because none can enter into

the kingdom but such as are justified. Since there-

fore there can be no admittance had, without perform-

ing that righteous will, and doing those holy and per-

fect sayings ; alas ! to what value will an imputative

righteousness amount, when a poor soul shall awake

polluted in his sin, by the hasty calls of death, to

make its appearance before the judgment seat, where

it is impossible to justify the wicked, or that any

should escape uncondemned, but such as do the will

of God ?

5. "If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide

in my love, even as I have kept my Father's com-

mandments, and abide in his love."f From whence

this argument doth naturally arise ; if none are truly

justified that abide not in Christ's love, and that none

abide in his love who keep not his commandments

;

* Matt. vii. 21, 24, 25. t 1 John xvi. 10.
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then consequently none are justified but such as keep

liis commandments. Besides, here is the most palpa-

ble opposition to an imputative righteousness that may

be ; for Christ is so far from telling them of such

a way of being justified, as that he informs them the

reason why he abode in his Father's love, was his

obedience ; and is so far from telling them of their

being justified, whilst not abiding in his love, by

virtue of his obedience imputed unto them, that un-

less they keep his commands, and obey for them-

selves, they shall be so remote from an acceptance,

as wholly to be cast out ; in all which Christ is our

example.

6. " Ye are my friends, if you do whatsoever I

command you."* We have almost here the very

words, but altogether the same matter, which affords

us thus much, that without being Christ's friends, there

is no being justified ; but unless we keep his com-

mandments, it is impossible we should be his friends

;

it therefore necessarily follows, that except we keep

his commandments, there is no being justified ; or in

short, thus ; if the way to be a friend is, to keep the

commandments, then the way to be justified is to

keep the commandments ; because none can obtain

the quality of a friend, and remain unjustified, or be

truly justified whilst an enemy; which he certainly is

that keeps not the commandments.

* John XV. 14
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7. " For not the hearers of the law are just before

God, but the doers of the law shall be justified."*

From whence how unanswerably may I observe, unless

we become doers of that law, which Christ came not

to destroy, but as our example to fulfil, we can never

be justified before God ; wherefore obedience is so

absolutely necessary, that short of it there can be no

acceptance. Nor let any fancy that Christ hath so

fulfilled it for them, as to exclude their obedience

from being requisite to their acceptance but as their

pattern ;
" for unless ye follow me," saith Christ, " ye

cannot be my disciples ;" and it is not only repugnant

to reason, but in this place particularly refuted ; for if

Christ had fulfilled it on our behalf and we not ena-

bled to follow his example, there would not be doers,

but one doer only, of the law, justified before God.

In short, if without obedience to the righteous law

none can be justified, then all our hearing of the law,

with but the mere imputation of another's righteous-

ness, whilst we are actually breakers of it, is excluded,

as not justifying before God. "If you fulfil the royal

law, ye do well ; so speak ye, and so do ye, as they

that shall be judged thereby."

S. " If ye live after the flesh ye shall die ; but if

ye, through the spirit, do mortify the deeds of the

body, ye shall live."f No man can be dead, and

justified before God, for so he may be justified that

Rom. ii. 13 t Roin. viii. 13>
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lives after the flesh ; therefore they only can be justi-

fied that are alive ; from whence this follows, if the

hving are justified and not the dead, and that none

can live to God but such as have mortified the deeds

of the body through the spirit, then none can be justi-

fied but diey who have mortified the deeds of the body

through the spirit ; so that justification does not go be-

fore, but is subsequential to the mortification of lusts

and sanctification of the soul, through the spirit's ope-

ration.

9. " For as many as are led by the spirit of God

are the sons of God."* How clearly will it appear

to any but a cavilling and tenacious spirit, that man

can be no farther justified, than as he becomes obe-

dient to the spirit's leadings ; for if none can be a son

of God but he that is led by the spirit of God, then

none can be justified without being led by the spirit

of God, because none can be justified but he that is a

son of God ; so that the way to justification and son-

ship is through obedience to the spirit's leadings, that

is, manifesting the holy fruits thereof by an innocent

fife and conversation.

10. " But let every man prove his own work, then

shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in

another. Be not deceived, for whatsoever a man

soweth that shall he reap."f If rejoicing and accept-

ance with God, or the contrary, are to be reaped

* Rom. viii. 14. t Gal. vi, 4, 7.

5*
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from the work that man soweth, either to the flesh or

to the spirit, then is tlie doctrine of accejDtance, and

ground of rejoicing, from the works of another, utterly

excluded, every man reaping according to what he

hath sown, and bearing his own burden.

11. "Was not Abraham our father justified by

works, when he had offered Isaac his son upon the

altar ? Ye see then how that by works a man is justi-

fied, and not by faith only."* He that will seriously

peruse this chapter, shall doubtless find some to whom
this epistle was wrote, of the same spirit with the satis-

factionists and imputarians of our time—they fain

would have found out a justification from faith in the

imputation of another's righteousness ; but James, an

apostle of the Most High God, who experimentally

knew what true faith and justification meant, gave

them to understand from Abraham's selfdenying ex-

ample, that unless their faith in the purity and power

of God's grace, had that effectual operation to subdue

every beloved lust, wean from every Delilah, and en-

tirely to resign and sacrifice Isaac himself, their faith

was a fable, or as a body without a spirit ; and as

righteousness therefore in one person cannot justify

another from unrighteousness ; so whoever now pre-

tends to be justified by faith, whilst not led and guided

hy the spirit into all the ways of truth and works of

righteousness, their faith they will find at last a fiction.

" Jatnps ii. 21. 24.
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12. " Little children, let no man deceive you ; he

that doeth righteousness is righteous, as God is right-

eous, (but) he that committeth sin is of the devil.
"'^

From whence it may be very clearly argued, that

none can be in a state of justification, from the right-

eousness performed by another imputed unto them,

but as they are actually redeemed from the commis-

sion of sin ; for " if he that committeth sin is of the

devil," then cannot any be justified completely before

God, who is so incompletely redeemed, as yet to be

under the captivity of lust, since then the devil's seed

or offspring may be justified ; but that is impossible
;

it therefore follows, that as he who doeth righteousness

is righteous, as God is righteous, so no farther is he

like God, or justifiable ; for in whatsoever he dero-

gates from the works of that faith which is held in a

pure conscience, he is no longer righteous or justified,

but under condemnation as a transgressor, or disobe-

dient person, to the righteous commandment ; and if

any would obtain the true state of justification, let them

circumspectly observe the holy guidings and instruct-

ions of that unction, to which the apostle recommended

the ancient churches, that thereby they may be led out

of all ungodliness into truth and holiness, so shall they

find acceptance with the Lord, who has determined

never to justify the wicked.

* John iii. 7, 8
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Refuted from right Reason.

1. Because it is impossible for God to justify that

Tvhicli is boll) opposite and destructive to the purity of

his own nature, as this doctrine necessarily obhges him

to do, in accepting tlie wicked, as not such, from the

imputation of anotlier's lighteousness.

2. Since man was justified before God, whilst in

his native innocency, and never condemned till he had

erred from that pure state ; he never can be justified,

whilst in the frequent comniission of that for which the

condemnation came ; therefore, to be justified, his

redemption must be as entire as his fall.

3. Because sin came not by imputation, but actual

transgression ; for God did not condemn his creature

for what he did not, but what he did ; therefore must

the righteousness be as personal for acceptance, other-

wise these two things will necessarily follow ; first, that

he may be actually a sinner, and yet not under the

curse ; secondly, that the power of the first Adam to

death was more prevalent than the power of the second

Adam unto life.

4. It is therefore contrary to sound reason, that if

actual sinning brought death and condemnation, any

thing besides actual obedience unto righteousness

should bring life and justification ; for death and life,

condemnation and justification being vastly opposite,

no man can be actually dead and imputatively alive;

therefor^ this doctrine, so much contended for, carries

this gross absurdity with it, that a man may be actually
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sinful, yet iinpiUatively rij:;htcoiis ; actually judged and

condemned, yet iinputatively jusliruMJ and glorified ; in

short, lie may be actually damned, and yet inipulalive-

ly saved ; otherwise it must be acknovvledfi;ed, that

obedience to justification ought to be as |)eisonally

extensive, as was disobedience to condennialion ; in

which real, not imputative sense, those various terms

of sanctification, righteousness, resurrection, life, re-

demption, justification, &ic. are most infallibly to be

understood.

5. Nor are those words, impute,, impvte.d^ impuieth,,

Imputing, used in Scripture by way of oi>nosilion to

that which is actual and inherent, as the assertois of

an imputative righteousness do by (heir doclrine plain-

ly intimate ; but so much the contrary, as tluil they are

never mentioned, but to express men really and per-

sonally to be that which is iin[)uted to them, whether

as guilty, as remitted, or as righteous. For instance;

" What man soever of the house of Israel that killeth

an ox, and bringclh it not to the door of the taberna-

cle to offer unto the Lord, blood shall be imputed

unto that man,"* or charged upon him as guilty there-

of. " And Sliiniei said unto the king, let not iny lord

impute iniquity unto me, for thy servant doth know

that 1 have sinned."f
6. " But sin is not imputed where there is no law."J

From whence it is apparent that there could be no im-

* Lev. xvij. o, 4. t 2 Sam. xix. lb—20. | Roui. v. 13.
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putation or charging of guilt upon any, but such as

really were guilty. Next, it is used about remission;

" Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth

not iniquity ;"^ or as the foregoing words have it,

" whose transgression is forgiven." Where the non-

imputation doth not argue a nonreality of sin, but the

reality of God's pardon ; for otherwise there would be

nothing to forgive, nor yet a real pardon, but only im-

putative, which, according to the sense of this doc-

trine, I call imaginary. Again, " God was in Christ

reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their

trespasses unto them."f Where also nonimputation,

being a real discharge for actual trespasses, argues an

imputation, by the reason of contraries, to be a real

charging of actual guilt. Lastly, it is used in relation

to righteousness ; " Was not Abraham justified by

works, when he offered Isaac f And by works was

faith made perfect, and the Scripture was fulfilled,

which saith, Abraham believed God, and it was im-

puted unto him for righteousness."J By which we

must not conceive, as do the dark imputarians of this

age, that Abraham's offering personally was not a just-

ifying righteousness, but that God was pleased to ac-

count it so ; since God never accounts a thing that

which it is not ; nor was there any imputation of

another's righteousness to Abraham, but on the con-

trary, his personal obedience was the ground of that

* Ps. xxxii. 2. t 2 Cor. v. ID. i James ii. 21—23
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just imputation ; and therefore, that any should be

justified from the imputation of another's righteous-

ness, not inherent, or actually possessed by them, is

both ridiculous and dangerous—Ridiculous, since it is

to say a man is rich to the value of a thousand pounds,

whilst he is not really or personally worth a groat, from

the imputation of another, who has it all in his possess-

ion—Dangerous, because it begets a confident persua-

sion in many people of their being justified, whilst in

captivity to those lusts whose reward is condemna-

tion ; whence came that usual saying amongst many

professors of religion, " that God looks not on them as

they are in themselves, but as they are in Christ ;" not

considering that none can be in Christ, who are not

new creatures, which those cannot be reputed, who

have not disrobed themselves of their old garments,

but are still inmantled with the corruptions of the old

man.

Consequences irreligious and irrational.

1

.

It makes God guilty of what the Scriptures say

is an abomination, to wit, that he justifieth the wicked.

.

2. It makes him look upon persons as they are not,

or with respect, which is unworthy of his most equal

nature.

3. He is hereby at peace with the wicked, (if just-

ified whilst sinners,) who said, " there is no peace to

the wicked."

4. It does not only imply communion with them

here, in an imperfect state, but so to all eternity ;
" for
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whom he justified, them he also glorified."* There-

fore whom he justified whilst sinners, them he also

glorified whilst sinners.

5. It only secures from the w^ages, not the domin-

ion of sin ; whereby something that is sinful comes to

be justified, and that which defileth, to enter God's

kingdom.

6. It renders a man justified and condemned, dead

and alive, redeemed and not redeemed, at the same

time ; the one by an imputative righteousness, the

other a personal unrighteousness.

7. It flatters men, whilst subject to the world's

lusts, with a state of justification, and thereby invali-

dates the very end of Christ's appearance, which was

to destroy the works of the devil, and take away the

sins of the w^orld ; a quite contrary purpose than what

the satisfactionists and imputarians of our times have

imagined, viz. to satisfy for their sins, and by his im-

puted righteousness to represent them holy in him,

whilst unholy in themselves ; therefore, since it was to

take away sin and destroy the devil's works, which

were not in himself, for that Holy One saw no cor-

ruption, consequently, in mankind; what can therefore

be concluded more evidently true, than that such in

whom sin is not taken away, and the devil's works un-

destroyed, are strangers, notwithstanding their con-

ceits, to the very end and purpose of Christ's mani-

festation .'^

'* Roui. viii. 30.
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Conclusion, by way of Caution.

Thus, reader, have I led thee through those three

so generally applauded doctrines, whose confutation I

hope, though thou hast run, thou hast read ; and now

I call the righteous God of heaven to bear me record,

that I have herein sought nothing below the defence

of his unity, mercy, and purity, against the rude and

impetuous assaults of tradition, press, and pulpit, from

whence I daily hear, what rationally induceth me to

beheve, a conspiracy is held by counterplots to ob-

struct the exaltation of truth, and to betray evangelical

doctrines to idle traditions ; but God will rebuke the

winds, and destruction shall attend the enemies of his

anointed. Mistake me not, we never have disowned

a Father, Word, and Spirit, which are One, but men's

inventions ; for, 1 . Their trinity has not so much as a

foundation in the Scriptures. 2. Its original was three

hundred years after Christianity was in the world. 3.

It having cost much blood ; in the council of Sirmium,

anno 355, it was decreed, " that thenceforth the con-

troversy should not be remembered, because the

Scriptures of God made no mention thereof."* Why,

then, should it be mentioned now, v^^ith a maranatha

on all that will not bow to this abstruse opinion ? 4.

And it doubtless hath occasioned idolatry ; witness

the Popish images of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

5. It scandahzeth Turks, Jews, and Infidels, and pal-

Socrat. Schol. An. 355. Cone. Sirm. Cap xxv. p. 275.

6
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pably obstructs their reception of the Christian doc-

trine. Nor is there more to be said on the behalf of

the other two ; for I can boldly challenge any person

to give me one scripture phrase, which does approach

the doctrine of satisfaction, much less the name, con-

sidering to what degree it is stretched ; not that we do

deny, but really confess, that Jesus Christ, in Hfe, doc-

trine, and death, fulfilled his Father's will, and offered

up a most satisfactory sacrifice, but not to pay God, or

help him, as otherwise being unable, to save men.

And for a justification by an imputative righteousness,

whilst not real, it is merely an imagination, not a real-

ity, and therefore rejected ; otherwise confessed and

known to be justifying before God, because " there is

no abiding in Christ's love without keeping his com-

mandments." I therefore caution thee in love, of

whatsoever tribe or family in religion thou mayest be,

not longer to deceive thyself by the over fond embraces

of human apprehensions for divine mysteries ; but

rather be informed that God hath bestowed " a meas-

ure of his grace on thee and me, to shew us what is

good, that we may obey and do it ;" which if thou

diligently wilt observe, thou shalt be led out of all

unrighteousness, and in thy obedience shalt thou " re-

ceive power to become a son of God ;" in which happy

estate God only can be known by men, and they know

themselves to be justified before him, whom experi-

mentally to know, by Jesus Christ, is hfe eternal.



CREEDS

SHOULD BE EXPRESSED IN THE

LANGUAGE OF SCRIPTURE,

FROM WILLIAM PENN S ADDRESS TO PROTESTANTS.

Opinions pass for faith, and are made articles of

faith, and are enjoined to be embraced as the bond of

communion.

That this is so, let us take the most impartial view

we can, and we shall find it to be true, both of the na-

tional and many other select societies. That I may-

be understood in the signification of the word opin-

ions, I explain it thus ; Opinions are all those propo-

sitions, or conclusions, made by men doctrines of faith

and articles of communion, which either are not ex-

pressly laid down in Scripture, or not so evidently

deducible from Scripture, as to leave no occasion of

doubt of the truth of them in their minds who sin-

cerely and reverently believe the text ; or, lastly, such

as have no new or credible revelation to vouch them.

That this is our case, let the several confessions of

faith, pubhshed by almost every party in England, be
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perused, and you will find such propositions translated

into doctrines of faith and articles of communion, as

are, first, not only not expressed in Scripture, but, per-

haps not well deducible from Scripture ; and if one

party may be but believed against another, we can

want no evidence to prove what we say. And, in the

next place, such as are, though not expressed, yet, it

may be, deducible as to the matter of them, are either

carried so high, spun so fine, or so disguised by bar-

barous school terms, that they are rather a bone of

contention, than a bond of concord to religious socie-

ties. Yet this has been the unhappiness even of this

kingdom, after all the light of reformation, which God

hath graciously sent amongst us, " Men are to be re-

ceived or rejected for denying or owning of such

propositions." Wih thou be a Presbyterian ^ Em-

brace and keep the covenant, subscribe the Westmin-

ster confession and directory ; and so on to the end

of every society that grounds communion upon con-

formity to such propositions and articles of faith.

What a stir have we had in England about the word

Eju'dKOJiog. He that says it signifies an higher office

than ITge()6vTsgo^, shall have no part or fellowship

with us ; on the other hand, they that will debase

Episcopos to Preshuteros, and turn levellers or de-

graders of episcopal dignity, shall be excommunicated,

silenced, punished. Is not this plain fact ? Can any

deny it, that love truth more than a party ? The fire

kindled by this contention hath warmed the hands
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of violence ; it had been well if men had entertained

equal zeal against impiety, and been but half as much
enemies to sin, as they have been against one another

on such accounts.

If we look a little back, we shall find, that the de-

bate o{ freewill and unconditional reprobation filled

this kingdom with uncharitableness and division. In

the archepiscopacy of Abbot, reputed in himself a

good man, whosoever held, " that Christ so died for

all men, that all men might be saved, if they would

accept the means, and that none were absolutely de-

creed to eternal reprobation," was reputed a heretic,

and excommunicated, as an enemy to the free grace

of God ; which, it seems, at that time of day, lay in

being narrow.

In the reign of archbishop Laud the tide turned
;

and those that held an absolute election and reproba-

tion, without regard had to the good or evil actions of

men and asserted that Christ only died for the elect,

and not for all, must be discountenanced, displaced,

and pointed at as men out of fashion, though at the

same time conscientious, sober, and, at worst, mis-

taken ; and to be pitied, rather than persecuted ; and

informed, not destroyed.

This controversy begat the Synod of Dort ; he that

reads the epistles of that judicious man J. Hales, of

Eton College, upon the matter and conduct of that

assembly, will find cause of being sad at heart ; too

many of them talking of rehgion without the spirit of

6*
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it ; men, perhaps, learned in books, but few of the

sticklers gave any great testimony of their proficiency

in that science, which is first pure, then peaceable,

gentle, and easy to be entreated. This flame, kindled

between Arminius and Episcopius, he. for the Re-

monstrants, and Gt)marus, Sibrandus, &c. for the Pre-

destinarians, distracted Holland not a little, and had

an ill influence upon the affairs of England, at least

so far as concerned the church. But the mournful-

lest part of that history is the ill usage Martinus Cro-

cius, the bishop of Landaff, and others had ; who,

though they were acknowledged to be sound in the

faith of those things, which generally followed the

judgment of Calvin, as to the main points controvert-

ed, yet, if at any time they appeared moderate in their

behaviour, gentle in their words, and for accommoda-

tion in some particulars, with the remonstrants, or free-

w^illers, Gomarus and his followers, not observing the

gravity due to the assembly, the rules of debate, and

least of all the meekness of christian communion,

fell foul of their brethren, reproached their tender-

ness, and began to fix treachery upon their sober en-

deavours of accommodation ; as if they intended to

execute, as well as maintain, their reprobation, and

blow up their friends, rather than not destroy their

adversaries.

But if we will rise higher in our inquiry, and view

the mischiefs of earlier times, flowing from this prac-

tice, the fourth and fifth centuries after Christ will
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furnish us with instances enough. We cannot possi-

bly forget the heavy life some men made about the

observation of Easter day, as if their eternal happi-

ness had been in jeopardy ; for so far were they de-

,2;enerated from the love and meekness of Christianity,

that about keeping of a day, which perhaps was no

part, but, to be sure, no essential part, of the chris-

tian religion, they fell to pieces ; reproached, reviled,

hated, and persecuted one another. " A day" was

more to them, than " Christ," who was the Lord and

end of days ; and " victory over brethren," sweeter

than the " Peace and concord of the church," the

great command of Jesus, whom they called Lord.

But the remarkable and tragical story of Alexan-

der bishop of Alexandria, and Arius his priest, in

their known debate about the " nature and existence

of the son of God," with the lamentable consequences

thereof, as all writers upon that subject have re-

lated, witnesseth to the truth of what I say. The

bishop's curiosity, and the strictness of Arius ; the

presumption of the one to expound beyond the evi-

dence and simplicity of the text, and the captious

humour of the other, that would not abate the bishop

anything for his age, or the rank he held in the

church, but logically exacted the utmost farthing of

the reckoning from his old pastor, first began the

fray, which as it became the perplexity of church

and state for some ages, so it raged to blood ; and

those that had been persecuted hke sheep by the hea-
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then not long before, turned wolves against each other,

and made sjiort for the infidels, doing their work to

their own destruction. Nay, so much more Christian

was Tliemistius tlie philosopher, that he, in his oration,

called Consul, commended the emperor Jovianus for

his moderation, and advised him to give that liberty

of conscience, which professed Christians refused to

allow each other ; who seemed to think they never

did God better service, than in sacrificing one another

for religion, even as soon as ever they had escaped

the heathen's shambles.

Did we duly reflect upon the unnatural heats, divi-

sions, and excommunications among them, the many

councils that were called, the strong and tedious de-

bates held, the translations of sees, the anathemas,

the banishments, wars, sackings, fires, and bloodshed,

that followed this unnatural division, that sprang from

so nice a controversy, one would verily believe no less,

than that religion itself had been in the utmost

hazard ; that Judaism or Paganism were overrunning

Christianity ; and not that all this stir had been made

about an Iota. For the whole question was, whether

Homousia, or Homoiousia, should be received for

faith ? In which the difference is but the single letter

I ; certainly, we must do violence to our understand-

ing, if we can think that these men were followers of

that Jesus, that " loved his enemies, and gave his

blood for the world," who hated their brethren, and

shed one another's blood for opinions ; the heathen
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philosophers never were so barbarous to one another,

but maintained a better understanding and behaviour

in their differences.

But how easily might all these confusions have been

prevented, if their faith about Christ had been de-

livered in the words of the Scripture ; since all sides

pretend to believe the text ? And why should any man

presume to be wiser, or plainer in matters of faith,

than the Holy Ghost .'' It is strange, that God and

Christ should be wanting to express or discover their

own mind ; or that the words used by the Holy Ghost

should have that shortness, ambiguity, or obhquity in

them, that our frail capacities should be needed to

make them more easy, proper, and intelligible. But

that we should scarcely dehver any one article of

faith in scripture terms, and yet make such acts the

rule and bond of christian communion, is, in my judg-

ment, an offence heinous against God and holy Scrip-

ture, and very injurious to christian charity and fel-

lowship. Who can express any man's mind so fully

as himself.^ And shall we allow that liberty to our-

selves, and refuse it to God ^ " The Scriptures came

not in old time," said the apostle Peter, " by the will

of man ; but holy men of God spake, as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost.^'' Who can speak better,

or express the mind of the Holy Ghost plainer, than

the Hohj Ghost ? The Scripture is the great record

of truth, that which all these parties in controversy

agree to be the declared mind and ivill of God, and
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they unanimously say, it ought to be believed and pro-

fessed as such. If this be true, in what language can

we so safely and properly declare our belief of those

truths, as in the very language of the Scripture ?

And I cannot see how those persons can be excused

in the day of God's judgment, who make men hetero-

dox or heretical, for refusing to subscribe their articles

of faith that are not in scripture terms, who in the

same time offer to declare their belief of God, Christ,

spirit, man's lapse or fall, repentance, sanctification,

justification, salvation, resurrection, and eternal recom-

pense, in the language of holy Scripture. I must say

it is preposterous, and a contradiction, that those who

desire to deliver their faith of truth, in the language

of truth, shall not be reputed true believers, nor their

faith admitted. This were to say, that therefore their

faith is not to be received, because it is declared in the

language of that very truth, which is the object of

that faith, for which it ought to be received, and

which is, on all hands, concluded to be our duty to

believe. It seems then, we must not express our be-

lief of God in his words but our own ; nor is the

Scripture a creed plain or proper enough to declare a

true behever, or an orthodox Christian, without our

glosses.

Are not things come to a sad pass, that to refuse

any other terms than those the Holy Ghost has given

us, and which are confessed to be the " rule or form

of sound words," is to expose a man to the censure
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of being unsound in the faith, and unfit for christian

communion ? Will nothing do but man's comment in-

stead of God^s text 1 His consequences and conclu-

sions, in the room of sacred revelation 9 1 cannot see

how any man can be obliged to receive, or believe re-

vealed truths in any other language than that of the

revelation itself; especially if those that vary the ex-

pression have not the same spirit to lead them in

doing so, or that it appears not to me that they have

the guidance of that holy spirit. If the Holy Ghost

had left doubts in Scripture, which is yet irreverent

to believe, I see not how men can resolve them ; it is

the work of that spirit. And since men are so apt to

err, doubts are better left in Scripture, than made or

left by us. But it is to cross that order of prudence

and wisdom among men, who choose to conform their

expressions to the thing they believe. If an honest man

hath related a story to me, of something he hath seen,

and I am to declare my faith about h, if I believe the

fact, I will choose to deliver it in the ter7ns of the rela-

tor, as being nearest to the truth.

Suppose a father, dying, makes his last will and

testament, and as he thinks so plain, that there can

be no mistake made b}' the executors, but what is wil-

ful ; if they, instead of proving this will and acting

afccording to the plainness of it, turn commentators,

make more difficulties than they find, and perplex the

whole matter to the children and legatees, and send

them to the law for right ; will we not esteem such
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executors ill men, and justify those persons concerned

in their refusal of their paraphrase ? " God hath, at

sundry times, and in diverse manners," by his pro-

phets, his beloved Son, and his Apostles,* dehvered

to the world a declaration of his blessed will ; but

some have claimed and taken to themselves the keep-

ing, explanation, and use of it, so as those that choose

to be concluded by the letter and text of Chrisfs tes-

tament, in its most important points, expose them-

selves to great prejudice for so doing ; for they are

excommunicated from all other share in it, than the

punishment of the breakers of it ; which is part of

their anathema, who, of all others, are most guilty of

adding, or diminishing, by undertaking to determine,

for others as well as themselves, the mind and inten-

tion of the Holy Ghost in it.

But if it be true, as true it is, that few have writ of

the divine authority of Scripture, who do not affirm

that the very penmen of it were not only inspired by

the Holy Ghost, but so extraordinarily acted by him,

as that they were wholly asleep to their own will, de-

sires or affections, like people taken out of themselves,

and purely passive, as " clay in the hands of the pot-

ter," to the revelation, will, and motion of the spirit

;

and for this end, that nothing delivered by them

might have the least possibility of mistake, error, or

imperfection, but be a " complete declaration of the

"Heb. i. 1.
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ivill of God to men," I cannot see which way such

men excuse themselves from great presumption, that

will, notwithstanding, have the wording of creeds of

communion, and reject that declaration of faith as in-

sufficient, which is delivered in the very terms of the

Holy Ghost ; and deny those persons to be members

of Christ's church, that in conscience refuse to sub-

scribe any other draught than that the Lord has given

them.

Two things oppose themselves to this practice ;

the glory of God, and the honour of the Scripture ;

in that it naturally draws people from the regard due

to God and the Scripture, and begets too much re-

spect for men and their tradition. This was the dif-

ficulty Christ met with, and complained of, in his

lime ; they had set up so many rabbies to teach them

religion, that the Lord of the true religion could hard-

ly find place amongst them. And what did they do ?

" They taught for doctrines the traditions of men ;"

they gave their own and their predecessors' apprehen-

sions, constructions, and paraphrases upon Scripture,

for the mind and will of God, the rule of the people's

faith. They were near at this pass in the church of

Corinth, when they cried out, " I am for Paul, 1 am
for Apollos, and I am for Cephas," though they had

not the same temptation.

And that which followed then, ever will follow in

the like case, and that is, distraction ; which is the

contrary to the second thing that opposeth itself to

7
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this practice, and that is the concord of Christians.

For the sake of peace consider it ; Lo here, and lo

there, always followed ; one of this mind, and another

of that ; as many sects, as great men to make and

head them. This was the case of the Jews ; and yet

I do not hear that they devoured one another about

their opinions and commentaries upon Scripture ; but

the Christians have done both ; divided and perse-

cuted too. First, they have divided, and that mostly

upon the score of opinions about religion. They

have not been contented with the expressions of the

Holy Ghost ; they liked their own better. And when

they were set up, in the room of Scripture, and in

the name of Scripture, submission was required, upon

pain of worldly punishments. This dissatisfied curi-

osity, this unwarrantable,—what shall 1 say f This

wanton search, has cost Christendom dear, and poor

England dearest of any part of it.

All this while, the head is set at work, not the

heart; and that which Christ most insisted upon, is

least concerned in this sort of faith and Christianity
;

and that is, " keeping his commandments." For it

is opinion, not obedience ; notion, and not regenera-

tion, that such men pursue. This kind of religion

leaveth them as bad as it findeth them, and worse

;

for they have something more to be proud of. Here

is a creed, indeed, but of what.^ The conclusions of

men ! and what to do ? To prove they believe in

Christ, who, it seems, never made them. It had been
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happy for the world, that there had been no other

creeds, than what he and his apostles gave and left

;

and it is not the least argument against their being

needful to christian communion, that Christ and his

Apostles did not think so, who were not wanting to

declare the whole counsel of God to the church.

To conclude ; if you desire peace, love truth, seek

piety, and hate hypocrisy, lay by all those things call-

ed articles of faith, and canons of the church, that

are not to be found in express terms in Scripture, or

so plainly authorised by Scripture, as may, with ease,

be discerned by every honest and conscientious per-

son. And in the room of those numerous and dis-

puted opinions, made the bond of external communion,

let some plain, general, and necessary truths be laid

down in Scripture terms, and let them be few.
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ARTHUR ASHLEY SYKES.

Dr Sykes was a clergyman of the church of Eng-

land, and held for many years a very high rank as a

preacher, a scholar, and a writer. He was born in

London about the year 1684, and was educated first

at St Paul's school, and afterwards at Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge. He took his degree of Bache-

lor of Arts in 1704, and appHed himself to the study

of divinity. His first ecclesiastical preferment was a

vicarage in Kent, obtained through the favour of

archbishop Tennison. This was in the year 1712.

He remained in this station two years, when he was

transferred to a rectory in Cambridgeshire, where he

soon after pubhshed the tract entitled the Innocency

of Error asserted and vindicated. He had already

engaged in a controversy with Mr Brett to refute the

notion, that such persons only as had been episcopally

ordained could administer christian baptism. Of the

treatise on the Innocency of Error, Dr Disney, in his

life of the author, speaks as follows.

" Mr Sykes was then in the thirty first year of his

age, and having diligently studied the Scriptures,

ecclesiastical history^ and all useful knowledge, which
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applied to the forming just conceptions of the word

and will of God, and of the invaluable and undeniable

rights of men and Christians, there are no marks of a

premature blossom unseasonably put forth, and likely

to be blighted, ere it was set to bear fruit. But, on

the contrary, we read a work which would have re-

flected honour on great abilities and learning, well

corrected and digested by matured age.

*' The subject of this pubhcation was happily chosen,

and the tract forms an excellent vindication of its au-

thor, and of the liberty he took in all his future writ-

ings ; affording at the same time incontestible proof

that he had fully satisfied himself of the duty of in-

quiry in its fullest extent, and in all its consequences,

before he proceeded in the defence or attack of par-

ticular doctrines or opinions.^"

This tract met with a most favourable reception,

and passed through several editions. It was attacked,

however, from different quarters, and especially by Dr

Potter, bishop of Oxford. The author defended his

performance against every charge, and in reply to the

bishop of Oxford he wrote an elaborate vindication.

f

Dr Sykes received several preferments in the

church, but preached for the most part at King's

* Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Arthur Ashley Sykes,

D. D. By John Disney, D. D. London. 1785. p. 10.

t The original title of the tract was the Innocency of Error asserted

and vindicated ; but iu the sixth edition, which was printed after the

author's death, the word Involuntary is inserted before Error, as

more clearly indicating the nature of the work.
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Street chapel in Westminster. He wrote on reli-

gious and political topics, and in the account of his

life above referred to, there are contained at full

length the titles of no less than sixty three separate

works, pubhshed by him at different times. He took

the side of Hoadly in the Bangorian controversy,

and was through his whole hfe a firm friend of chris-

tian liberty, the rights of conscience, and unshackled

inquiry. His Essay on Sacrifices, and his Scrip-

ture Doctrine of Redemption, are among the best

treatises, which have been written on these sub-

jects. His inquiries are conducted on broad and

liberal principles. The Scriptures he takes invari-

ably for his guide, and follows boldly where they lead

him, without regard to the fancies of men, or the

mandates of fallible human tribunals. " His senti-

ments respecting the person of Jesus Christ," says hi§

biographer, " are well known to have agreed with

those of Dr Clarke ; and one of his tracts was ex-

pressly written in defence of his Scripture Doctrine

of the Trinity. ^^ But all his discussions and contro-

versies were carried on in an excellent temper, and in

the spirit of the religion which he professed, and which

he did so much to adorn in his life, and to defend and

illustrate by his writings. He died on the twenty

third of November, 1756, in the seventy third year

of his age.





PREFACE

TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

The Innoeency of Error had not long been pub-

lished, before Remarks upon it came out, wrote in a

very angry manner ; some notice was taken of these

in a Preface to the second edition. The same author,

and in the same manner, wrote a defence of his Re-

marks ; and since that time others have likewise ani-

madverted upon this little treatise, who laying hold of

some incidental passages or inaccuracies, would seem

to have confuted the book itself.

The great end I proposed in writing it was to show

how innocent a thing it is to be mistaken in any mat-

ter, where industry, and honesty, and diligence, had

been applied to find out truth ; and that God would

never punish a man for his errors, if he had been sin-

cere in his searches after the divine will. This point

I have not seen confuted ; nay, 1 think that every one

of the gentlemen who have been at the pains of en-

deavouring to refute this tract, have expressly, or by

necessary consequence, owned it, how willing soever

they may at the same time seem to be to deny it.
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I had no other views in writing this treatise at first,

nor have I now in correcting the inaccuracies of the

former editions, but to follow truth in what I judge to

be a matter of importance. From my first beginning

to think, I have always deemed it not only an injury

to persons, but an enmity to truth, to affix odious

names and characters to such as honestly pursue

truth, if they happen to mistake ; and I have never

yet been able to perceive any harm or mischief to

society, from a liberty of inquiring, or of publishing

sentiments, which are of consequence to mankind.

When therefore it is suggested, as it has been, that

I should in some other times have met with public dis-

grace and discountenance, and even censures on ac-

count of this treatise, I cannot forbear asking, whe-

ther it would have been on account of the principles

in it, from which I have argued, or on account of the

consequences, or on account of some incidental inac-

curacies 9 The first, every one that has wrote against

me has granted ; the second, not any one can deny

;

and as to the third, I shall always be ready to plead

for my excuse ;

Homo sum, humani a me nil alienum puto.

I should ask too, what were those times ? Were

they the times of darkness and ignorance ? Or were

they the times of tyranny, and oppression, and cruel-

ty ? Were they times when truth might dare to ap-

pear ; or when it could rear up its dejected face, and

be heard in the midst of antichristian violence ?
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But be those times what they will, I own that I re-

joice, and every man of reason will rejoice with me,

that the times we live in are times when private judg-

ment is allowed ; when men may search after truth

free from personal dangers ; when truth and not the

authority of men is made the test of opinions ; and

when the greatest men in power publicly disown all

intention, and think it a disgrace to be charged with

a design to put a stop to true liberty.

I have but one thing further to add ; that in this

edition I have taken the liberty to correct, not only

what I had observed to have misled some into notions

which I never designed, but likewise many passages

which have not, that I know of, been found fault with

by others. I have added, altered, omitted, as I

thought proper, very many places, and now submit it

to the judgment of every reader that loves truth.
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INNOCENCY

OP

INVOLUNTARY ERROR

ASSERTED AND VINDICATED.

IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND-

Sir,

You expressed the other day a great deal of con-

cern, not without some mixture of indignation, that I

should assert and vindicate a position, which you

thought monstrous and detestable, viz. That no heresy

is so destructive of religion as a wicked life ; no

schism so damnable as a course of sin. I then urged

some arguments to you, which you owned contained

in them a shew at least of reason, and an air of pro-

bability ; but yet you were apprehensive, that I might

have used some art or disguise in my words, which

then you could not see through so clearly ; and there-

fore you desired me to lay my reasons together, and

give you an opportunity of weighing them distinctly
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by yourself. I here send them to you ; expecting

only and desiring a sincere love of truth, and a readi-

ness to embrace her however negligently or inartifi-

cially dressed up ; assuring you from one who knew

the worth of Truth and Wisdom, that she is more pre-

cious than rubies, and all the things that thou canst

desire are not to be compared to her.

To evince the truth of the assertion, first in gene-

ral, let the words be only considered, and the thing

will be evident. Religion consists in an habitual dis-

position of the mind to perform our duties from a be-

lief in God, and a desire to make ourselves acceptable

to him. Now it is plain, that a course of sin is direct-

ly contrary to such a temper ; nay, it is a contradic-

tion, to pretend to a disposition of mind to please

God, and yet to act generally so as will displease him,

that is, to lead a wicked life, or to live in a course of

sin. Now if heresy or schism be not a contradiction

to an habitual disposition of mind to please God, then

I had good ground to assert and vindicate the position

before laid down. By heresy is meant usually an

error in fundamentals. Put the case now of any

heresy, Arianism for instance, which some pretend is

reviving, or Socinianism, or any other that you please.

It is very possible for men to be persuaded of the

truth of any one of those opinions, though it be

deemed heretical, consistent with a hearty desire to

perform their duties, and to please God. For where,

I pray, is the inconsistency ^ They believe in God,
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and do their duties from a sense of him, and a desire

to make themselves acceptable to him
;
you yourself

cannot deny but that they who do thus are more mo-

ral men than those who live in a course of sin. They

think themselves obliged to act to the best of their

knowledge, according to the rules which God has laid

down ; which, if one may judge by the sinner's prac-

tice, he doth not. They with diligence and industry

search and endeavour to find out the will of God, and

,gteadily keep all those laws which they understand the

purport of, which a wicked liver never strives to do.

This you think may be allowed. But the Arian

or Socinian pays not the honour, or the worship,

which God has prescribed. And since no religion

can he acceptable, which is contrary to the will of God,

they that are guilty of such crimes shall suffer.

You know my opinion so well on these points, that

I need not tell you, I neither vindicate nor approve of

the one or the other. But yet, supposing that the

Arian, or Socinian, does not pay the worship which

is by God commanded, yet each of them observes the

will of God to the best of his knowledge ; whereas

the sinner does not do this. The reputed heretic

gives not so complete a worship as is supposed to be

prescribed ; but then he fails through mere ignorance,

in a point which is attended with such difficulties as

are to him insuperable ; whereas the sinner fails in

plain duties, and acts contrary to his knowledge.

And so much at least as it is better to pay all that
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one knows, or can learn to be due to a creditor, than

to refuse what one knows to be due, so much is that

which is called heresy better than sin.

The same answer will justify the other part of the

assertion of schism.

Thus much may suffice in general as to the asser-

tion; but because I would willingly go to the bottom

of this question, and treat it with as much care as I

can ; I will endeavour to root up the foundation of

your prejudices, by representing to you the innocency

of error.

Error is the assent of the mind to a proposition as

true, which is not so. If this extends no farther than

the mind, it is what I call simple error. If a man

proceeds upon this false bottom to regulate his prac-

tice, such error is then called a prrctical error. How
far errors fall under the cognisance of man, or of a

much higher tribunal, that of God, will appear from

the ensuing discourse. In order to which I shall en-

deavour to show beyond dispute, that no errors, if

involuntary, are or can be punishable.

First. In all perceptions the mind is wholly pas-

sive ; and the perceptions of things being in number-

less instances quite different from what things are

really in themselves, unless we are capable of bring-

ing together and comparing a great many intermediate

ideas to rectify these mistakes, we must necessarily

fall into abundance of errors. Try to persuade a

countryman that the sun is a great many limes bigger

8*
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than the earth, or that it is a great many thousand

miles distant from us, and he will think you attempt

only to impose upon him, and endeavour to persuade

him out of his senses. In these and ten thousand

such hke cases, men are as necessarily under errors,

as they are necessary in their perceptions, and they

cannot help continuing in this sort of mistakes, for

want of proper means to rectify them ; and therefore

in these cases they are no more to blame for not re-

moving them, than a stone is to blame for moving

when it is impelled.

Secondly. Error always consisting in a mistake

of the judgment, it must be in its own nature involun-

tary ; and if involuntary error be punishable, then

wherever there is error there is guilt, and conse-

quently all men must be guilty before God on that

account. For where is the man that doth not enter-

tain some errors, either concerning things which really

do exist, or in deductions which he draws from them?

Who is there that is so well versed in nature, as to be

master of all her mazes, and certain that he knows, 1

say, knows all her secrets f Or who is there that ever

repented or asked God's pardon for mistakes of this

nature ? And yet if errors be criminal, it is certain

that all crimes unrepented of are damnable.

But it is allowed that a man may be mistaken in

many things of this nature, without any crime or fault,

But where God has concerned himself in the disco-

very of anything, there it is thought to be criminal to

err, or to be ignorant.
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This, though it may seem to carry a profound re-

spect for the revelation of God, yet it is plainly insuf-

ficient for the purpose for which it is brought. For,

First, is any man obliged to know, or understand in

the meaning which God intended, every thing that is

revealed ? Is any man obliged to have a distinct

knowledge of every passage of the Scriptures, which

unless he can attain to, he must necessarily be damn-

ed ? Let him that thinks so set about the explication

of the Apocalypse, or the old prophets, and try if he

is capable himself of doing what he thinks is required

of others under pain of damnation. Secondly, it is

impossible not to beheve what God has thought fit to

reveal, supposing one knows that God has revealed it

But surely a man that has sufficient ground to beheve

that God has declared his mind, yet may not have a

clear and distinct understanding of everything con-

tained in the Revelation. Suppose a man should not

understand who, or what is meant by the Mniite Horse

in the Revelations, or what is the meaning of being

baptised for the dead, or of many other such like dif-

ficult passages
; yet whilst he owns that God is the

author of these passages, and is ready to believe them

in the best manner he can get an understanding of

them, where can be his crime ? Why is it not rational

to conclude, that if God had designed upon pain of

damnation that every one should have determinate

and adequate ideas belonging to those sounds, he

would have so expressed himself as that no one
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should mistake his meaning ? Therefore, Thirdly, if

it is always criminal to err in the meaning of a pas-

sage of Scripture, the crime will not rest where we

are apt to fix it, but will ascend to a place where we

dare not think of guilt, even to God himself, who

has delivered his will in terms that are so hard to be

understood. Fourthly, the distinction here made use

of between errors in things revealed, and errors in

other matters, proves directly, that ejTor as error is

not criminal. For it is as much an error to beheve

heat in the fire, as to mistake any theological truth.

But I proceed.

Thirdly. If involuntary error be punishable by

God ; then it is the greatest cruelty, injustice, and

tyranny imaginable in him, to make such creatures as

cannot but err in many cases, and yet to punish them

for erring. Our knowledge is but of very narrow ex-

tent, and confined to a very few things ; the rest must

be resolved into opinion ; and as there are innumera-

ble degrees of assent, from assurance and confidence,

down to distrust and disbelief, there may be as many

possibilities of errors. As this then is the make and

frame of our constitutions, it would be cruel and un-

just in God to punish us for what we cannot help

;

or to treat us as breakers of his laws, when we only

want light, which the Father of Light alone can give.

Fourthly. If involuntary errors are punishable

by God, it is not a few that are called or represented

as heretics ; nor a few dissenters in a nation, (though
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it is only these more openly are struck at by the abet-

tors of such unchristian tenets,) no, nor ten thousand

times ten thousand, that must perish everlastingly;

but the flames of hell will reach to almost, if not quite

to all the christian world. Let us look into the seve-

ral communities of Christians, and by an impartial

view of their professed tenets, see how by the lump

whole nations must be damned, if mere errors are

damnable ! The Greek church denies the procession

of the Holy Ghost from the Son ; the Melchites do

the same ; so do the Georgians and Muscovites ; the

Nestorians maintain the heresy of Nestorius, averring

two persons as well as two natures in our Saviour

;

the Christians of St Thomas do the same ; the Ja-

cobites are Eutychians ; the Egyptians think it their

duty to circumcise, and to give the sacrament of the

Lord's supper to infants ; the Abassines circumcise

;

the Armenians beheve as the Greeks about the pro-

cession of the Holy Ghost, and receive infants to the

communion ; the Maronites do the same, and are

Monothelites, or lately were so, till they reconciled

themselves to the Romish church, which I doubt has

but little lessened their errors ; the Roman Cathohcs

are almost as full of errors as they have practices

;

their idolatry and superstitions are as evident as their

profession of iransubstantiation. If we look upon

protestantism, we cannot but own all the dissenters

from the church of England to be erroneous. Those

of Geneva, France, and Holland think episcopacy
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unnecessary, and have varied from that form of go-

vernment which Christ and his Apostles instituted

;

Scotland is in the same unhappy condition ; the Lu-

therans consubstantiate; in a word, all are in error,

but our happy church ; thrice happy, if we can but

keep in the same state we are in ! Heaven will be

replenished with us alone ; and the comphment for-

merly paid by the Pope to our nation, that Jlngli are

quasi Angeli, will be proper only when applied to the

members of our communion !

I need not speak a word about the heathens, or

the Mahometans, which make up, if we believe Mr

Breerwood's computation, twenty five parts of thlity

of the world. Of the remaining five, all but our little

dust upon the balance^ our drop in the sea, are to go

into everlasting punishment, into a place where the

fire is not quenched, and the worm never dies ! In

short, heaven is made only for a part of England, and

a much less part too than is perhaps imagined. For

the men who would be in charity with all other Chris-

tians, who think they all have a right to judge for

themselves, and that no man hath a dominion over the

conscience of another ; that all men have a right to

toleration as much as they have to property, these

(unhappy men, worthy of better fate !) these bad

churchmen must go their enemies will tell

them whither.

You will be ready to evade the force of this argu-

ment, by retorting it in some such manner as this

;
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that by parity of reason it may be said, that sin there-

fore is not damnable, because all mankind are sinners

For where is the difference in these arguments ? If

damnation be the consequence of sin, it will follow,

that all mankind being sinners, all mankind must be

damned ; and, damnation being put as the conse-

quence of error, all mankind being under errors, all

mankind must be damned. Where is the difference,

you will perhaps ask, of these arguments, that the one

is a good, the other is a bad one ? But,

To this the answer is so easy, that I shall not insist

on it farther than to observe, that all sin is voluntary,

and unrepented of is damnable ; but the error here

spoken of is involimtary, and cannot be repented of,

because taken to be truth. Therefore we see all the

world dies in errors of some sort or other, never ask-

ing pardon of, or for them. But sin is always repent-

ed of by every sober, good Christian, whether he be a

Grecian, Roman Catholic, or Protestant ; which shews

that all the world agrees in a great and material differ-

ence in the cases. But this makes

A FIFTH argument, why involuntary error cannot be

punishable ; because we cannot repent of such error,

since we believe it to be true. I do not say a man

cannot retract an error, when he discovers it to be

such, which is some sort of repentance, if you think

fit to call it so ; but a man can have no sting of con-

science, no remorse, no selfcondemning notions, for

being under a mistake. Error being a mistake of the
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judgment, it must direct and guide our actions as much

as truth itself. Now the sway of truth is, by directing

our actions according to our judgment ; and if that be

misinformed, or be misguided, the effect must be the

same as of truth, as flowing from the same principle.

Now as it is a contradiction to be fully persuaded of

any point, and to repent of it at the same time, it will

follow, that because the error is unknown, it therefore

cannot be repented of. And who is there in ten thou-

sand, or in a great many times that number, that doth

not die in abundance of errors about one thing or other,

which yet he takes to be so many real truths f Who

is there that strives to make his peace with God, for

such things, which he has endeavoured to free himself

from, but yet continues in them, not through any fault

of his own ? Sin being voluntary, and our own act,

we repent of it, and ask God's pardon for it. But

error in judgment, when we do our endeavours sin-

cerely to attain truth, is not an action ; in that we are

passive, and consequently it is not our own deed, nor

imputable to us, more than other things, which we can

neither prevent their happening, nor remedy after they

have happened.

Every man may therefore say, what the incom-

parable Mr Chillingworth says, *' If men suffer them-

selves neither to be betrayed into their errors, nor

kept in them by any sin of their will ; if they do their

best endeavours to free themselves from all errors, and

yet fail of it through human frailty ; so well am I per-
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suaded of the goodness of God, that if in me alone

should meet a confluence of all such errors of all the

protestants of the world, that were thus qualified, I

should not be so much afraid of them all, as I should

be to ask pardon for them. For, to ask pardon for

simple and purely involuntary errors, is tacitly to im-

ply that God is angry with us for them ; and that were

to impute to him the tyranny of requiring hrick where

he gives no strmv, of expecting to gather where he

strewed not, to reap where he sowed not ; of being

offended with us, for doing what he knows we cannot

do."

For these reasons it is that I conclude, that involun-

tary error cannot be punishable ; and such must be

reckoned not only errors that have been critically

examined by every particular person, but such as

have been searched by the rule of common human

prudence and discretion. Those must not always be

reckoned voluntary, which arise from the common
springs of error, though these are too often reckoned

such, viz. authority, preconceived hypotheses ; or

even predominant passions themselves ; much less

are those to be reckoned guilty of voluntary errors,

who want either abilities or opportunities to search af-

ter truth. Such only are voluntary as can be avoided

by that care and apphcation of mind, which the import-

ance of the subject requires ; or such as we embrace

or continue in through neghgence, sloth, and such like

causes.

9
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You will not, I know, admit it for truth, without good

proof, that errors, springing from the causes just now

mentioned, are not criminal. I shall therefore con-

sider them distinctly, and see if there be any sin or

evil in errors so occasioned ; and if there be, in what

that sin consists.

First, then, that error is not always criminal, or

punishable, which springs from authority. The bulk

of mankind, it is certain, have not abilities or time suf-

ficient to inquire after abstruse truths, and therefore

must either have no notions at all, or must take up

with the notions of others. Some are guided by, and

see entirely with the eyes of such whom they judge to

be their friends. Others there are who think nothing

true but what is to be found among the ancients, and

think it an infallible note, that Ai'istotle in philosophic

matters, some or other of the Fathers in religious ones,

have said it. Some resign their minds to the church

bhndly, and without examination ; others take up with

the current opinions, and imagine error could never

spread itself so wide, and captivate such and such

great persons. In short, these are all, to their re-

spective guides, just what Sancho was to Don Quix-

ote ; they are fully persuaded of enchantments, giants,

and adventures, which their masters dream of; they

bring themselves into frequent difficulties to justify

them ; and then expect no less than islands or earl-

doms as the rewards of their follies.

To shew you that the errors of such are not always

criminal, let it be considered, that authority is allowed
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lo be not only a means of information, but is a ground

of persuasion too in several cases. For instance ; in

assenting to a divine revelation, the authority of God

is a sufficient ground of our belief, because no truth is

more certain, no maxim is more evident than this, that

the God of truth cannot, will not, lie. His authority

is grounded on his veracity, and integrity, and ability

;

and in depending upon him we cannot err. But then

in other cases, where only men are concerned, their

authority is proportionable to their veracity, integrity,

and powers. If any one therefore depends upon

these, he may frequently be deceived. And if he

be, it is plain that the error is not for want of will to

know the truth, but want of power to attain it. The

canal through which it was to pass is stopped, and

therefore it is impossible to get at it. There are

numberless persons who cannot read, and these must

necessarily depend on others for information in their re-

ligion. If these are under errors, and their errors are

criminal, the crime can fall on those only from whom
they receive instruction. Prudence and discretion

will sometimes oblige us to depend on the authority

of others, where possibly they, and consequently we,

may be mistaken. To punish us for such errors, would

be the same as to require us to act imprudently and

indiscreetly ; which a God of infinite wisdom cannot

expect from us ; nor will he be so rigid a taskmaster

as to require brick without straw from us. Besides,

were all errors criminal, which spring from authority,
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it is certain that a means of information, and a ground

of persuasion, would be rendered not only dangerous,

but inconsistent with prudence and discretion. For it

would be imprudent to hazard damnation upon credit-

ing any body ; and yet it is impossible to withhold as-

sent, when there seems to us to be greater degrees of

probability for what is said, than against it. If only

some errors which spring from this fountain are crim-

inal, then it is plain that the faultiness of them must

be caused by something else besides authority, viz.

from negligence or carelessness, or some such cir-

cumstance of error.

Secondly ; nor is that error always criminal, which

proceeds from preconceived hypotheses, or positions,

which being false, are admitted for true. Such pre-

conceptions being erroneous, it is in vain to expect

anything from them but errors ; and if the hypotheses

are not criminal, that which flows from them directly

cannot be so. He that searches after truth ought as

critically as he can to examine the principles he goes

upon, and must take great care that every step is fair-

ly deduced, or else he will quickly find that it is not

the light of truth, but an ignis fatuus, which he pur-

sues. But yet how few, if any, are guarded against

preconceptions. It is often nothing but inadvertency,

when any one takes up with prepossessions; but then,

as sure as inadvertency is very consistent with sin-

cerity, so sure it is that a God of goodness and jus-

tice cannot punish them when joined together. Some-
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times the prepossession is so strong that no arguments

will make any impression upon the mind ; and it is

very possible for a man to imagine, that he sees a con-

nexion between two propositions, when there really is

none ; as on the contrary, not to perceive it where

there is. Ideas, which have been long combined to-

gether, and which we have constantly associated in

our minds, are found to be sometimes inseparable by

all our care. When this is the case, we ought not to

deem it obstinacy, or froward waywardness, if we are

not able to convince a man of some mistake he la-

bours under ; but we should leave it to time, and fur-

ther care to cure him of his errors. The instances

are very numerous of learned men, who never could

be convinced of certain mistakes.

The idea of God proves his existence, is a position

so far from true, that nothing seems to me a plainer

paralogism ; and yet how many are there who con-

tend for its evidence, as being one of the shortest and

most direct conclusions imaginable ? Should an athe-

ist be convinced of the being of a God, from that

argument, would any one affirm that he would be lia-

ble to punishment for his error f Suppose any one

seduced by the ambiguity of the word God, in the

sacred writings, should maintain an absolute coequality

of the persons of the ever blessed Trinity ; this would

be, if I mistake not, direct Tritheism ; or suppose any

one should assert the words one God, speaking of the

three persons of the Trinity, to signify one individual

9*
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essence or substance under different personal charac-

ters ; this would be the error of Sabellius. Sup-

pose, I say, one early educated in, and strongly pre-

possessed in favour of either of these notions, should

maintain them, or believe them to be true, where

would be the dishonesty, or insincerity of this ? He
may notwithstanding have a cordial love for God,

and his Christ ; he may be strictly religious, and live

temperately, soberly, and godly ; and if these are the

things which alone are required by God in order to a

Christian's salvation, why should we imagine that he

will damn us for our notions, when it is so often out

of our power whether we will beheve them or notf

In short, an hypothesis may be received as true, which

may be false ; or as false, which may be true ; with-

out any wilfulness, insincerity, or resolution to main-

tain it, right or wrong. One may not see the error

for want of abilities, or be so bewildered in the intri-

cate ways that lead to truth, as after a tiresome search

to sit down with error, and embrace a shadow instead

of a substance. These, and such like involuntary

cases, we should not confound with voluntary prac-

tices ; or imagine that if the one be criminal, the other

must imply a share of guilt.

The crime in the present case, be it more or less,

is wholly in negligence, or want of that application

which ought to have been employed, and not in the

error itself, which was consequent upon education, or

early prejudice.
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Thirdly ; in cases where there is want of abilities

to know an error, or want of opportunity, I need not

prove that truth is out of our power to come at it,

and consequently that we are necessarily under error,

and therefore not liable to punishment. I will add,

Fourthly ; that even predominant passions hinder-

ing us in the search after truth, do not always render

errors punishable. Truth it is certain is often no

more in our power than perception is ; nor can we

help assenting to what we think has the best, and

clearest, and most proofs. We cannot assent to any

truth, but such as we judge to be so, according to the

evidences we have. If any passion therefore pre-

dominates, and hurries us away before we can reflect,

we cannot but err ; and then it is our misfortune, it is

our frailty, it is our infirmity, and we are unhappy in

it; but it is not our fault or crime ; we become the

objects of goodness, not of anger, or severity. Here

would I recommend to every man a careful examina-

tion of his actions ; and if he finds them tending to

the hurt of others, to suspect some latent negligence,

or carelessness in himself; for passions which we can

control will not excuse us in injurious actions. Rea-

son and religion were given us in order to regulate

our wills, and to make us happy here, by promoting

love and charity, and universal benevolence. But if

we suffer, through our own faults, our passions to take

fire, and break in upon these duties, we become re-

sponsible to the great judge of all our actions.
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You will say, perhaps, that it is needless to guard

against evil actions, since they flowing necessarily

from the judgment, must be as innocent as the judg-

ment is.

I readily allow, that all such actions as necessarily

follow from an involuntary error, must be as innocent

as the error is. But in general this is not the case

of human actions. The duties of justice and charity

to our neighbours, of temperance to ourselves, and of

piety to God, are so express and plain, that it is hard

not to be convinced of the common obhgation, which

all are under to them. They are so evident, that if

at any time any man is so disposed as to think evil

good, and good evil, he cannot but suspect a fault in

himself and his own mind, just as wlien we are una-

ble to perceive light at noonday, we may justly con-

clude that the organs of sight are indisposed. Our

actions therefore should always be considered, and

always be guarded carefully ; and if they tend any

how to barbarity, or injustice, or what usually appears

as evil, it will be a good ground for suspicion, and for

a more careful examination of such principles as direct

them. But to proceed.

You will be apt to ask here, if any sort of error can

be criminal f Will a man be justified before God, who

is guilty of heresy, because, forsooth, he is passionate,

or because he follows a great many who have gone

before him in the same track, or because he takes up

with whimsical notions, which are acknowledged false-
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hoods ? Is not this to make a chaos and confusion

amongst mankind ? Is there no difference between

erroneous persons and others? Is there none between

orthodoxy and heresy ? Is it all one, if a man be an

Arian, Socinian, a Macedonian, or let him have what

notions he pleases, provided they are involuntary ?

I shall turn the edge of this popular clamour, for I

cannot allow it the name of an argument, in a few

words. As,

First; all voluntary errors (and I have told you

what are voluntary) are criminal, because they are

contempts of God, who has given us proper means to

search after truth. It is the improvement of our souls

we are as much as we can to mind ; and wilfully to

refuse and neglect that, is to act contrary to the pur-

pose of God, in vesting us with such faculties. But

what a difference is there between this conduct and

our faUing into errors through infirmity, or by necessi-

ty ? Let voluntary errors therefore be as criminal as

you please, but then you must remember to lay them

to the charge of only such as are guilty of them, and

you must be very sure who are such ; for be assured

that it is not your bare charge will make them so.

Secondly ; an heretic will not be justified because

he is passionate, or because he follows a multitude, or

has great authorities for his errors, but because his

errors are involuntary. He doth his best to rid him-

self of that slavery, which ties down his mind to error,

but finds himself unable to gain the mastery. He can
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say as St Paul does, Rom. vii. 18. To will is present

ivith wie, hut how to perform that ivhich is good Iknow

not. Wherever it can be shown that heresy or schism

is a known vokintary act, there to be sure it is criminal,

and no doubt that God justly may and will take cog-

nisance of it. But when it is involuntary, and arises

from a man's mistaking the truth, schism or heresy is

so far from being damnable, that I cannot but think it

is highly commendable, because it evidences honesty,

sincerity, love of God, and of truth, and regards not

the praise of men. Such men will certainly meet

with favour at the last day from a God of goodness,

liow great soever their errors may be, because they

embraced them, and pursued them, as believing them

to be his will, and used their best care to find out the

truth. It is not the mere following multitudes, that

excuses men ; but it is the doing their best to know

the will of God, which takes off the imputation of sin

and guilt. Therefore,

Thirdly ; a man may be branded with the igno-

minious characters of an Arian, Sabellian, or what you

please ; but if he be honest and sincere, and hath done

bis best to rid himself of those notions, and yet he can-

not but think them true, that is, agreeable to revela-

tion and reason, I can see no reason but that one

heaven may receive him, as well as it may the most

orthodox. But this will still appear more clear, if we

cons'der that.

All persons under the misfortune of error are either.
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First ; such as err involuntarily in purely specula-

live matters. Or,

Secondly ; such whose involuntary errors have no

necessary connexion with practice, but yet they may

accidentally have an influence upon it. Or,

Thirdly ; such whose involuntary errors have a ne-

cessary connexion with practice, but they do not see it.

Or,

Lastly; such as err voluntarily, and practice accord-

ing to their errors.

First, such as err in purely speculative matters, (I

speak of persons who have endeavoured to know the

truth, but cannot attain unto it,) such, I say, are as free

from crime or fault, as it is possible for such as are

orthodox in those points to be. For he that with sin-

cerity searches after truth, is under a necessity of as-

senting to such propositions as seem to him to have

the greatest degree of probability on their sides. It is

out of our powers not to think that truest, for which the

arguments appear to us to be strongest ; and it is our

duty to let evidence, or the greatest degree of proba-

bility prevail, and to give a ready ear to that. In the

various speculations concerning the unity of the Trin-

ity, it is granted by all that they are in the dark, as to

many particulars ; and that in those cases, where God

has not revealed his mind, it is ridiculous and absurd

for man to presume positively to determine. It is

plain too, that very honest, and very sincere, and very

pious men, have erred, or are suspected to have erred,
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in their notions upon this point ; from whence it is plain

that revelation has not verj' clearly and distinctly-

laid down the things which have been so much can-

vassed.

Now if it be a good principle, (and what protestant

is there that ever called it in question?) that the Scrip-

tures are clear in all fundamental points, then it follows,

that if this be not clearly laid down, it cannot be a fund-

amental point how the Three are One. The errors

which arise about that, either arise from want of suffi-

cient revelation, which men endeavour to supply by,

or to reconcile to reason, that other light which God

has kindled in every man's breast in order to enlighten

his ways, or else from some violent prejudice or other,

which good men are not able to surmount. Now he

that studies sincerely this or any other point, with

design to honour his great Creator, by searching and

examining what he has revealed, by endeavouring to

find out what he has discovered ; in a word, he that

doth his best to know his master's will, and to find out

his meaning, and yet errs ; to dare to say that such

a man sins, and shall be punished for it hereafter, is

little less than blasphemy. For it is a consequential

denial of God's goodness and justice, to affirm him

resolved to punish us for involuntary errors, or for not

knowing what we cannot with all our pains and indus-

try attain the knowledge of. " To say, that when a

place of Scripture," says the incomparable Mr Chil-

lingworth, c. 2. s. 104, " by reason of ambiguous
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terms, lies indifferent between divers senses, whereof

one is true, and the other is false ; that God obliges

men under the pain of damnation not to mistake

through error and human frailty, is to make God a

tyrant; and to say, that he requires us certainly to

attain that end, for the attaining whereof we have no

certain means ; which is to say, that, like Pharaoh, he

gives no straw and requires brick, that he reaps where

he sows not, that he gathers where he strews not ; that

he will not be pleased with our utmost endeavours to

please him, without full, and exact, and never faihng

performance ; that his will is, we should do what he

knows we cannot do ; that he will not accept of us

according to that which we have, but requireth of us

what we have not ; which, whether it consisteth with

his goodness, with his wisdom, or with his word, I

leave it to honest men to judge."

I cannot forbear transcribing from him the following

instance, which is so exactly parallel to the matter in

hand. " If I should send a servant to Paris, or Rome,

or Jerusalem, and he, using his utmost diligence not to

mistake his way, yet, notwithstanding, meeting often

with such places where the road is divided into several

ways, whereof one is as likely to be true, and as likely

to be false as any other, should at length mistake, and

go out of the way ; would not any n\i.n say, that I

were an impotent, foohsh, and unjust master, if I

should be offended with him for doing so ? And shall

we not tremble to impute that to God, which we
10
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should take in foul scorn, if it were imputed to our-

selves ? Certainly, I, for my part, fear I should not

love God, if I should think so strangely of him."

For any one therefore to imagine it zeal for God to

persecute men for errors in speculation, which we are

not able to correct, what is it but to betray an ignorance

of God and of his attributes ? It is calliag God a ty-

rant, to say that he will punish them ; and it is making

men the devil's agents, for them to punish them ; it is

pride, malice, and uncharitableness ; it is promoting

the power and designs of Satan, and encouraging that

scandalous and diabolical vice hypocrisy ; it is sup-

pressing truth itself; it is putting a stop to industry;

in a word, it is neither entering one^s self, nor letting

others, (as much as we can help it,) enter into the king-

dom of heaven.

When therefore I see a man of pride and haughti-

ness, of insolence, art, and cunning, one that never

speaks his own real sentiments, but only what may

make an auditory think him entirely in theirs ; one

that recommends concord and unanimity, and in or-

der thereto endeavours to persuade others to leave off

all hard words, yet instantly rises up and uses them

himself; one that is fearful lest another should bear

away the prize of elocution, or outstrip him in honours,

interest, or favour ; one that is aiming to be head of a

party, and throwing out ill names, insinuations, and

reproaches liberally upon an adversary, for the very

things he has been guilty of himself ; one that acts al-
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ways a double part, and is so scrupulously zealous for

the glory of God, and the respect to be paid to the sa-

cred pages, as to imagine a scripture story profaned

if put upon a sign ; in short, when I see a man ambi-

tious, and resolved to sacrifice all to please the party

in which he is engaged, sure I am, that one of this, or

the like temper will shew a mighty zeal against any

error, how innocent soever in itself ; will be ready to

condemn any one that opposes him as a heretic, and

will be for all the arbitrary proceedings and tyrannical

prosecutions, that he can promote. Such an haranguer

will be obstinate in his opinion, positive and confident

in what he asserts, and nothing, no not the whole bench

of bishops should they be ready to deliver an opinion

contrary to his, would be able to alter the least tittle

of his haughty spirit. Were not this spirit of popery

too rife among protestants, I had not digressed, but

had soon proceeded to the

Second sort of persons under error, viz. such whose

errors have no necessary connexion with their prac-

tice, but yet may, through accident, have an influence

upon it. As the former sort of erroneous persons were

innocent and free from guilt, because their error was

involuntary, so are these, when the reason is the same.

The guilt of error is always to be measured by the dis-

position of him that is under it. If therefore it be not

the result of negligence or carelessness, but was taken

up after mature deliberation, I see not how it can ex-

pose any one to punishment from God. Thus, for
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instance, should a man mistake the meaning of the

word 'OfxGov6(og, of one substance, when it is applied

to the Son, and think it means one individual sub-

stance with the Father, and notwithstanding all he can

do in examining and comparing texts of Scripture,

should yet continue fixed in that, as the only means of

understanding how the Father and Son are One ; he

would, where he to explain himself, be found guilty of

the error of either Tritheism or Socinianism ; but yet

he would be free from guilt before God under these

circumstances. Or, suppose that one should think

the creed, commonly called of Athanasius, to be so

agreeable to the tenor of Scripture, that it would be

inconsistent with the true interest of the christian reli-

gion to have it expunged the book of Common Prayer.

These, and abundant more such errors have certainly

no necessary connexion with practice. But notwhh-

standing that, a man may be influenced by them in

such a manner as to render himself justly punishable

by man. Suppose, for example, that one in these

circumstances were to become turbulent to his neigh-

bours, and injurious to them, no doubt the civil magis-

trate would have a right to punish him, notwithstanding

the erroneous person might think it a throwing up the

essentials offaith, and the uniformity of worship, or a

putting both them that difier from him, and himself too

into a gulf of perdition, to suffer others to proceed in

their ways. The civil magistrate is not to direct him-

self by the conscience of others, but is to take care of
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the peace of society, the disturbance of which is, and

ought to be, criminal before him. But then when

these very actions come under the cognisance of God,

at the great day of judgment, they will be considered

in another manner ; how far they were the effects of

carelessness, of negligence, or sloth ; and if the error

itself was at first embraced as a real truth, and the

obstacles which hindered the man from perceiving the

truth were such as he could not surmount, after his

best endeavours to know the truth, neither the error,

nor its consequences, under these circumstances, will

be punished by our equitable and righteous judge.

And here I think we may lay down this as a rule,

by which we may judge of the importance of any er-

ror. All such things may a man err in safely, of which

he may safely be ignorant ; for if his salvation is not at

stake by reason of his knowledge, supposing he masters

the truth he aims at, it is superfluous knowledge in re-

spect of salvation ; and therefore if he mistakes it, he

mistakes about something, which has no relation to his

salvation.

But you will be apt perhaps to say, that evil thoughts

are reckoned by our Saviour amongst the things which

defile a man, Mat. xv. 19, 20. that they will certainly

be punished, being certainly sinful ; and that errors

are evil thoughts, which injure the soul, which ex-

clude the light of truth, and consequently defile and

pollute the soul, and therefore must render a man

obnoxious to punishment.

10^
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I need not stay to tell you, that evil thoughts do not

signify erroneous ones, but such as, if indulged and

prosecuted, will produce evil actions. Certain it is,

that first motions are not in our powers ; and God
could not be said to act with justice, much less with

equity or mercy, should he punish what is not in our

power to prevent. But if these first motions, which I

suppose to be of evil thoughts, be indulged, if we take

a pleasure in them, it is evident then that we declare

our approbation of them, and consequently we make

them our own, and by that means the man is defiled,

and will be punished for it.

Again, a man may be mistaken in numberless in-

stances, which if he prosecutes, yet his errors will

not produce any evil actions ; but then a man cannot

entertain an evil thought, but if he prosecutes that, it

will produce wicked acts ; which plainly shows a great

difference between evil and erroneous thoughts.

To strengthen this, let me add an observation or

two, viz. 1st. That nowhere in all the Scriptures do

the Apostles, or our blessed Saviour, ever assert, that

men should be punished for involuntary errors. 2dly.

Everywhere, when occasion is taken to treat of the

proceedings at the day of judgment, we find that our

actions, and they only, are the subjects of inquiry.

In that we have done good or evil, the workers of

iniquity are to he rewarded or punished. Vide

Mat. vii. 21, 23 ; xiii. 41 ; xvi. 27 ; xxv. 31, 46;

Luke xiii. 26: John v. 29; Rom. ii. 6, 7, 10, &c.
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From these and other passages of the same import, I

conclude that either the Judge of mankmd has not

truly told us the subjects of his inquiry at the last

day, which would be blasphemy to say ; or else invo-

luntary errors will not be punished. I proceed to the

Third sort of erroneous persons, viz. such whose

errors have a necessary connexion with practice, but

yet the connexion is not by them seen. However

plain and evident the consequences of them are to

others, yet whilst they are denied and avoided as so

much poison by them, who embrace the error, such

mistake cannot be but very innocent. There is not a

plainer connexion between any principle and its con-

sequences, than there is between a fixed belief of a

fatality, and the reasonableness of running up to a

loaded cannon's mouth 5 or between a firm persuasion

of God's having elected or reprobated men before they

have done either good or evil, and the gratification of

their incHnations ; and yet numbers that steadily be-

lieve the one, will detest and abhor the other. It

seems very clear, that if a man be absolutely predes-

tinated to happiness, and cannot fall from grace, no-

thing should hinder him from indulging his appetites,

or from enjoying all the pleasures of this life, since he

cannot on any account fail of the next. Or in another

instance, they that maintain good works not to be ne-

cessary to salvation, but resolve all into faith, why
should not they prosecute their pleasures, and give

the loose to their appetites ^ Yet, notwithstanding.
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the seemingly evident connexion, there are those who

would lay down their lives rather than admit the con-

clusion. The reason of this conduct seems to be

this ; they admit an error as an indisputable truth

;

or, which amounts to the same in this case, they are

deceived by an ambiguous expression of Scripture.

The principle itself they take up with is true, when

rightly understood ; and finding it in Scripture, they

are positive that no demonstration is stronger than this

is,*—God hath said it, therefore it is true. But run-

ning away with the words, they leave the meaning

behind them, and admit verbal principles, if I may

call them so, instead of ideal ones. They therefore

will deny a consequence, which they find to be incon-

sistent with all the other notions of religion, which they

entertain. They have the good fortune to be kept in

their respective duties by other reasons, which are

clear, and plain, and positive ; and seeing the conse-

quences deduced from their erroneous principles stare

them so boldly in their faces, they abominate them
;

not because they really do not follow, but because

they are evidently disagreeable to other notions, which

they have equally imbibed.

Had all men judgment to discern error from truth,

no one would continue under error. The firmness with

which this sort of men embrace the notions, which they

think are contained in the word of God, plainly shows

them lovers of God, and of his Christ ; it shows them

honest, and very unwilling that man should extort
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from them any sacred truth. They are ready to sa-

crifice their hves to man, in proof, that with sincerity

they beheve what God, they think, has revealed.

They do their best to know his will, and to act ac-

cording to it ; and therefore errors in such persons

signify no more than no errors. Supposing they had

had the good fortune to believe right, they would have

been but the same good men ; their practices had been

the same ; and since it is our works that will be re-

warded or punished, they will certainly have their

rewards, who continue good, notwithstanding princi-

ples, which have a necessary connexion with evil.

Sure it is, that the errors of such people spring, not

from choice or will, but from the force of what they

think Scripture and reason. And if, as Mr Chilling-

worth incomparably argues, " By reason of the seem-

ing conflict which is oftentimes between Scripture,

reason, and authority on the one side, and Scripture,

reason, and authority on the other ; if by reason of

the variety of tempers, abilities, educations, and una-

voidable prejudices, whereby men's understandings are

variously formed and fashioned, they do embrace

several opinions, whereof some must be erroneous

;

to say that God will damn them for such errors, who

are lovers of him, and lovers of truth, is to rob man

of his comfort, and God of his goodness ; it is to make

man desperate, and God a tyrant."

Thefou?'ih and last, and only bad sort of erroneous

persons, are such as err voluntarily, that is, through
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carelessness, or sloth, and negligence ; and are unwill-

ing to receive the truth when laid before them, and

practice according to their errors. These it is certain

will meet with their deserts, and are the objects of

God's just punishments ; and the reason of it is, in

such there is a want of honesty, or which is worse,

the actual practice of dishonesty, insincerity, and their

consequence. Here is affected ignorance, no desire

of information or amendment; here is a breach of

clear, positive laws, and the concurrence of will and

choice to render it perfect mahce.

The zeal and warmth of some will be for loading

this fourth article, and for bringing under these cha-

racters all whom they think fit to damn for schism or

heresy, or even such whom they suspect of these

crimes. Enough has been said already, I think, to

satisfy an intelligent, impartial person. But yet I beg

leave to subjoin, what will add a considerable force to

what has been already offered to you, viz. the con-

sideration of the obligations all men are under to

follow their consciences, even though they are erro-

neous.

Agreed on all hands it is, that a conscience direct-

ed by the will and word of God obhges a man to act

according to its dictates. Now conscience being the

judgment which every man passes upon his actions, as

to the goodness or illness of them, the question is only,

how far a man is obliged to act in cases where he is

mistaken in his judgment ? Now to this the answer
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is easy; that a man is obliged always to follow his

judgment, though it is erroneous. For,

First; conscience, or our judgment concerning

things is a power or faculty of the mind, which God

has implanted in us, on purpose to be the rule of our

actions. When therefore we act in contradiction to

that, our actions are voluntary, and contrary to the

knowledge we have of God ; consequently we are

guilty of voluntary disobedience, that is, of sin against

God.

Secondly ; the evil of any action is always mea-

sured and judged of by God, and all good men, by

the intention of the agent. What a man doth neces-

sarily, is none of his act ; but so far as he concurs,

consents, and wills any action, so far is he the agent.

In an action therefore committed against conscience,

the will being supposed entirely to concur, the agent

must necessarily be dishonest, insincere, and conse-

quently guilty of a vice.

Or thus ; that is the perpetual rule of all actions,

which if we follow, we are honest ; if we do not, we

are dishonest. Now such is conscience ; we are

honest if we follow and practice virtue, known to us

to be virtue ; as hkewise, if we hate and avoid vice,

known to us to be such. Now our conscience being

our only guide or rule, and it being wickedness and

hypocrisy to swerve from it, to act against conscience,

must be wickedness. Should a Jew pretend to turn

Christian, and offer himself at the font for baptism, and
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yet not believe Christ to be come, nor anything of

Christianity, every one would justly detest his hypo-

crisy and vileness, which is justly imputable to him, for

acting; contrary to his conscience.

Thirdly ; the sacred pages justify the same doc-

trine, telling us, Rom. xiv. 23. Whatsoever is not of

faith is sin. St Paul is plainly asserting that to be

sin, which does not proceed from a firm and full

persuasion of mind, that it is lawful and agreeable to

the will of God. Now, whatsoever is contrary to

conscience, is contrary to such a persuasion. Nay,

St Paul carries this much farther in the former part of

the verse ; He that doubteth is damned if he eat, be-

cause he eateih not offaith. And if he that doubteth

is liable to punishment, because he doth a thing which

he knows not whether it be lawful or not, much more

doth he sin, who acts contrary to faith and full persua-

sion of mind.

Objection. You will say, perhaps, notwithstanding

all this, and more which may be urged, that a man's

conscience cannot be the rule of his actions, because

a rule must always be right and straight ; but con-

science very often swerves from straightness by means

of errors ; therefore some other rule, even the rule of

conscience itself, viz. the word of God, should be our

guide.

Answer. The word of God is the rule of con-

science, so far only as it is known and understood ;

und all men, no question, who know it to be the word
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of God, are ready to submit their judgments to it.

But then he who lies under an erroneous conscience

doth not know the will of God ; for if he knows it,

how is he erroneous ? If he doth not know it, it is

impossible for that to be his guide or rule.

You will say, a man ought, in such circumstances, to

suspend his actions. That is, a man ought to suspend

his actions when his conscience tells him that it is his

duty to do them ; which is but little different from a

contradiction.

But what must a man do in such unhappy circum-

stances, when the laws of God are contrary to one's

conscience f

The answer is obvious ; he must follow his con-

science, let the consequence be what it will. Should

he break the laws of God, not known or understood,

by following his erroneous conscience, he would as

certainly be free from guilt before God, as, were he

literally to keep the laws of God, but yet act against

his conscience, he would be guilty of a flagrant crime.

This perhaps may seem a paradox ; but yet if there

be a rule in any case of distinguishing between what

is a sin and what is not one, it is easy to do so by the

rule in the present case. As,

First ; that is a crime, which is committed with a

base, vile, and dishonest mind and intention ; but he

that acts with an erring conscience against the un-

known, or not understood will of God, acts with a sin-

cere and honest mind ; therefore to follow one's con-

11
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science in such cases, even against the will of God, is

not a crime. Secondly ; the moral evil of any action

is not to be judged of from the bare fact itself, but

from the circumstances attending it. Every killing of

a man is not murder ; nor is every falsehood a he ;

nor is every sort of taking away another man's goods

theft and robbery. If killing a man, considered only

as to the fact, were malum in se, then it would have

been absolutely impossible that, in any circumstances,

one might have taken away the life of another ; or

that God should ever have commanded Abraham to

slay his son Isaac ; because God would have com-

manded the performance of an act absolutely incon-

sistent with goodness ; which would be a contradic-

tion. We find that God himself excused even the

killing of a man, if it were done through ignorance
;

but the soul that doth ought presumptuously, the same

reproacheth the Lord, and that soul shall be cut off

from amongst his people. Numb. xv. 30. It is then

murder, when knowingly and designedly, against law,

we take away the hfe of a man ; it is theft, when we

design the depriving another of what is his own, and

illegally execute our designs ; and so of other sins.

Facts therefore done through mere involuntary error

and unaffected ignorance, being always looked upon

as free from crime, and such as are done with design

being looked upon as criminal, it is evident that con-

science is to be followed, and he is always guilty of

the least crimes, who recedes the least from that.
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Will an erroneous conscience therefore excuse all

faults ? Or will he that follows that be free from the

imputation of sin? Will error, hke charity, cover the

multitude of sins 9 Or in what consists the crime of

erroneous persons ?

The crime consists in what I have more than once

observed, in the negligence of such as are betrayed

into error ; which negligence is more or less punish-

able, as the will of God has been plainer or more dis-

coverable by men. Punishable, I say, but not by

man, unless the errors betray them into such acts as

are inconsistent with the civil interests of mankind.

For since the fault lies only in neghgence, what man

alive can tell what industry, pains or labour has been

used to attain the truth f God, the searcher of hearts,

can easily discover this ; and therefore we are as-

sured, Rom. i. 20. that 'the Gentiles are without ex-

cuse, for their follies and sins in idolatry, because that

which may be known of God is manifest in, or to,

them ; for the invisible things of Him from the crea-

tion of the world are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made, even his eternal power

and Godhead ; so that they are without excuse.

But then if the fault of negligence be removed, if

diligence and industry be applied, and yet the error

be insurmountable, it is plain the error is involuntary

;

it is necessary, because out of our power to remove

it ; and therefore the persons, under such mistake, are

as free from crime, or the imputation of it, and as
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innocent, as any orthodox persons are ; and I see not

how God could either be good or just, if he laid it to

their charge. Wherever there is crime there must

be concurrence of will. He that follows an erro-

neous conscience, may be guilty of sin, if his error be

voluntary ; but if he can be charged with neither neg-

ligence nor affected ignorance, nor any wilfulness, he

cannot have any crime.

It is time now to look back, and to view the ground

we have gone over. It is evident, I believe, first,

that no involuntary errors are punishable. There-

fore, secondly, that those persons whose errors are

involuntary in purely speculative maiters are not

punishable. Nor, thirdly, such, whose involuntary

errors have only accidental connexions with practice.

Nor, fourthly, such, whose involuntary errors have

a necessary connexion, so long as the connexion is

not seen by them. The only punishable errors are

such as are voluntary, and proceed from negligence

;

and in this case too, to speak properly, it is the negli-

gence, and not the error which is punishable. Lastly,

it has been proved, that an erroneous conscience

obliges us to follow its dictates, and that it is no crime

to break the laws of God through unaffected ignorance,

and always one to act against one's conscience.

Let me now a little touch those theological scare-

crows, as they are commonly used, and as Mr Hales,

in his tract of Schism, calls them. Heresy and Schism.

From what has been said, it follows, that that heresy
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cannot be damnable, which consists in the belief of

any false notion embraced after search and careful

inquiry, be it what it will ; whether it be in a specu-

lative matter, or in such points as have either acci-

dental or necessary connexion with practice ; and the

reason is in all these cases, error is involuntary, and

therefore is not punishable. It cannot be criminal,

unless it proceed from wilful negligence in searching

after the will of God, and inquiring into his laws.

For if a great deal of pains and care has been used

to know the mind of God, and yet we cannot attain

it, it is not our fault, and consequently we cannot be

chargeable. " For if God," says Mr Chillingworth,

" would have had his meaning in these places certain-

ly known, how could it stand with his wisdom to be

so wanting to his own will and end as to s|;eak ob-

scurely f Or, how can it consist with his justice, to

require of men to know certainly the meaning of

those words, which he himself hath not revealed f

Suppose there were an absolute monarch, that in his

own absence from one of his kingdoms, had written

laws for the government of it, some very plainly, and

some very ambiguously and obscurely, and his sub-

jects should keep those that were plainly written with

all exactness ; and for those that were obscure, use

their best diligence to find his meaning in them, and

obey them according to the sense of them which they

conceive ; should this king either with justice or wis-

dom be offended with these subjects, if by reason of

11*
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the obscurity of them, they mistook the sense of them,

and fail of performance, by reason of their error ?

To make therefore heresy punishable, it must first

be proved criminal ; and to do that, it must be proved

voluntary or to proceed from negligence. And then

the definition of it must be, not, as it is usually put,

for an error in fundamentals, but something else.

However, when once men are agreed upon what

are fundamentals, and lay aside human deductions, as

certainly nonfundamentals ; sure it is, that a great

many notions, to serve a party, frequently called here-

sies, will be blotted out of the catalogue. A heretic

that is punishable, is one that maintains doctrines con-

trary to the doctrines of Christ, through pride, or

vain glory, or any sinister end ; so that tiie fault of

a heretic lies in the irregularity of his will, not in

his understanding. God may punish such, consistent

with goodness, justice, and mercy ; and in such cases

every man should follow the Apostle's rule concern-

ing heretics. Tit. iii. 10, 11. A man that is a

heretic^ after the first and second admonitiori, reject

;

knowing that he that is such is subverted and sinneth,

being condemned of himself For surely such a

heretic, as is before mentioned, who will presume to

teach doctrines from such carnal ends, has all the

characters which the Apostle gives ; he is subverted,

he sins, he is selfcondemned ; but as for that which

generally bears the name of heresy, viz. an error in

some speculations about the Trinity, or other myste-
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ries of Christianity, a man who has carefully studied,

and is only mistaken in these matters, will hardly be

found to have above one of the three characters the

Apostle gives of a heretic. If he be subverted, yet

it will be hard to prove sin, or selfcondemnation,

upon him.

In short, heresy is not an error of the understand-

ing, but of the will. If errors of the understanding

are criminal, let all be so, and punish philosophical

ones as well as theological, and take into the account

all others too, and let him that is without sin amongst

you cast the first stone. If this seem shocking, give

but a ^ood reason why theological errors of the un-

derstanding must be sinful and liable to punishments,

and I will venture to promise to prove others to be

under the same predicament. If you allow me, that

heresy be an error of the will, then tell me why the

man that impartially studies the Sci'iptures, and differs

in his notions from the received hypotheses, in some

mysterious speculative matters, is branded with the

ignominious character of heretic .f* It is surprising,

therefore, that a professed opinion, accompanied with

charity and good nature, should become more crimi-

nal in some men's minds, than even a wicked life. If

it were in my choice to appear before the great

Searcher of hearts, in what manner I would, I would

rather appear with a thousand errors, and what some

call heresies, about me, if they were such as proceed-

ed from real judgment, after all my industry to search
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out truth, and to know the will of God, than to appear

as one who has been ever drunk, or unjust, or pro-

fane, without one speculative error in his head.

And yet how lightly are these passed over, and how
terribly is an erroneous person, or perhaps one no

more than suspected of error, hampered, persecuted,

and worried? "Anciently," says Mr Hales, in his

sermon upon Rom. xiv. 1. " heretical and orthodox

Christians, many times, even in public holy exercise,

conversed together without ofFence. It is noted in

the ecclesiastical stories, that the Arians and right be-

lievers so communicated together in holy prayers, that

you could not distinguish them till they came to the

Jo^oloyta^ the Gloria Patri, which the Arians used

with some difference from other Christians. But

those were times, quorum lectionem habemus, virtu-

tem non habemus ; we read of them in our books, but

we have lost the practice of their patience.''^ And
presently afterwards, " severity against, and sepa-

ration from heretical companies, took its beginning

from the heretics themselves." This latter is plainly

a mistake in this great man. For severity on reli-

gious accounts plainly took its beginning from the or-

thodox. But if you will say, what I will not at pre-

sent examine or refute, that the fact was otherwise, I

shall ask, whence then is it that orthodox persons are

so ready to follow the evil example of heretics, and

what is more, the very worst part of their example f

Whence is it, that they so readily embrace the means
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which were invented by erronetms persons to carry on

a wrong cause ? Do but consult experience and that

will tell you, that since the time when force and tem-

poral punishments were first used to propagate no-

tions, it has been ten times, I might say ten thousand

times, used to propagate errors, instead of once to

propagate truth.

As to Schism, I shall only add, that from what has

been said, nothing can be inferred that will encourage

that ; and I cannot but refer you to Mr Hale's tract

upon that subject, which you cannot read without both

pleasure and advantage.

If, Sir, you should think fit to make a public reply

to what is here offered, I know you are too much a

gentleman to catch at words, and let go my meaning.

I persuade myself that you will believe me, when I

assure you, that I love truth for its own sake, and am
overjoyed when I find it, though it makes against me.

I only allot to truth the first place in my heart; next

to that, you have the preeminence in,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant.
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GEORGE BENSON.

The character of a very learned theologian, and of

a most zealous and persevering inquirer after truth,

justly belongs to Dr Benson. Few men have exhibit-

ed a fairer mind, or laboured with more intenseness

of purpose to discover the exact meaning of the sacred

Scriptures ; and few have done more by their writings

to throw light on some of the dark points of theology,

or by the example of a good hfe to adorn the pro-

fession and faith of a Christian.

He was born at Great Salkeld in Cumberland, on

the first of September, 1699. His parents, who were

distinguished for their piety and devotedness to reli-

gion, early destined him for the christian ministry.

After a due course of preparation he entered the

University of Glasgow, where he continued till 1721.

Near the close of this year he went to London, and

having been examined and approved by a body of

Presbyterian clergymen, he soon begq-i to preach un-

der their auspices. He was particularly fortunate in

the friendship of the learned Dr Calamy, in whose

family he resided for some time, and by whose recom-

mendation and influence he was unanimously chosen

12
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pastor of a dissenting congregation at Abington, Berk-

shire. In this place he remained seven years, sedu-

lously devoted to his studies and the duties of his

profession. While at Abington he published three

discourses, chiefly designed for young persons. These

discourses, although they were received with appro-

bation, he afterwards refused to have reprinted, alleg-

ing as a reason, that his inquiries had led him to dis-

trust the accuracy of the doctrines inculcated in thena,

and that he could not conscientiously suffer anything

under his control to go out to the pubhc, of the truth

of which he had not an unwavering conviction. In

short, he had been educated a Calvinist, but as he

studied the Scriptures more profoundly he could not

find the doctrines of Calvinism there, aiad he was

obhged to dismiss them from his creed, or sacrifice

his integrity to the blind reverence of a system, for

which he could discover no foundation either in rea-

son or the word of God. Benson was not a man to

hesitate for a moment in deciding on the course, which

he ought to pursue ; he was equally constant in search-

ing for the truth, and fearless in avowing and defend-

ing it.*

* The independence of his spirit, and his mode of thinking in re-

gard to human forms of faith and worship, are striking-ly illustrated

in the following letter to Mr Towgood, written by Dr Benson about

four years before his death.

" Dear sir,

" I herewith send you a coi)y of a letter concerning nonconform-

ity- I was desirous you should see it, because I hope you are pro-
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While at Abington he also published a treatise en-

titled a Defence of the Reasonableness of Prayer,

This was accompanied by a translation of the short

work of Maximus Tyrius, in which are contained

several objections to the propriety and purpose of

prayer. Benson answered these objections. It was

in connexion with this performance, that he published

the tract on Predestination, containing an intelligible

and practical view of a subject, which has so long con-

tributed food to the insatiable, bewildering metaphy-

sics of speculative divines, confounding the counsels of

ceeding in your answer to Powel's Sermon concerning subscription

to the Thirty Nine Articles in any sense, in every sense, and in no

sense at all ; as articles of truth, which are not true ; as articles of

peace, which create endless contentions ; as articles of the church of

England, which the divines of that church commonly refute ; as ar-

ticles made to prevent diversity of opinions, and which greatly

increase diversity of opinions ; as articles made in the days of bigotry

by men, who had no critical skill in the Scriptures, to fetter the ages

of learning and free inquiry. And for five hundred pounds per an-

num, or less money there are men who will subscribe, who will con-

tend for subscribing to these same articles, whether ministers believe

them or not. Pudet haec opprobria.

" I am pleased that I have had the happiness to see you once. I

shall never sec you more in this world. I am delighted with the

prospect of meeting you in a better state, where there are no sub-

scriptions to articles required, no bigotry, nor anything to offend any

more. " With great esteem for you,

" I am yours sincerely,

" George Benson."

The above letter was first published in the Monthly Repository,

Volume VIII, for 1813, and was communicated to that work by Mr
Manning of Exeter, who had received the original from the daugh-

ter of Mr Towgood.
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truth and reason, and driving plain common sense to

despair and distraction. The author was induced to

examine, with great caution, an article of faith, which

he had received as a leading tenet of the christian

system, but which his conscience and maturer judg-

ment, strengthened by the light of Scripture, told him

was only a shadow, having nothing to do with the re-

alities constituting the religion of Jesus. The fruit of

his inquiry, and the sources of his conviction, are pre-

sented in this tract.

A society of dissenters in Southwark invited the au-

thor to become their pastor in the year 1729. He
accepted the invitation, and discharged the duties of a

clergyman in that place eleven years. In 1740 he was

settled at Crouched Friars as a colleague with Dr

Lardner. To the pastoral charge of this society Dr

Benson was devoted till, near the close of his life, his

growing infirmities compelled him to resign. He hved

in great harmony with Dr Lardner, and although in

several particulars their opinions were not the same, yet

they often discussed these topics in a friendly manner,

and with an attachment increased in proportion as they

were convinced, by their constant intercourse, of each

other's sincerity and singleness of character. They

were associated eleven years, and when Dr Lardner

resigned his place in 1751, Dr Benson wrote to him

as follows. " I was so much affected on Monday

evening upon reading your letter, that I had very little

sleep that night : and my mind still remains greatly
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affected with the thoughts of parting with you ; for

though I cannot but own I feel the weight of your

reasons, yet I must frankly tell you, that I do not ex-

pect ever to have an assistant, in whom I can place so

tliorough a confidence, and for whom I can entertain

so warm an affection, and so high an esteem. I thank

you heartily for all your friendly, kind, and obliging

treatment of me, especially since J came to Crouched

Friars, and I earnestly desire that our friendship may

never be interrupted.""* Dr Lardner was now seven-

ty five years old, and was obliged to desist from

preaching by reason of his deafness, and the effects

of advancing age.

Dr Benson applied himself with particular earnest-

ness to a critical study of the Scriptures. He was

captivated with Locke's mode of interpreting and illus-

trating the Epistles of Paul, and formed a design of

completing the work so successfully begun by this

great writer. In the prosecution of this plan he pub-

lished, in the year 1731, a Paraphrase and JVotes on

the Epistle to Philemon. This specimen met with

signal favour from the public, and he was encouraged

to proceed in the same manner through the other

Epistles. They were all finished, and published at

different times. They are now usually found together

in two quarto volumes. His paraphrase is exactly on

the plan of Locke's, but the notes are more elaborate,

* Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the late Rev. Nathaniel

Lardner, D.D. London. 1769. p. 107.

12*
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and comprise a much greater mass of critical learn-

ing. Several Dissertations are interspersed here and

there on some of the more difficult passages of Scrip-

ture. These are distinguished for the rational views

of theology contained in them, and for the profound

critical knowledge of the author. The dissertation

attached to the Epistle to Philemon attempts to prove,

from the spirit and views of the Apostle Paul as dis-

played in his writings, that he was neither an impostor

nor enthusiast, and therefore that what he wrote must

be true, and the christian religion a divine revelation.

This was the groundwork of the famous argument,

which Lord Littleton has since illustrated with so

much beauty and force.

In 1735 the author published his History of the

First Planting of the Christian Religion ; a work of

much research, containing instruction in regard to the

origin of the Epistles, and numerous collateral and cor-

responding proofs of their authenticity, and the sacred

character of their authors.

Benson's Paraphrase and Notes to the Epistle of

James was translated into Latin by John David Mi-

chaelis in 1746, and to this translation a recommend-

atory preface was prefixed by the German professor

Baumgarten. The author's dissertation on the au-

thenticity of the text of the three heavenly witnesses

was translated into Latin by Andrew G. Mash, who
added copious notes. In these he attempted to sup-

port the authenticity of the text against the arguments
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of Benson, which circumstance gives additional value

to the following commendation. Auctor ejus disserta-

tionis magnus est ille Anglorum theologus, verbique

divini apud Londinenses minister, meritissimus Geor-

gius Bensonius.

Dr Benson published other works in theology, par-

ticularly a treatise on the Reasonableness of Chris-

tianity, and a volume of Sermons. He left in manu-

script a Life of Christ, which was pubhshed as a

posthumous work by Dr Amory, who prefixed to the

volume a short biographical memoir of the author.

He enjoyed the friendship of several men of emi-

nence, both among the dissenters and in the estabhsh-

ed church, whh whom he was in the habit of familiar

correspondence. His close application to study, and

his sedentary mode of life, impaired his health, and

he complains in the prefaces to some of his works^

that his health and spirits were not adequate to his

laborious undertakings. He died on the sixth of

April, 1762, in the sixty third year of his age.
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ESSAY

ON THE BELIEF OF THINGS

ABOVE REASON.

FROM BENSON S TRACTS.

Theophilus and Pyrrlio, who had spent so much

time in conversing about the Reasonableness of the

Christian Religion as delivered in the Scriptures,^

continued the same friendly regards as formerly, and

freely imparted their sentiments to each other, upon

all subjects that occurred.

One evening they were talking over public affairs

;

and Theophilus was expatiating upon the insolence

and boundless ambition of such tyrannical and aspir-

ing monarchs, who can sacrifice the lives of thousands

to their pride and vanity ; who care not how many

are made widows or orphans ; how much trade lan-

* The reference here is to the author's work with this title, parts

of which are in the form of a dialogue between two persons distin-

guished by the above fictitious names. This essay was written

chiefly in reply to some popular objections, which had been ad-

vanced against that work.

—

Ed.
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guishes ; how much the course of law is stopped

;

and how many towns and countries hecome a heap of

desolation and ruin, especially where the seat of war

happens to be ; or how much all the liberal arts and

sciences languish, amidst the sound of arms, and the

hoarse voice of war.

Have such ambitious monarchs no bowels, no hu-

manity, none of the tender sentiments, and kind affec-

tions ? I hope the time approaches, when they shall

receive a proper rebuke ; and be disabled, at least

for one generation, from molesting the surrounding

nations, and disturbing the repose and tranquillity of

Europe.

But Pyrrho stopped Theophilus, in the midst of his

pathetic oration, and gave a turn to the conversation,

by saying, he knew that moral and religious subjects

were most agreeable to his friend Theophilus, that

there was one interesting subject, on which he had

touched in his Reasonableness of the Christian Reli-

gion^ and in the Appendix ; that what he had there

said was entirely satisfactory to some, but that others

either hesitated, or absolutely denied the truth of what

he had asserted.

When Theophilus was going to inquire, what he

referred to, Pyrrho said he had lately received a let-

ter from a friend of his, who corresponded with him

upon many occasions; that the letter was entirely

upon the subject he now referred to ; and that there-

fore he would read it, if Theophilus pleased.
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Theophilus gratefully accepted of his offer ; upon

which he read, as follows.

" Dear Sir,

" When 1 have no news to impart, I collect what

materials I can, of any other kind, to show how de-

sirous I am to keep up a correspondence with you.

An ingenious gentleman of my acquaintance, whom I

will call JVovatianus, was in company with the lady

Aspasia, who was exclaiming bitterly against a cer-

tain preacher, whose historical name shall be Euse-

bins. For Eusebius had asserted something, in one

of his sermons, which gave the lady great offence.

Upon which she condemned him, with a warm zeal,

and great fluency of speech ; and declared, she would

never hear him more as long as she lived. This oc-

casioned the following dialogue between her and my
friend.

" JVovatianus. What was it, madam, in Euse-

bius's sermon, which offended you so much ^

" Jlspasia. He asserted that we are to believe no-

thing but ivhat we can understand.

^^JVovatianus. Was that the thing which gave you

so much offence ?

" Jlspasia. Yes, Sir, and enough too. I wonder

how any body can venture to assert such a thing.

" So far the dialogue proceeded ; and then they

conversed, for an hour or two, about other matters
j

by which means this affair was quite forgot. Then

Novatianus begged the favour of a pen and ink, and
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a small piece of paper ; all which a servant readily

brought him. Upon the paper he wrote down the

following words in Greek, 6 haoi uyaKri hxiv* and

then very gravely gave them to the lady, and desired

her to read them. That revived the dialogue, which

proceeded as follows. Aspasia, looking first upon

the paper, and then looking earnestly, and with sur-

prise and confusion, in Novatianus's face, said, sir, I

cannot read them. What do you mean by this ? It

is not English, and they are strange letters to me. I

cannot imagine what you design, by asking me to

read what I know nothing about. Novatianus gravely

said, do you believe them, madam t

" How can I, answered Aspasia, with great quick-

ness, unless I understand them f

" Hold, madam, replied Novatianus, you may sure-

ly beheve things, which you cannot understand.

" Aspnsia. That is impossible.

" JVovatianus. Then I find that you are, after all,

of Eusebius's opinion, notwithstanding his sermon of-

fended you so much.

"This startled the lady, and caused her to say; /

profess, I believe 1 am wrong. The thing never ap-

peared to me in this light before. I really begin to

suspect that I was mistaken, and that Eusebius was in

the right. I beg his pardon for condemning him be-

fore I had duly considered the reasonableness of what

he said. But what is the meaning of these words i*

For I cannot so much as read them.
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*• Novatianus said, I will assure you, madam, they

are the words of holy Scripture ; and that according

to the original. They contain a plain truth, and a

very great and important truth. I would therefore

have you try once more whether you cannot helieve

them before you understand them. Aspasia was

now impatient to have them explained ; and said to

Novatianus, teaze me no longer. I freely acknow-

ledge, that 1 was too rash and inconsiderate ; and I

am now fully convinced, that I cannot tell whether I

believe what you propose to me, or not, till I under-

stand what is meant thereby. Pray tell me, there-

fore, what the words signify ; and keep me no longer

in suspense. As soon as I understand them, I will

then tell you frankly whether I believe them or not.

" Well then, said Novatianus, I will gratify you by

telling you that you may find the passage, 1 John iv.

8. and the English of it is, God is love.

" That projK)sition, said Aspasia, I most readily

and firmly believe ; but I find that I could not believe

it. till I understood it. I heartily beg Eusebius's par-

don, and sincerely condemn my own folly and im-

prudence, in censuring what I ought to have applaud-

ed. I will ))romise yon I will go and hear him again,

and shall now have a better opinion of him than ever.

" The next time that Novatiarjus visited Aspasia,

she continued of the same mind, and severely con-

demned herself, but applauded Eusebius, and thank-

ed Novatianus for taking so kind and ingenious a

13
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method of leading her into right sentiments upon that

head ; but was ready to wonder that she had not,

before that, seen the matter in the same hght, as it

appeared so very obvious, now she had attended to it

and carefully considered it.

'' I know, my friend Pyrrho, that you are a specu-

lative man, and will make reflections on such a story,

which would not occur to others. Instead of news

therefore or business, I thought it might not be amiss

to send you this story. If it can afford you any use-

ful hints, it is at your service. If not, accept it as a

testimony of my being ready to obhge you."

When Pyrrho had read this letter, Theophilus said,

that Novatianus had acted hke a man of sense ; and

that he had clearly shown that men cannot believe what

they do not understand. How, said Pyrrho, is it

possible that Theophilus and I should think so much

ahke upon such a subject ? Yes, said Theophilus, and

I further apprehend that, when the terms are ex-

plained, and persons of different sects and parties un-

derstand one another upon this head, they are more

agreed than is at first imagined. Pyrrho could hard-

ly be persuaded of this, and alleged, that it was the

opinion of the injidels, that men must understand be-

fore they can believe ; and he observed, that they

commonly charged Christians, and even divines, with

being of the contrary opinion. You know very

well, Theophilus, that the author of Christianity not

founded on Argument, has in a sneering manner said,
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" Though men cannot be all of one opinion, they may

of one faith ; which they hold, not in unity of under-

standing, but, as our Liturgy well expresses it, in the

bond of peace and unity of spirit.''''.

And again, " I am fully persuaded, that the judging

at all of religious matters is not the proper province

of reason ; or, indeed, an affair where she has any

concern."

I need not point you out more passages to the

same purpose in an author, which you have so much

studied.

The author of Christianity as old as the Creation

[pp. 199, &,c. 12mo. ed.] says, "If I do not under-

stand the terms of a proposition ; or if they are in-

consistent with one another ; or so uncertain, that I

know not what meaning to fix on them ; here is no-

thing told me, and consequently no room for belief.

But, although designing men very well know, that it is

impossible to believe, when we know not what it is

we are to believe ; or to believe an absurd or contra-

dictory proposition
;
yet they, because without exam-

ination people may be brought to fancy they believe

such things, and it being their interest to confound

men's understandings, and prevent all inquiry, craftily

invented the notion of believing things above reason.

Here the ravings of an enthusiast are on a level

with the dictates of infinite wisdom, and nonsense is

rendered most sacred ; here a contradiction is of great

use to maintain a doctrine, that, when fairly stated, is
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not defensible ; because, by talking backward and

forward, by using obscure terms, and taking words in

different senses, they may easily amuse and puzzle

the people.

" On this foundation, transuhstantiation is built

;

and most of those mysterious propositions, about which,

in former days. Christians so frequently murdered

each other. But, if the Scripture was designed to

be understood, it must be within the reach of human

understanding, and consequently it cannot contain

propositions, that are either above or below human

understanding."

I need not repeat more of that author's words.

What has been mentioned sufficiently points out his

meaning.

Theophilus said, that rational divines did not ap-

pear to him to think differently on that subject ; though

it was the mean, unworthy, and ungrateful method

of those, who wrote against revelation, frequently to

throw out the most severe reflections upon those very

persons, from whom they have learned all the best

principles they have.

How can it be the interest of divines of learning

and integrity, to confound men's understandings, and

prevent all inquiry ^ Or who have done more to pro-

mote freedom of inquiry, or made a better use of it,

than some of the most celebrated divines of our own

nation .''

It is allowed, on all hands, that a single idea can-

not be the object of assent or dissent. But, when a
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proposition is laid before us, and we are required lo

believe it, it is necessary we should understand the

words in which it is expressed or delivered. Your

friend Novatianus has clearly shown, that as long as

it continues in an unknown language, we can neither

beheve nor know anything about it.

But suppose we understand the words in which any

proposition is expressed, or have in our minds the

ideas signified by those words, it does not follow from

thence, that we must immediately believe that propo-

sition to be true. No doctrine of divine revelation

can possibly contradict any principle of reason, or be

inconsistent with it. Neither can any two doctrines

or propositions in divine revelation be contradictory

to, or irreconcileable with, one another. In such

cases, the things proposed cannot be any part of divine

revelation, though some persons may assert them to

be so. Or, if the words in which they are expressed

be contained in the divine writings, we may depend

upon it, we have not yet found out the right meaning

of those words.

If a proposition be selfevident, or we perceive the

truth of it by intuition ; or, if it be proved by a train

of undoubted propositions, each of them ranged in a

proper order, and connected with one another, which

is termed demonstration ; then we do not call that

faith, but knowledge. If there be only probable ar-

guments for the truth of any proposition, we call that

opinion. If a proposition is supported by credible

13*
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testimony, tbe assent to that is properly called faith.

If it be the testimony of man, it is human faith, if it

be the testimony of God, it is divine faith.

But, in all these cases, it is impossible to assent to

that, of which we have no ideas, for that would be to

beheve we know not what. And, if we have credible

testimony, or some other good arguments, then we

have a reason for believing ; otherwise we beheve we

know not why. And we ought, in all such cases, to

suspend our belief, or withhold our assent.

Pyrrho said, I think I clearly apprehend your

meaning, which I would express in my own way,

and I desire you would set me right, if, in any parti-

cular, I have mistaken you.

There are two parts in every proposition, a subject

and a predicate, which are united in an affirmative, or

separated in a negative, proposition. Now we must

have the ideas affixed to the words, which express the

subject, and the predicate ; or understand the subject,

and what is affirmed, or denied, concerning that sub-

ject. And we must likewise have the testimony of

God, or of some credible person, for joining those two

ideas together in an affirmative proposition ; or sepa-

rating them in a negative proposition. And without

understanding the words, and having that, or some

other reason for assenting to the proposition, which

they express, we can neither understand nor believe

anything about them.

Theophilus acknowledged, that Pyrrho had spoken

exactly agreeable to his sentiments on this subject.
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But Pyrrho was a man given to argue on all sides,

in order to have a full view of the subject, or to see

what could be alleged for or against any opinion.

He therefore told Theophilus, that the matter must

not drop thus. For, though they seemed to be

agreed, there were several who would not fall in so

readily with their conclusion ; and therefore he de-

sired they might further debate the matter. The-

ophilus asked him what he had to say against a thing,

which seemed so plain and obvious ^

Pyrrho answered, that he had often heard divines

say, that in Scripture several doctrines are repre-

sented as mysteries; and that seemed inconsistent

with the notion now advanced, viz. that we must un-

derstand things before loe can believe them.

Theophilus with great coolness said, I acknow-

ledge freely that the New Testament often speaks of

mysteries ; but then that word, in Scripture, never

signifies what is incomprehensible or unintelligible.

I have carefully examined the sense of the word

mystery in all the places where it is used in the New
Testament, and I am well satisfied it never signifies

an unintelligible truth, but B.fact which was formerly

a secret, but is now made known. And wdien made

known, it is very plain and easy to be understood.

Accordingly, the Apostle speaks of a very plain and

inteUigible fact, when he declares, " that the Christ-

iaiis, who shall be found alive at Christ's second

coming, shall not die, but be suddenly changed into
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immortal, without dying." And, in delivering that

truth, he says, Behold, I show you a mystery. And,

in other places the same Apostle talks of making

known the mystery of the Gospel. The truth of the

case is, the Gospel is not a hidden but a revealed mys-

tery, made known to the world to enlighten their

understandings, to lead them to the practice of uni-

versal righteousness, and thereby to their true digni-

ty, perfection, and happiness.

In the next place Pyrrho alleged, that divines had

often asserted, " that we may and ought to beheve

things above reason, though not contrary to it."

Theophilus replied, that there were two senses in

which this proposition might be interpreted. The one

is, ih3.t faith, or what is revealed as the object of faith,

contains some things which human reason alone, and

of itself could not have found out ; but if known at

all must be discovered by revelation. For instance,

*' that men are to be raised from the dead ; that

Jesus Christ is to judge the world." And in this

sense, I suppose, all who acknowledge divine revela-

tion are agreed, that some of the objects of faith are

above hum,an reason ; or, in other words, that there

are some things discovered in the Bible, which could

not have been known to men, unless they had been

communicated by divine revelation.

But there is another sense in which faith has by

some been affirmed to be above reason ; viz. that men

may, and ought to beheve things, which they cannot
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understand or comprehend. And in this sense I

look upon the assertion to be groundless and false

;

and that, in this sense, faith can no more be above

reason, than it can be contrary to it.

Pyrrho proceeded in his objections, and said,

there are numberless things, which exceed our ca-

pacity, or which are unintelligible and incomprehensi-

ble to us, at least in the present state ; and yet we

firmly beheve them, though we do not understand

them ; and therefore it is plain we may believe things

which we do not understand.

Theophilus desired Pyrrho to name one of those

many propositions, which he believed, though he did

not understand it.

Pyrrho replied that, as to giving an account of his

own faith, he desired to be excused ; and that he was

not a divine sufficiently learned and profound readily

to mention such a proposition. He intimated further,

that he was representing the sentiments of others, and

that he had frequently met with this objection.

Theophilus acknowledged that there are many-

things, which we do not understand. But then, said

he, as long as we do not understand them, they are

the objects, not of our faith, but of our ignorance.

For, as long as we understand them not, the assenting

to them is in effect assenting to nothing ; and that is in

reahty no assent at all.

Well but, Theophilus, said Pyrrho, will you not al-

low that there are many things, which we actually and
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firmly believe, though we cannot comprehend how

they are effected ; or do not understand the mode or

manner of their existence, with all their relations,

connexions, and circumstances ? For instance, we

believe that God made the world, though we do not

know how he made it. We believe that the soul and

body of man are united, and mutually influence one

another, though we do not know how they are united,

or how body and spirit can have such a mutual influ-

ence. We believe that God will raise the dead, but

how he will do it, that we understand not, neither can

we at present comprehend. And many more like in-

stances might be named.

Theophilus replied, that the same answer might be

returned to this objection as to the last, viz. as far as

we believe, so far we must have ideas ; and that,

where our ideas end, there ends our assent or faith.

Unless we understand what is meant by these words,

God created the world, how could we talk or think

about such a thirig ? Unless we had the ideas aflixed

to the words body and spirit, we could not talk of their

union. And, if we have no meaning to such words,

then to say they are united, would be to talk of the

union of nothing with nothing. So likewise we know

what is meant by a man's being dead, and raised, or

brought to life again ; otherwise we should mean no-

thing, when we speak of the resurrection from the

dead. To believe that God made the world is to be-

lieve a thing, that is both comprehensible and highly
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reasonable. Who should make the world but God ?

Such an extensive and complicated, such a wise and

glorious production must needs have been the effect of

the most consummate wisdom, goodness, and power,

exerted immediately by the first cause and original

author of all ; or by some being, that has derived bis

power from the first cause. From the visible crea-

tion, we are naturally led up to the invisible cause and

author of all ; and here is nothing incomprehensible in

all this. That God made the world is one proposition.

How he made it would be another, and a quite differ-

ent proposition. The first we believe and understand.

The latter we knotv and understand nothing of. The
last, therefore, is not the object of our knowledge, or

of our faith, but of owr ignorance. That the soul and

body of man are united is one proposition. How they

are united would be another, and a quite different pro-

position. The first we understand and believe. The

latter we know nothing of. This last therefore, again,

is the object of our ignorance, not of our knowledge

ov faith. That men are to die, and that Jesus Christ

will raise them from the dead, or bring them to life

again, are propositions contained in Scripture ; and

they are both very plain and intelligible. How Jesus

Christ will raise the dead is another, and a quite dif-

ferent proposition, which God hath not seen fit to re-

veal to us. We are not, therefore, required to know

or believe anything about it. The fact, in all these

cases, is one thing ; the mode or manner is another
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and a quite distinct thing. The former we understand

and beheve. The latter we neither understand nor

believe ; for we know nothing at all of it.

Pyrrho said, Theophilus, suppose that God should

tell you, that a thing is so and so ; will you not believe

it, unless he acquaint you with the mode or manner

of it ; how it is effected or how it exists ; or how it

is reconcileable with all the other truths you are ac-

quainted with ? Theophilus answered, as far as God

reveals anything, so far he explains or discovers it.

And whatever God says, 1 am very ready to assent

to it, for that very reason, that God hath said it. Be-

cause whatever God says must be true. But I must

understand wliat is said, as well as be satisfied that

the discovery came from God, before I can believe it

as a divine revelation. If God reveals anything with

its mode and manner, and all its relations and circum-

stances, then 1 believe that, with its mode and man-

ner, and all its relations and circumstances. If God

reveals part of a thing, as far as God reveals it so far

I believe it. Secret things belong to the Lord our

God. They are his peculiar, and we have nothing

to do with them. They cannot, therefore, be the

objects of our knowledge or of our faith.

Whatever contradicts a known truth, or is irrecon-

cileable with it, that cannot possibly be part of a

divine revelation. As long as I think it inconsistent

with any known truth, so long I must either reject it,

or suppose that I have not yet the true meaning of
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•the words in w^irh it is delivered. Where our ideas

are clear, there our faith may be clear. Where our

ideas are confused or obscure, there our faith must

necessarily be confused or obscure. Where our ideas

are adequate, there our faith may be adequate.

Where our ideas are short or partial, there our faith

must be partial, or extended only to part of a thing.

But where we have no ideas at all, there we can

have no faith at all.

Pyrrho smiled and said, surely, Theophilus, you are

a strange man ; and I could hardly have believed it of

you. What, will no objection stand before you ? Nor

anything prove to you, that men may believe what

they cannot understand'? I have one objection more,

which so modest a man, as you are, will scarce know

what to say to. And that is, that fathers as well as

moderns^ doctors and bishops, philosophers and divines,

eminently learned, great and good men, have con-

tended for believing things which we do not under-

stand. And surely, such wise and good men could

never all be mistaken ; neither can it be supposed

that they would have contended for this opinion, un-

less there had been truth and reason in it.

You yourself have acknowledged that Tertullian

said of one article, " I believe it, because it is impos-

sible." And that bishop Beveridge has assigned it

as a reason for his believing another article of faith,

" That he could not conceive or understand it."*

* See the Reasonableness of the Christian Religion, he. p. 132, &C.

14
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Theophilus observed that, in mentioning such par-

ticulars, he had made his remarks upon them ; which

plainly showed he greatly disapproved of such ob-

noxious expressions. But Pyrrho said, that to show

that those mentioned were not singular, he could pro-

duce other celebrated persons to confirm their opinion.

St Austin often cites what he had read in the lxx,

and vulgar Latin,—If you do not believe you shall

not understand,—to infer from it, that we must believe

divine truths, before we understand them. And the

crowd of Popish writers follow him, to authorise a

bhnd and implicit faith. Theophilus replied, if St

Austin had had an exact translation of that passage,

he had only read, unless you believe, [viz. that the

kingdoms of Assyria and Israel shall shortly be de-

stroyed,] you shall not be established. "^

Pyrrho owned that those he had already quoted

were, indeed, divines ; and he observed, that the au-

thor of Christianity as old as the Creation had insi-

nuated, that " it was their interest to confound men's

understandings, and to prevent all inquiry ; and there-

fore they have craftily invented the notion of believ-

ing things above reason.''^ But there are others who

have contended for the same thing.

You have quoted Lord Bacon as saying something

very like it.f And there have been others as well

as divines, persons of excellent judgment, and great

* See an Essay for a new Translation of the Bible, p. 63.

-t See The Reasonableness of the Christian Religion, &ic. p. 132,
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friends to free inquiry, and who were never suspected

of a design to impose upon and confound men's un-

derstandings, that yet have thought it just to admit

the notion of things above reason. I shall mention

only two more, hoth of them laymen of eminent note

for their attempts to inform and improve men's under-

standings, and promote useful knowledge, Mr Boyle

and Mr Locke.

That excellent philosopher, the great and good

Mr Boyle, has wa'itten a treatise, which he calls a Dis-

course of Things above Reason ; inquiring whether a

philosopher should admit there are any such. To

which are annexed some advices about judging of

things said to transcend reason.

In that discourse, he ranks things above reason^

under three heads. The first is, of things whose na-

ture is such, that we are not able distinctly and ade-

quately to comprehend it. Such is the Almighty God,

whose perfections are so boundless, and his nature so

singular, that it is presumption to imagine, that such

finite beings, as our souls, can frame full and adequate

ideas of them. The second sort consists of things,

which have properties and ways of operation, which

we cannot intelligibly account for or explain by any

thing we already know. The third sort is, of such

things that involve some notion or proposition, that

we see not how to reconcile with some other thing,

that we are persuaded to be truth ; and which are in-

cumbered with difficulties and objections, that cannot

directly and satisfactorily be resolved. All these he
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cSiWs privileged things ; because they surpass our rea-

son ; at least so far that they are not to be judged of,

by the same measures and rules, by which men are

wont to judge of ordinary things. Accordingly, he

puts it among the advices he gives in judging of things

that transcend our reason, that a matter of fact or

other truth, about privileged things, being proved by

arguments competent in their kind, we ought not to

deny it, merely because we cannot explain, or perhaps

so much as conceive the modus of it ; or because we

know not how to reconcile it to something that is true
;

or because it is hable to ill consequences, and is

incumbered with great inconveniences. All these

things he admirably illustrates and supports by a vari-

ety of instances well urged from Philosophy and JVa-

tural Theology ; and concludes, with observing, that

we must not expect as to privileged things, and the

propositions that may be formed about them, to resolve

all difficulties and answer all objections ; since we can

never directly answer those, which require for their

solution a perfect comprehension of what is infinite.

Here Pyrrho made a pause ; but Theophilus de-

sired him to proceed with what he had to allege from

Mr Locke ; and then he would make remarks upon

all his examples at once.

Well then, said Pyrrho, the other person I refer

to is the acute and sagacious Mr Locke, whom I sup-

pose the author of Christianity as old as the Creation

would not reckon among those designing men, whose

interest it is to confound men^s understandings. Ha
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divides things into those which are according to rea-

son ; those things, which are contrary to reason ; and

those things, which are above reason. And these

things, when revealed, he makes to be the proper

matter offaith. [See Essay on Human Understand-

ing, Book IV. Chap. xvii. s. 23, and Chap, xviii.

s. 7. 9.] He frequently sets himself to point out the

shortness of human understanding, and how unable we

are to comprehend or' explain things, of which yet we

have an undoubted certainty. Of these he gives va-

rious instances. Among other things he instances in

the very notion of body ; which is incumbered with

some difficulties very hard, and perhaps impossible to

be explained or understood by us. The divisibility

in infinitum of any finite extension, involving us,

whether we grant or deny it, in consequences impos-

sible to be explicated, or made in our apprehension

consistent. And he would fain know what substance

exists, that has not something, which manifestly baffles

our understandings. [See Essay on Human Under-

standing, Book II. Chap, xxiii. and Book IV. Chap.

III. See also his works. Vol. I. Page 557. 559, 560,

561. 572.] He allows, therefoie, that it cannot be a

reasonable foundation for rejecting a doctrine proposed

to us, as of divine revelation, that we cannot compre-

hend the manner of it ; especially, when it relates to

the divine essence ; and declares, concerning himself,

" I gratefully receive and rejoice in the light of divine

revelation, which sets me at rest in many things, the

14*
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manner of which my poor reason can by no means
make out to me. I readily believe whatever God has

declared, though my reason find difficulties in it, which

it cannot master." [Ibid. p. 361. 573.]

Pyrrho said he had now done, and declared that

he would not have dvvelt so much upon the sentiments

of such great men, if some learned and ingenious

persons had not laid so much stress upon them.

Theophilus answered, when an argument is brought

from the sentiments of some wise, great, and good

man, whose authority we reverence and hardly dare

oppose, the logicians call it Jlrgumentum ad veracun-

diam, an address to our modesty. And one would

not be very forward in directly contradicting or op-

posing men eminent for wisdom and piety. But yet

this argument may be carried too far, and prevent all

farther inquiries and improvements whatever. We
justly reverence the names of men of piety and learn-

ing in former ages. But, you know, I have already

declared that " their notions are nothing to us, any

further than they are supported by reason and Scrip-

ture. We call no man master upon earth. We allow

no man to have dominion over our faith. Churches

and councils, fathers and moderns, learned men and

celebrated divines have erred, and their determina-

tions are not to be implicitly received."

The church of Rome says, "what, are you wiser

than your fathers ?" And they quote great names and

many authorities. But Protestants do not much re-
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garcl such arguments against Scripture and common

sense. And even Papists themselves are not much

moved by such fathers, or authorities, as contradict

their sentiments. Mr Boyle and Mr Locke were

truly great and good men. But they were not infal-

lible. I suppose, in some particulars, they were both

mistaken. And persons, wdio in this point shelter

themselves under their authority, would not in all

points be determined by their opinions ; or declare

that they believe, in every particular, as those great

men believed. And, if they had in this point been

mistaken, or talked confusedly, it would not therefore

be true, or more clear and evident, that we can be-

lieve what we cannot understand. I would, indeed,

as soon be determined by their authority, as that of

most men that can be named. But Amicus Sacra-

tesy amicus Plato, sed magis arnica est Veritas.

/ All this I have said upon the supposition, that Mr
BoylQ or Mr Locke had differed from me, and said,

that ive must believe things which we cannot under-

stand.

Whereas I do not apprehend, that they have said

any such thing, or differ from me upon this head.

They have neither of them said more than this, viz.

that we must believe some things, which we cannot

adequately comprehend, or that have properties and

ways of operation, for which we cannot intelligibly

account, or that there are some difficuhies relating to

them, which we cannot solve. Now, wherein does
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this differ from what 1 have ah-eady said, unless in

the manner of expression f Have I not said, that,

" Where our ideas are clear, there our faith may be

clear. Where our ideas are obscure or confused,

there our faith must necessarily be obscure or con-

fused. Where our ideas are adequate, there our

faith may be adequate. Where our ideas are short,

or partial, there our faith must be partial, or extend

only to part of a thing. But where we have no ideas

at all, there we can have no faith at all .^"

I have likewise freely allowed, that we may under-

stand or believe a thing, without understanding the

mode or manner, relations and circumstances of it.

But, where our ideas end, there our faith must end.

And can you allege anything from Mr Boyle, or Mr
Locke, that contradicts this ? How often has Mr

Locke, in particular, intimated that it is impossible to

judge of, or assent to, anything without having some

idea of it ? And he concludes his Chapter of Faith

and Reason thus ; " To this crying up of faith, in

opposition to reason, we may I think in a good mea-

sure ascribe those absurdities that fill almost all the

religions, which possess and divide mankind. For

men, having been principled with an opinion, that

they must not consult reason in the things of religion,

however apparently contradictory to common sense,

and the very principles of all their knowledge, have

let loose their fancies and natural superstition, and

have been by them led in so strange opinions, and
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extravagant practices in religion, that a considerate

man cannot but stand amazed at their follies, and

judge them so far from being acceptable to the great

and wise God, that he cannot avoid thinking them

ridiculous and offensive to a sober, good man. So

that in effect religion^ which should most distinguish

us from beasts, and ought most pecuHarly to elevate

us, as rational creatures, above brutes, is that wherein

men often appear most irrational, and more senseless

than beasts themselves. Credo, quia impossibile est,

I believe, because it is impossible, might in a good man

pass for a sally of zeal, but would prove a very ill

rule for men to choose their opinions or religion by."

From hence you plainly see, that this great and

good man is on my side of the question, and has, in

other words, asserted and defended what I am now

contending for.

Pyrrho, with a smile, said, you will have things

your own way. But let us not conclude the conver-

sation upon this subject, till we have considered of

what advantage it may be to mankind, to have this

matter set in a clear light.

Theophilus was well pl%ased with that proposal.

For he had a very great aversion to all dry and bar-

ren speculations, which may serve to amuse men, but

cannot profit them.

I know, says he, some will look upon this as a

dry and useless subject ; but, to more judicious and

considerate persons, it will appear to be a subject of

vast extent and great usefulness.
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Pyrrho asked, how that could be made to appear ?

Theophilus answered, that requh-ing men, upon

pain of damnation, to believe some things, which they

cannot understand, was the ready way to unhinge,

disturb, and perplex the minds of many w^eak, but

honest and wellmeaning persons. God himself is no

hard master. He never requires impossibihties, as

the terms of salvation. Why then should men re-

quire such things, or represent God as requiring

them ? Why should they confound the understandings

of the weak, who are easily imposed upon and led

astray f All that God requires is, that men should as-

sent according to evidence ; make their faith a rea-

sonable service ; and be influenced by it to holiness

of temper and hfe. The terms of acceptance are

plain and easy, and the minds of good men ought not

to be puzzled and confounded with dark, unintelli-

gible, and incomprehensible speculations.

That indeed, said Pyrrho, seems to be a matter of

some consequence. But what have you further to

allege ?

Theophilus repHed, that the making men fancy they

can believe what they cannot understand must be of

bad consequence, as it leads them to enthusiasm,

which is a most dangerous thing in religion. I own

that " here the ravings of an enthusiast are on a level

with the dictates of infinite wisdom, and nonsense is

rendered most sacred ; that here a contradiction is of

great use to maintain a doctrine, which, when fairly
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Stated, is not defensible ; because, by talking backward

and forward, by using obscure terms, and taking

words in different senses, they may easily amuse and

puzzle the people. On this foundation, transuhstan-

iiation is built, and most of those mysterious proposi-

tions, about which in former days men so frequently

murdered each other."

The rational Christian first understands, then con-

siders the evidence, and then believes. The enthu-

siast has a much quicker way, as he fancies, to come

at his faith. He has inward feelings and divine im-

pulses. He has knowledge and conviction darted

into his mind all at once ; such clear knowledge, and

strong, irresistible evidence, as satisfies himself; but

is insufficient to satisfy any other person, because it

is incommunicable, and he cannot explain to another

the nature and evidence of his faith ; what it is he

believes, or why he assents to it. He has a strong

persuasion, grounded upon the conceit of inspiration,

without clearly understanding what he believes, or

professes ; and without any rational or sufficient evi-

dence on which to ground his assent. To what ab-

surdities must such a person stand exposed ? He may

believe transubstantiation, or anything else. For,

as in the dark all colours are afike, so in his dark mind

all the most wild and fanciful conceits, that can be

named, may be entertained and zealously contended

for, as the great and deep things of God, and the

fundamental doctrines of religion. One absurdity,
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firmly and tenaciously adhered to, makes way for a

thousand. For, if you will be so obsequious as to

profess your belief of one thing, which you do not

understand, and for which you have no evidence, why

not a second, and a third, and so on ? When a man

is got out of the reach of his own understanding, and

into the dark labyrinths of error and enthusiasm

;

when he renounces his reason to follow fancy, appe-

tite, or inclination, inward feelings, or imaginary im-

pulses, he can have no ground for the soles of his

feet to stand upon, but seems to be bewildered and

gone beyond recovery.

Pyrrho observed that the man was in a bad way,

who had gone that length, and that he heartily pitied

him.

Ay, says Theophilus, he is to be pitied ; and so

are all they who hve around him. For, when a man

fancies that he can believe what he cannot understand,

it leads him from enthusiasm into bigotry and unchari-

tahleness. He is not to be argued with, and treated

like a rational creature. Nor is he satisfied, that he

may enjoy his own unreasonable, blind, and implicit

faith ; but his zeal hurries him on to make converts,

and to persuade others to believe, or at least to talk,

as he does ; that is, without evidence, and without

understanding. And, generally speaking, the more

dark and unintelligible any points are, the more

warmly and fiercely he contends for them. Where

the iron is blunt he puts to more strength to make it
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cut, and wound, and destroy. The senseless and ridi-

culous doctrine of transubstantiation has occasioned

the shedding the blood of more Protestants, than all

the great and weighty matters of the law and of the

Gospel.

When a man has reason and evidence for what he

says, he is ready to propose them ; and that is the

best way to make converts among the sober and think-

ing part of mankind. For when you have convinced

an honest man's understanding, you may be sure of

him. But when a man holds ridiculous opinions,

and makes them fundamental articles of faith ; if you

deny them, or even doubt, you are reprobate, or in

a dangerous state, and must be consigned over to

everlasting damnation ; as if these zealous defenders

of the faith had got the keys of the bottomless pit

hanging to their girdles, and could open or shut the

gates of the dark, infernal prison, at their pleasure.

But, blessed be God, pronounce it who will, the curse

causeless shall not come. Those who love God, and

understand and beheve as well as they can, shall none

of them be rejected by the righteous and equitable

judge of the universe, though they may have been

mistaken in some points of opinion, and though their

over zealous neighbours should bestow their uncharita-

ble censures upon them, load them with hard names,

and use them unkindly here, or consign them over to-

the misery of the world to come.

15
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Pyrrho observed iliat Theophilus painted strongly,

and spoke with a becoming pathos, but hoped that he

could not charge the contrary doctrine with many

more bad consequences.

Yes, said Theophikis, I have two more, which I

propose to mention, and then I will detain you no

longer. The first is, that to contend for believing

what we cannot understand is neither more nor less

than contending for implicit faith, and greatly favors

the church of Rome, that has frequently and in

many places prohibited the free use of the Scrip-

tures, taken away that key of knowledge, and neither

entered into the true design and interpretation of those

sacred writings herself, nor suffered those who were

willing to enter in. She has styled ignorance the

mother of devotion. Methinks I should be sorry to

see any Protestants so far doing the work of Papists^

as to take men off from a diligent and impartial in-

quiry into the grounds and reasons of their faith ; or

in the least to discourage the close and critical exam-

ination of the sacred writings ; or the free, honest,

and open profession of a man's sentiments after he

iias inquired. You know, Pyrrho, how warm and

animated my zeal against Popery has always been,

because I have ever looked upon it, not only as the

greatest corruption of Christianity, but even a com-

bination against reason and common sense, as well as

against the rights and liberties of mankind. And,

in proportion, I dislike all tendencies thereto.
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Pyrrho could not imagine what the other bad con-

sequence of implicit faith could be ; for Theophilus

had already named more than had occurred to him,

before the mention of them. But Theophilus put him

out of his pain, and said that he had a tender concern

for the wellmeaning part of Pyrrho's old friends,

though he abhorred their principles.

What friends of mine do you mean, said Pyrrho,

with some eagerness, for I do not yet understand you ?

Theophilus let him know, that he designed those

gentlemen, who are inclined to infidelity ; and that,

as to all those who are men of integrity and good

morals, he should be sorry to do anything to lead

them to infidelity, or to establish them therein ; and

that he could not but think, that to contend for believ-

ing what we cannot understand, was the way to tempt

thinking men to infidehty. Not that the Bible itself

pleads for such a faith, but the ridiculous notions, and

groundless opinions and arguments of some Jews and

Christians have furnished those, who have wrote

against revelation, with their most formidable object-

ions.

It is a pity, indeed, that such persons have not look-

ed further, and examined the Scriptures themselves.

But, on the other hand, the friends of revelation should

be very careful not to lay stumbling blocks in the way

of those, who are perhaps but too ready to be pleased,

when they can find any advantage against their ad-

versaries. However, if all the friends of revelation
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had been of my sentiments, and as frankly declared

their minds, neither DrTyndal, nor any of his bre-

thren, could have flourished and triumphed on this

head, as they have done.

Pyrrho thanked his friend for the pains he had

taken in his behalf, and said, that by parting with what

cannot be defended, and separating the chaff from the

pure wheat, the friends of truth would be best able to

satisfy their own minds, and to give the most thorough

and lasting satisfaction unto all other attentive and well

minded persons.
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THOMAS EMLYN.

Among the victims of religious persecution, few

have been more conspicuous, or suffered with a purer

or nobler mind, than the subject of the present me-

moir. His case is the more remarkable as belonging

to a period, when the ignorance of barbarous times

had retired before the opening day of truth and ra-

tional investigation, and as occurring in a country,

where the protestant principles had already been made

the foundation of the national church, and where it

was the boast of the laws, that they protected the in-

nocent, and secured the rights of conscience. An

instance of persecution, even under circumstances

like these, needs not be cited, it is true, to prove that

fanaticism and bigotry heed not the voice of law, and

are deaf to the eloquence of justice and reason ; the

history of the church is black with the records of this

fact, so dishonourable to the christian name and cha-

racter
;
yet there were incidents attending Mr Em-

lyn's case, which distinguished it from almost every

other, and which, at the same time they illustrate the

^nischievous tendency of perverted sentiment and
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hardened feeling, when moved by a pretended zeal

for religion, show with what resignation a truly pious

mind can submit to the reproach of a malevolent ac-

cusation, and sacrifice every worldly advantage for

the stern integrity of religious principle. In this re-

spect the example of Emlyn is full of good instruction,

as manifesting the power of a religious faith establish-

ed on the grounds of a sincere conviction, and its as-

cendency in moral purity and strength over that, which

looks for its support to traditionary smybols and the

consent of the multitude.

Thomas Emlyn was born on the 27th of May,

1663, at Stamford in Lincolnshire. His father re-

sided on a small estate in that place, which he held

in his own possession, and to the management of

which he was devoted. As Thomas was the only

son, early and assiduous care was given to his educa-

tion. At ten years of age he was sent from home,

and placed at a boarding school under the charge of

Mr Boheme of Walcot, with whom he continued four

years.

While at this school he attended service on the sab-

bath at the established church. But ahhough his

parents regularly attended that church, and were then

intimately acquainted with Dr Richard Cumberland,

afterwards bishop of Peterborough, yet they had

a leaning to the puritans, and resolved to prepare

their son for fixing his destiny as a clergyman among

the dissenters. Nor was it with a wish to force his
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inclination, or bias his sentiments, that they thus early

pointed out his course for Hfe ; it was rather in com-

pHance with what they perceived to be the natural

temper and tendency of his own mind. In the fur-

ther prosecution of his studies he went to a private

academy at Sulby in Northamptonshire. After resid-

ing at this place about twelve months, he made a jour-

ney to the university at Cambridge, where he was

admitted into Emanuel college, at the age of sixteen.

It does not appear, however, that he resided in Cam-

bridge, for we immediately after find him again at

Sulby, where he remained somewhat more than two

years longer. With this institution he became dis-

satisfied, as not affording sufficient means of instruction

to aid him in such studies as he wished to pursue, and

as being deficient in the books and hterary resources

essential to the attainments, which his inquiring and

active mind prompted him to make. In this situation

he did not long deliberate, but put himself under the

charge of Mr Doolittle at Islington, and accompanied

that gentleman next to Clapham, and last of all to

Battersea, at which place his academical education

and preparatory theological studies were completed.

He now enjoyed privileges before unknown to him,

both in the society and conversation of learned men,

and in a free access to all kinds of books. It had

never been his good fortune to be under an accom-

plished teacher, and even at this time his worthy in-

structer was more eminent for his diligence and fidel-

16*
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ity, than for the abundance of his knowledge, or the

reach and resources of his mind 5 but it was at last

the happiness of Emlyn to be in a condition to supply

this deficiency, by the force of application, and the

means of information to which he could resort. The-

ology engaged his close and constant attention ; he

applied himself to the study with an independent and

resolute spirit, not restricted in the freedom of inquiry

by the trammels of the schools, nor the dogmas and

theorems of subtle divines. The religion of truth and

of the heart was not in his opinion so difficult a thing,

that it might not be understood. To the authority of

others he paid no regard, any farther than it was borne

out by the plain sense of the sacred Scriptures ; and

to antiquity he yielded no reverence, except as it ac-

corded with the same standard. He determined to

study, consider, and judge by the light of his own

mind. With these rules to guide him, it is not strange

that he should deviate from the beaten track, though

it does not appear that he was aware, till sometime

afterwards, to what results his love of truth and liberty

would lead him.

, Having gone through with the usual course of pre-

paratory studies, he began to preach in 1682, before

he was twenty years old. A few months afterwards

he was recommended to the countess of Donegal, who

owned large estates in the north of Ireland, but was

then residing in London. Emlyn entered her family

as chaplain, and went over with her to Ireland in the
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same capacity, when she returned the next year.

The countess was married shortly after to Sir Wil-

liam Franklin, and the chaplain continued to hold his

station in the family, where he was treated with great

respect and kindness, and received a liberal allowance.

So great was Sir William's esteem for him, that he

offered him a valuable settlement in England, where

he held an estate ; but motives of conscience obliged

Emlyn to decline the proffered favour ; he was op-

posed to the principles and system of the established

church, nor could any prospects of temporal aggran-

disement induce him to conform to religious observ-

ances, which his sense of divine truth and duty could

not approve. He remained in this family enjoying

much leisure for study, as well as the benefit of en-

lightened society, till the year 1G88, when the politic-

al troubles in the north of Ireland became somewhat

alarming, and he returned to London.

To show that his refusing to accept a place in the

established church was not occasioned by any nar-

row prejudice, or weak scrupulosity, it may be men-

tioned that, during his residence in Ireland, he had

usually attended the service of an episcopal clergy-

man, and frequently officiated for him. This circum-

stance caused it to be rumoured, that he was coming

over to the established church, but without any foun-

dation ; for although the bishop had given him a license

to preach, yet he did not subscribe the articles, nor

conform to any of the usages pecuhar to the estab-
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Ijsliment. He obtained the license, simply because

it gave him a better opportunity for usefulness in a

neighbourhood, where few dissenters coidd be found.

During the time of his residence in the north of

Ireland, he was once in Dublin, where he preached

with great acceptance to a dissenting congregation,

whose associate pastors were Mr Joseph Boyse and

Mr Wilhams. Just before his departure for London

he received a letter from Mr Boyse, stating that his

colleague had left his charge, and inquiring whether

Mr Emlyn was inclined to accept an invitation to be-

come his successor. This inquiry our author answer-

ed in the negative, intimating that concerns of some

importance demanded his presence in England. The

following is an extract from his letter to Mr Boyse.

" As for the rumour with you of my being addicted

wholly to the church, it is so far true, that I preached

once every Lord's day publicly ; but you did very

rightly understand me, that I had my license without

ordination or subscription, for I had it whhout any

condition, and I do not intend to take episcopal ordi-

nation, unless I could escape the subscription, or be

reconciled to it, which I am not yet, nor think I shall

be. But as for what concerns lay conformity with

the church, I can safely dispense with it, and do not

scruple to preach either in a church or meeting, both

which 1 would make one church, notwithstanding little

differences and corruptions, which I am not engaged

in ; and, really, however I like the meetings in them-
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selves, 1 should be loth to bring any people into suf-

ferings by keeping them from church when necessity

requires, though I know this takes no place at this

time, nor will, I hope, hereafter. Though I know

some would call this temporising, yet I know your

charity and judgment will not admit that I mean so,

but that it is what my judgment allows in point of

conscience, not interest." These are truly christian

sentiments, and bear equal testimony to the liberal

and generous spirit, and the scriptural faith of their

author. Were all christians to be Hke minded, and

to respect as sincerely the judgment and faith of their

brethren, the grounds of difference would be so much

narrowed, as to be hardly worth contending for by

any class, which might set itself up as a party.

In Mr Emlyn's way to London he preached at

Liverpool, and several other places, sometimes in the

church, and at others with the dissenters. At Liver-

pool several persons were desirous of setthng him in

a vacant church, but he declined their proposal for

reasons above given. After remaining in London for

a short period, he complied with the urgent request of

Sir Robert Rich to officiate temporarily as minister of

a dissenting congregation at LeostofF, in Suffolk, where

the people solicited him to become their permanent

pastor. This invitation he deemed it inexpedient to

accept, because he was persuaded the place was not

in all respects suited to him, and he was averse to

forming any connexion of this nature, which looked
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forward to the probability of a dissolution. This post

he occupied about a year and a half, and, as in Ire-

land, so in England, he was on friendly terms with

the episcopal clergy, uniting in acts of charity with

those in his neighbourhood, and occasionally attending

service in the church.

While at LeostofF an incident happened, to which

may be traced the first spring of the future prominent

events of his life. He became attached by a close

and reciprocal friendship to Mr Wilham Manning, a

highly respectable dissenting minister in that vicinity.

In love of knowledge, and an inquisitive, independent

turn of mind, there was a strong resemblance between

them, and it was their pleasure to pursue together

certain subjects of inquiry, in which they both desired

to be better informed. At this juncture appeared Dr

Sherlock's work, entitled a Vindication of the Trini-

ty, to which, from the celebrity of the author, and

the interest then excited by the subject, their atten-

tion was earnestly drawn. Much to their surprise,

however, they found the arguments of the learned

author vastly less convincing than they had anticipa-

ted, and points, of which till then they had entertain-

ed no doubts, were now brought up before them

clothed in mists and darkness, on perceiving with what

ill success a powerful and zealous advocate had at-

tempted to prove and defend them. In short, they

were both driven to suspect the truth of the trinity,

by reading Dr Sherlock's book in vindication of it.
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They followed the subject into other channels, resort-

ed to other authors, read the Scriptures, consulted

creeds, but all in vain ; they could nowhere find sat-

isfactory proofs of a trinity. What opinion Mr Emlyn

formed at that time, or whether he formed any, is not

certain ; he corresponded for several years with Mr
Manning on the subject, but it was not till long after-

wards, as will be seen, that he became professedly an

Arian. He was deliberate and cautious, yielding only

to the force of argument and serious conviction.

Manning embraced the humanitarian system, but Em-
lyn always believed in the preexistence of our Saviour,

and in the creation of the visible world through his

agency.

He had not been two years at LeostofF, when he

received another letter from Mr Boyse, pressing him

to accept the invitation of the people to become his

associate. With this renewed request he at length

determined to comply, and went back to Dublin in

May, 1691, where he was immediately settled as a

colleague with Mr Boyse. In this station few events

of his life for nearly ten years have been transmitted,

any farther than that he was faithful in discharging

the numerous duties of his office in a very large con-

gregation, a popular, engaging, and practical preacher,

abounding in the fruits of a pure benevolence and

sincere piety, and adorned with the graces of an eleva-

ted, unsullied christian example. He was peculiarly

earnest and happy in a style of impressive preaching,
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with forcible and quickening appeals to the under-

standing and hearts of his hearers, seldom touching

on abstruse doctrines, or unedifying speculations.

The following are his own words, as contained in a

letter to his friend, Mr Manning. " I meddle not with

any but practicals in preaching. I begin to think,

that the greatest part of controversial divinity about

the covenants, and the like, is much like the various

philosophical hypotheses and theories, where men in

the dark are pleased with their ingenious romances,

and if they can maintain that so matters may he, they

soon conclude 50 they are and must he, without au-

thority, which in rehgion must not pass. There is

nothing I more sincerely desire, than right knowledge

of important truths ; and it is some satisfaction, that I

am sure I am not biassed by interest or love of world-

ly esteem, and if one err unwillingly about the blessed

Jesus, I should hope it may be pardoned, though it

would sincerely grieve me to promote any such thing."

These views he reduced to practice in the services of

the sabbath, and in his religious intercourse with his

parishioners, thus living most harmoniously with the

people of his charge and his colleague, promoting the

happiness of the former by spiritual counsels and a kind

deportment, and soothing the cares of the latter not

more by a participation of labours, than by a steady

and devoted friendship.

But this scene was to be changed by one of the

most remarkable proceedings, recorded in the history
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of the church. Its cause is thus briefly narrated in

the plain and expressive language of the author.

" I had been a preacher in Dublin for eleven years

to a congregation of protestant dissenters, who were

generally a sober and peaceable people, not unwor-

thy of my love, nor had been wanting in any testimo-

nies of affection and respect, that I could reasonably

desire or expect from them.

*' I own I had been unsettled in my notions from

the time I read Dr Sherlock's book on the Trinity,

which sufficiently discovered how far many had gone

back toward polytheism. I long tried what I could

do with some Sabellian turns, making out a trinity of

somewhats in one single mind. I found that by the

tretheistical scheme of Dr Sherlock and Mr Howe, I

best preserved the trinity, but I lost the unity. By
the Sabellian scheme of modes, and subsistencies, and

properties, I kept up the divine unity, but then I had

lost a trinity, such as the Scripture discovers, so that

I could never keep both in view at once. But after

much serious thought, and study of the Scriptures,

with many concerned addresses to the Father of lights,

I found great reason first to doubt, and after by de-

grees to alter my judgment, in relation to former re-

ceived opinions of the trinity, and the supreme deity

of our Lord Jesus Christ. For though the word of

God v^^as my rule, I could not tell how to understand

that rule but by the use of my reason, knowing well,

that he who tells me, I must lay aside my reason

17
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when I believe the Gospel, does plainly declare, that

to believe is to act without reason, and that no rational

man can be a Christian. I desired only to know ivhai

I must beheve, and why. As to the latter I was satis-

fied, that divine revelation is sufficient ground of be-

lief; but then I must conceive what it is that it reveals,

and that I am exphcitly to believe and profess ; for

a faith of sounds without meaning I understand not,

and no more can believe airy sounds, than I can see

them with my eyes. I could not imagine it should

be necessary to say my prayers tvith understanding,

and my creed without it ; and could every whit as

much edify by worship, as by belief, uttered in an un-

known tongue. I did not make my reason the rule of

my faith, but employed it to judge what was the mean-

ing of that written rule or word of God ; and thus was

led to form notions different from what others had

taught me, without regard either to Arius or Socinus,

not agreeing wholly with either.

" Accordingly I was ever careful not to speak against

my own judgment, or what should appear so to a judi-

cious hearer, that I might not act against christian

sincerity ; and yet I never confronted the opinions of

others by an express or unhandsome opposition. I

doubted whether this was my duty, or was proper in

the pulpit, where I could not have freedom to say all

that was requisite in such a controversy ; and whether

I ought at once to cast myself out of my station of

service, without a more particular and direct occasion
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given me to profess my mind, which I did apprehend

would offer, and which I was determined to accept

when it did."^

Such is the author's frank and candid account of

the state of his mind, and of the motives by which he

prevailed on himself to practise a reserve on a subject,

the discussion of which, under the circumstances then

existing around him, would, he was persuaded, kindle

strife, discord, and heart burnings, instead of adding

strength to the bonds of peace, love, unity, and good

fellowship. But this wise and judicious purpose of

maintaining the spirit and reahty of a right christian

practice, at the expense of a private opinion on a

point of doubtful speculation, was at length counteract-

ed. In the year 1701, a member of Mr Emlyn's

congregation, after having listened eleven years with

great delight and approbation to his preaching, began

to suspect the orthodoxy of his creed, in regard to the

common notions of the Trinity, and revealing his sus-

picion to Mr Boyse, it was agreed that they would

call on him together, and make inquiry as to this par-

ticular. Mr Emlyn answered them with the utmost

readiness, and explained his views at large, in which

he professed it to be his faith, that God the Father is

the only supreme God, and that the Son is subordi-

nate and inferior, deriving all his excellence and au-

thority from the Father. He added, at the same

time, that, if the people were not satisfied with these

* Emlyn's Works, fourth editioiij vol. I. p. 15.
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terms of his faith, and any ill feelings were likely to

be created among them on this account, he was ready

to resign his charge, and at all events was anxious to

preserve peace and good will, whatever might be the

sacrifice to him.

Mr Boyse would not listen to this suggestion, but

insisted that the case ought first to be brought before

the Dublin ministers, and their opinion ascertained.

Emlyn, knowing from experience the narrow spirit

and heated zeal of these men, and knowing also that

they had really no concern in the affair, was not dis-

posed to have them consulted, but wished the whole

matter to be settled, according to the true principles

of christian liberty, by a mutual agreement between

the people and their pastor. To gratify his associate

and friend, however, he yielded to his proposition, and

met the ministers at the time appointed. The result

proved but too truly, that he was not deceived in his

presentiment of what he had to expect at the hands of

his brethren, with whom he had been for many years

on terms of strong and cordial intimacy. After a con-

ference with him of two hours, without attempting to

convince him of his error, or confute the arguments

by which his faith was supported, without consulting

his congregation or waiting for any formal complaint

from them, and even without giving him notice of

their intended proceedings, this self constituted assem-

bly of ministers passed an order, that Mr Emlyn

should no longer execute the office of a preacher.
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At this crisis he called several of the leading members

of his society together, explained to them what had

happened, and recommended that, to avoid further dif-

ficulties and animosity, a separation should take place.

To this proposal they were not wilhng to assent, but

thought it preferable that he should desist from preach-

ing for a season, till a longer space should be given

to deliberate, and some mode of reconciling differences

devised. To this plan, for good reasons, he dechned

acceding.

It was finally concluded, that he should make a jour-

ney to England ; but here another difficulty arose.

The Dublin ministers seemed now to consider Mr
Emlyn a sort of state prisoner, subject to their power

and command. They assumed the liberty of consult-

ing on his intended visit to England, and after suitable

deliberation finally agreed, that he should be permit-

ted to go, enjoining it on him, however, in a special

charge, that " he should not preach anywhere." This

decision was communicated to him by two of their

numbers in person, and in allusion to it Mr Emlyn

speaks thus in his JVarrative. "To this imperious

message, so full of affectation of authority, and ex-

pressive of rigid Presbyterian tyranny, which was yet

attended by an Independent minister as one of the

messengers, I answered to this effect ; that I did not

design to preach on the matters in debate where I

went, if that would satisfy them ; but that they as-

sumed too much in forbidding me to preach, who had
17*
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no authority from them, nor owned any in them; that

I had as much authority to forbid them to preach, as

they to forbid me, and should pay no regard to them

herein. Upon which they said they would then write

to the London ministers about it. I bid them use

their discretion, and I should use mine." In this

spirited reply to the extraordinary presumption of the

Dublin ministers, we find a perfect consistency in the

principles and conduct of the author ; he discovers

himself to be a thorough advocate for hberty and jus-

tice, defending with equal pertinacity the rights and

freedom of Christians, both in regulating the forms of

church government, and in adopting modes of faith.

He went to England, but not to find peace, or es-

cape the poison of slander and the arrows of persecu-

tion. His kindhearted brethren made the pulpits of

Dublin resound with the cry of his apostacy, and the

loud clamour of heretic and infidel became so familiar

to the ear of the public, that even the wise and consi-

derate were fain to believe what they so often heard

repeated from the highest authority. The persons,

who recommended his leaving the country, that his

case might cause as little excitement as possible, were

the first to proclaim it abroad, and call down indigna-

tion on its enormity. He had been absent but ten

weeks, when he thought his presence in Dublin neces-

sary, both that he might attend to the concerns of his

family, and defend his character against the calum-

nies, which mistaken zeal and industrious mahce had
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scattered so freely. While in London he was received

kindly by his brethren, notwithstanding the pains taken

by the Dublin ministers to make him odious wherever

he appeared. In the period of his absence he wrote

a short account of his case, which he published, and

which has been usually printed in his works as a se-

quel to his Narrative.

On his arrival in Dubhn he was greatly afflicted at

the conduct of those, who had for many years pro-

fessed to be his friends, in whose intercourse he had

enjoyed much, and from whom he felt that he de-

served not bitterness and reproach. " I had not been

of so unsocial a nature," says he, " as not to relish

the society and love of my dear friends, nor was I

insensible to the pangs of a violent separation ; nor

yet so mortified to the world, as not to feel some dif-

ference between contempt and respect ; but still, my
convictions of truth were so clear, that these things

never staggered my resolutions of adhering to it, in

the midst of all discouragements." This declaration

speaks as much for the warmth of his feelings, as for

the strength of his constancy, and it was nobly verified

under circumstances of heavy trial.

As soon as Mr Emlyn found himself again in Dub-
lin, learning the extent of the misrepresentations and

false sentiments which prevailed concerning his reli-

gious opinions, he resolved to draw up and publish an

ample exposition of his views. This resolution he

executed in a treatise entitled Jin Humble Inquiry
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into the Scripture Account of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Hardly a copy of this work had gone abroad, when

certain very zealous persons among the dissenters de-

termined to have the author prosecuted. It was first

contemplated to pursue the process of a presentment

by the grand jury, but this was likely to be attended

with so much delay, that it was abandoned. A spe-

cial warrant was therefore obtained, and Mr Emlyn's

rooms were entered by the keeper of Newgate, who

seized him and several copies of his work, and took

him before the Lord Chief Justice. Bail was at first

refused, but it was finally received through the con-

sent of the Attorney General, in the amount of eight

hundred pounds for appearance at the time of trial.

When the expected time arrived, the case was not

brought up, and he was bound over to another term.

Even when this came round no further progress was

made, than the finding a bill by the grand jury, in

which an indictment of blasphemy was brought against

the author. So rashly had this indictment been made

out, however, and with so wanton and malignant a

design, that it contained many expressions, which the

author had never used. This was afterwards detect-

ed, and the bill thrown aside as defective, so that

when the author appeared to take his trial, a new bill

was to be made out, and the trial was put over to

another term. Thus was he kept in suspense while

his enemies were plotting his ruin, and devising means

for carrying their purpose into efiect under the artful
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guise of a legal prosecution ; and thus was the arm of

law turned aside from its appropriate task of protect-

ing right, innocence, and virtue, to the disgraceful

work of crushing a man, whose only offence was an

open avowal of what he believed to be the true faith

of the Gospel, and this in an English court of justice,

at the beginning of the eighteenth century, in the age

of Newton, Locke, and Clarke.

Four months after the prosecution, the trial came

on before the Lord Chief Justice. There were also

seated on the judges' bench six or seven bishops of

the established church, among whom were the arch-

bishops of Armaugh and of Dublin. The indictment

set forth, that Thomas Emlyn " being wholly moved

by the instigation of the devil," was guilty of " writ-

ing and causing to be printed a certain infamous and

scandalous libel," in which " he impiously, blasphem-

ously, falsely, and maliciously asserted," that Jesus was

not the supreme God, nor equal to him, and that this

libel was published "with intention to disturb the peace

and tranquillity of the kingdom."* Emlyn soon found,

* The work referred to here is the Humble Inquiry, and the words

quoted into the indictment, as the foundation of the charge of an

" infamous and scandalous libel," were the following.

" 1 see no reason there will be to oppose those Unitarians, who
think him to be a sufficient Saviour and Prince, though he be not

the only Supreme God ; nor can any with reason attempt to prove

him to be such, from his works and office as king of his church,

since 'tis implied, that as such he must do homage to God the Father,

in delivering up his kingdom to him. And this very expression, to

God the Father, makes it plain that there is no God the Son in the
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that he had neither favour nor justice to expect from

any quarter ; and, in fact, it had already been de-

clared to him by a gentleman of the bar, that he

would not be allowed to speak in his own behalf, and

that there was a design " to run him down hke a wolf

without law or game." The chief justice had been

free in expressing his opinions ; and the jury was

composed of persons from the illiterate classes of so-

ciety, who had no knowledge of ecclesiastical sub-

jects.

The first step in the trial was to prove that Mr Em-
lyn was the author of the book, in which the libel was

said to be contained. No evidence of the fact ap-

peared ; a printer made oath that he received one half

sheet from him, but that he knew not who wrote it

;

and Mr Boyse testified, that in the private conference

with the ministers Mr Emlyn expressed sentiments

similar to those contained in the book. On this testi-

mony, which did not amount to a shadow of evidence,

the Queen's counsel raised an argument, which was

urged with heat and vehemence ; and it was decided

same sense, or in the same supreme essence with the Father.—So

then Jesus Christ in his highest capacity being inferior to the Father,

how can he be the same God to which he is subject, or of the same

rank and dignity ?—So that I may safely say thus much, that the

blessed Jesus has declared himself not to be the Supreme God, or

equal to the Father, as plainly as words could speak, or iu brief ex-

press." See Emlyn's Narrative, in his Works, vol. I. p. 27.

These are all the passages, which were quoted to sustain the in-

dictment for a libel and blasphemy.
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that the evidence, although presumptive, was suffi-

ciently to convict him. " This then was the method

used against me," says Mr Emlyn, " first to prove

what my opinions were from private discourses, at the

instigation of friends, who treated with me on tlie foot

of conscience and rehgion ; and in the next place to

raise, or at least thence to strengthen the presumption,

that I wrote the hook, which was agreeable to such

opinions ; and lastly to make this presumption serve

the turn of full evidence ; and this in a case, where

tlie charge was no less than wilful and mahcious blas-

phemy and sedition ; and this too gathered only from

speculative opinions."

As to the main point of the indictment, namely,

whether what was written could justly be called blas-

phemy, the question was not discussed at all. Mr
Emlyn desired much to speak on this point, and to

show the extreme absurdity of the charge, on the

ground both of law and the principles of christian faith

and charity ; and particularly to make it appear, that

if his language could be branded with blasphemy, the

same imputation would rest on some of the greatest and

best divines in every age of the church, those even who

had been accounted in the fullest measure orthodox.

But the Chief Justice refused to hear him on the sub-

ject, quoting a single precedent as the law in the case,

and telling the jury at the close of his charge, that

" if they acquitted him the lords bishops were there,"

thus intimidating them with the weight of authority
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possessed by the persons, under whose inspection they

were acting. The precedent adduced by the Chief

Justice was one of a very flagrant character, in which

the wicked intention of the person accused could not

be doubted, and which was not in the remotest degree

analogous to the case in hand, as being in no way

concerned with religious faith or opinion. The worst

construction, which Mr Emlyn's language could pos-

sibly admit, with any show of justice, would have been

to call it heresy ; but then the prosecution must have

been abandoned, as heresy was not cognisable as a

crime at common law. And here it may be remark-

ed, that the indictment designated the offence to be a

libel, because no crime by the name of blasphemy

was known in the EngHsh law ; hence the use of the

phrase " blasphemous libel" in the indictment.

From what has been said, it is easy to imagine that

the jury would return the verdict o( guilty. Mr Era-

lyn was immediately committed to the common jail,

where he remained till he was called up to receive

sentence from the lord Chief Justice. It was ordered,

that he should " suffer a year's imprisonment, pay a

thousand pounds fine to the Queen, and lie in prison

till paid ; and find security for good behaviour during

life." This sentence was accompanied with the con-

soHng assurance of the Chief Justice, that the pillory

was the punishment \vh\ch he deserved, but in conse-

quence of his being a " man of letters," he had been

treated with lenity. To carry the farce still further,
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and expose the mockery of the whole proceeding, the

Queen's counsel moved that he should retract, and

thus escape the punishment. With this proposal, for

a good reason, he would not comply, as his conscience

bore him out in all he had done. This suggestion on

the part of the counsel, however, proved the bare-

faced injustice with which the whole affair had been

conducted, for how was the nature of the offence to

be changed in the eye of the law by retracting .? When
the sentence was passed, a piece of paper was fasten-

ed on his breast, and he was led round the rooms of

the court, by way of making his disgrace the more

conspicuous, and his affliction the more severe and

cruel.

In speaking of himself Emlyn observes, " after

sentence I was committed to the sheriffs of Dublin,

and was a close prisoner for something more than a

quarter of a year in the subsherifTs house ; but upon

complaint I was hastily hurried away to the common

jail, where I lay among the prisoners in a close room,

filled with six beds, for about five or six weeks ; and

then by a habeas corpus I was, upon my petition, re-

moved into the Marshalsea for my health." As it was

impossible for him to pay the fine demanded in his

sentence, he remained here a prisoner for more

than two years, visited by none of his former brethren

among the clergy of Dublin, except Mr Boyse. This

gentleman was always his friend, although by the

popular voice and influence he was moved sometimes

18
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to act with less discretion and firmness, than could

have been desired.

Emlyn's friends in England and Ireland interceded

to have his fine reduced ; at first there appeared no

hope of success, but after a petition to the lord chan-

cellor, he decided that " such exorbitant fines were

against law," and the thousand pounds were in the

end reduced to seventy, which sum was paid into the

Queen's treasury. This was not all, however, for the

archbishop of Dublin demanded in addition a shilhng

on the pound as the Queen's almoner, and he insisted

that this amount should be paid on the original fine.

He relaxed a little at last, after much altercation, and

consented to take twenty pounds as a compromise for

the whole. Emlyn was then released from prison,

having given bonds for his good behaviour through

life. This was on the 21st of July, 1705, and he

went immediately to England, never again returning

to the country where he had endured such unparalleled

scenes of trial, suffering, and danger.

During his imprisonment he occupied himself with

writing some of the pieces, which have since been

pubhshed, and also in preaching on the sabbath in a

large room, hired by him for the purpose. His audi-

ence consisted of such of the prisoners as were allowed

to attend him, and a few persons of his former con-

gregation, who were willing to brave the popular odi-

um that they might profit by his instructions, and

prove the affection with which they still regarded
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their former spiritual guide, even in the midst of his

bonds.

Arrived in London he was soon employed to preach

to a small congregation collected for this object. To

this service he was devoted several years, receiving

very little compensation, till by death and other inci-

dents the congregation was dissolved. His being suf-

fered to preach in London gave offence to a few, who

made extraordinary professions of orthodoxy, and a

formal complaint was carried to Dr Tenison, arch-

bishop of Canterbury. But he knew the character

of Emlyn, and was too wise and too charitable to molest

him, notwithstanding the lower house of convocation

represented it to the Queen as a grievance, that " week-

ly sermons were preached in defence of the unitarian

principles." Mr Charles Leslie attacked Emlyn in

a pubHc manner, and complained that he should be

permitted to preach. A controversy on certain theo-

logical points was for a time kept up between them,

in which our author was particularly successful in elu-

cidating and defending his sentiments. Leslie had

talents, but a slender stock of theological knowledge
;

he had a furious zeal and dogmatical temper ; he was

boisterous and sarcastic ; but he had little of the meek-

ness of a christian, and less of those moral refinements

of character so necessary in a fair and serious dis-

putant.

Being thus retired from his ministerial charge, Em-
lyn preached no more except occasionally by invitation
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to a Baptist society at'Barbican. He lived cheerfully

and contentedly in retirement, deriving a sufficient

income from his small fortune to supply his wants, and

make him independent of the world. On the death

of the celebrated Mr Peirce of Exeter, about the year

1726, it was in agitation by the people of his society

to ask Mr Emlyn to become his successor ; but when

our author heard of this movement, he requested them

not to proceed, as there were weighty reasons, con-

sidering his advancing age and infirm health, why it

would not be expedient for him to accept their invi-

tation.

He formed an intimate acquaintance with Dr Sam-

uel Clarke, who, as soon as he learnt the purity and

disinterestedness of his character, treated him with

marked kindness, and as a most confidential friend.

For many years he seldom undertook or meditated

any important project, without consulting Mr Emlyn,

and asking his advice. Our author has rendered a

just and affectionate tribute for these acts of friendship

and confidence, in a short memoir of Dr Clarke, in

which he has explained and triumphantly defended

some points in the character of this truly pious, great,

and learned man, against the suspicions of jealousy,

and the calumnies of open hostility. Among the great

and the good, who adorned the age in which he lived,

few can be placed on a higher eminence than Dr

Clarke.
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In the latter stages of his life, Emlyn felt severely

the burden of declining years, but his mind continued

vigorous, his spirit cheerful, and his religious affec-

tions lively and ardent. He wrote and studied, till

this exercise became a weariness, and then his hours

were passed, at the intervals of bodily pain, either in

the conve)*sation of friends, or in drawing materials

for pious and grateful reflection from the inexhaust-

ible resources of his own mind. He always spoke

with the greatest satisfaction of the joy he felt in his

religious opinions, and to his last hour praised God,

that he had been pleased to open his mind to those

truths, which the Saviour came into the world to reveal

and publish for the good of man, and which he be-

lieved were the only true grounds of the sinner's hope.

The last day of his life was serene and happy ; not

one lingering desire clung to the world ; the hour had

come and he was ready ; full of gratitude for the past,

and of humble confidence in the future, he looked

forward with an eye of faith, that brightened and

caught new beams of joy, as the taper of hfe faded,

decayed, and expired. His spirit departed on the

30th of May, 1741, in the seventy ninth year of his

age.

The narrative of the persecutions suffered by this

excellent man is not without its benefit, even in our

age ; not that the recurrence of such a scene needs

be apprehended ; but it is of eminent use for us to

know the value of our religious privileges, and, what

lb*
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is more, to be prepared to maintain them against the

usurpation of power, and the lawless ravings of fanat-

icism ; for power will always usurp, bigotry will al-

ways rule with a tyrant's rod, and while the sun shall

last and the stars shine in the firmament, fanaticism

will burn, and blast, and destroy. The reviving spirit

of human improvement will do something to temper

the rage of false zeal, and make religion worthy of the

God who gave, and of the rational beings who profess

it. How much, indeed, has it not done since the trial

of Emlyn f Where is the dark corner of the civiUsed

protestant world, in which such a blot on the face of

society, such an insult to the majesty of law% and such

violence to the rights of nature, would now be endured ?

The spirit, however, which prompts to an outrage like

this, is not easily extinguished ; when public senti-

ment makes it ashamed to appear in open day, and

the stern sway of justice shortens the arm of its pow-

er, then it works in secret, it whispers of heresies

that are abroad, and taints the passing breezes with

the poison of slander. It is not changed in its nature,

but only in the mode of its operation ; it does not

imprison, gibbet, and burn the body ; it resorts to a

different, but not less certain mode of ruining its vic-

tim ; it seeks to undermine reputation, and to fix a

stigma on character, and to stamp honest opinion with

crime, by sounding the trumpet of alarm with the

loud, harsh, ominous notes of heresy, infidehty, and

irreligionj in the ears of the credulous multitude, till
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their minds are shocked at the fearful discord, and

every good feeling is banished from the heart to make

room for lurking suspicion, or to wake from their

slumbers the devouring fires of passion.

Now under whatever forms this spirit, so hostile to

truth, virtue, and rehgion, may show itself, whether

it aims to devour the body and substance, or blast the

character, it equally behooves every friend of the pub-

lic good and of true Christianity to be on his guard

against it. When the Chief Justice sentenced Emlyn

to imprisonment and fine for no other offence, than

that of conscientious opinion, he represented to him

the mercy of this sentence, by telling him, that if he

had been in Portugal or Spain, his mildest punish-

ment would have been burning. Persecution may

always use this argument. Unhappily, examples will

not be wanting to sanction any enormity. Let the

examples be forgotten, or cast off as a reproach to

the history of man ; let this presumption, which as-

sumes authority over another's faith, be resisted, till

it shall no longer have the power, if it have the will, to

meddle, usurp, and oppress ; let every christian feel,

that he has no dearer right than the liberty of con-

science, and let him be at least as ready to show the

purity of his faith, by the convincing argument of a

good life, as by the tenacity with which he holds to

the dark, intricate, and unintelligible dogmas of a long

and ancient creed, woven in the web of a semibarba-

rous philosophy and perverted metaphysics, when
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' For dubious meanings learn'd polemics strove,

And wars on faith prevented works of love
;

The brands of discord far around were hurl'd,

And holy wrath inflam'd a sinful world.'

Bishop Hoadly's remarks in reference to the case

of Emlyn, written ten or twelve years after the event,

may with propriety be quoted here. They are con-

tained in his ironical Dedication to the Pope, which

was prefixed to Sir Richard Steele's Accovnt of the

State of the Roman Catholic Religion. Hoadly tells

the Pope, with what facihty the protestants could

manage to set up a prosecution of their brethren,

who differ from them, notwithstanding they have ab-

jured the authority exercised by his holiness' church

in passing judgment on others in matters of faith ; and

this, he adds, is not confined to the national church of

England, but is equally the delight of dissenters,

when a proper occasion offers. He then goes on to

say,

*' This hath been experienced, particularly in Ire-

land, by one who could not see exactly what they saw

about the nature of Christ, before his appearance in

the world. For, as with you, a man had better blas-

pheme Almighty God, than not magnify the blessed

virgin, so with many of us, it is much more innocent

and less hazardous to take from the glory of the Fa-

ther, than of his Son. Nay, to bring down the Father

to a level with his own Son is a commendable work,

and the applauded labour of many learned men of

leisure ; but to place the Son below his own Father
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in any degree of real perfection, this is an unpardon-

able error ; so unpardonable that all hands were

united against that unhappy man ; and he found, at

length, that he had much better have violated all

God's commandments, than have interpreted some

passages of Scripture differently from his brethren.

The Nonconformists accused him, the Conformists

condemned him, the Secular Power was called in,

and the cause ended in an imprisonment and a very

great fine ; two methods of conviction about which

the Gospel is silent."*

The writings of Emlyn were collected and publish-

ed in three volumes octavo, a fourth edition of which

appeared in the year 1746. The first volume con-

tains a memoir of the hfe of the author, written by

Sollom Emlyn, to which is added an appendix com-

prising Emlyn's own narrative of the proceedings

against him at Dublin. In this volume are also found

the Humble Inquiry, five other Tracts chiefly of a

controversial nature in reply to Mr Boyse, Dr Water-

land, Dr Sherlock, Dr Willis, and others, and also

a treatise on Baptism. In the second volume are the

remarks on Leslie's writings against Unitarians, an in-

quiry into the authenticity of the celebrated text of

* See the whole of this ingenious Dedication in the first volume

of the present Collection of Essays and Tracts, p. 255. In the life

of Emlyn, prefixed to his works, this Dedication is ascribed to Sir

Richard Steele ; but this is a mistake, the cause of w hich may be

eai nt by consulting the volume here referred to
, p. 247.
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the three heavenly witnesses in John, together with

an answer to Mr Martin's dissertation on this subject,

and also four other tracts, and a brief memoir of the

life and sentiments of Dr Samuel Clarke. The third

volume is composed wholly of sermons.

The Humble Inquiry, selected for publication in

the present work, is a fair specimen of Mr Emlyn's

mode of thinking, his powders of reasoning, and style

of composition. To explain and convince is in every

part the obvious purpose of the author, and his main

effort is to come to the argument with the fewest words,

and by the shortest course. A clearer exposition of

his opinions, and a more natural and connected chain

of reasoning to support them, could not well be im-

agined.

His examination of Leslie's dialogue relating to the

Satisfaction of Jesus Christ, is one of the best treatises

on this subject, which has been written. The diffi-

culties of the satisfaction scheme are set forth in their

proper dimensions, and pressed with a powerful weight

of argument drawn from the nature of rewards and

punishments, the Scriptures, and the character of the

Supreme Being.

The Inquiry into the Original Authority of the

Text, 1 John v. 7, concerning the three heavenly wit-

nesses, is a performance of very great merit, con-

sidering the time in which it was produced. It was

among the first which appeared on that side of the

question, for although Sir Isaac Newton's great argu-
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ment had been written, and sent in manuscript to Le
Clerc in Holland somo time before, yet it was not

known to tlie public till nearly thirty years afterwards.

Emlyn proves himself thoroughly master of the sub-

ject, as far as the means of knowledge were then

within his reach, and although he does not discover

the same profound logic as Sir Isaac Newton, nor the

same astonishing compass of learning and exuberance

of wit as the gigantic Person in his reply to Travis,

yet he selects and combines his materials with a skil-

ful hand, and reasons closely and conclusively. Mr
Martin, minister of the French church at Utrecht,

wrote in defence of the Text, and a controversy en-

sued between him and Mr Emlyn.

The Sermons of our author are chiefly remarkable

for their plainness of style, vigour of thought and ex-

pression, clearness of method, directness of manner,

and their strictly practical tendency. One sermon in

the volume, entided Funeral Consolations, written

immediately after the death of his wife in Dublin, has

been often commended as one of the rarest examples

of this species of composition in the language, show-

ing the happy union of deep feehng at a most afflictive

loss, with the calm resignation of a firm and pious

mind to the will of Providence.

The other tracts in these volumes are of more or

less value, according to the subjects on which they

treat. Some of them had a temporary object, and

consequently a temporary interest 5 but there are very
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few from which instruction may not be derived to the

student in theology at the present day. It was the

author's fortune to be driven into controversy, but he

never lost his temper, nor descended to recrimination
;

his retorts were not pointed with sarcasm, nor his

pleasantry with malice ; his victory was that of argu-

ment ; his triumph was the conviction of an honest

mind, resolved to defend itself against the assaults of

hardened injustice, and in all seasons to be the un-

wearied champion of truth, right, liberty, and reli-

gion.



AN

HUMBLE INQUIRY

INTO THE SCRIPTURE ACCOUNT

OP

JESUS CHRIST

;

OR

A SHORT ARGUMENT CONCERNING HIS DEITY AND

GLORY ACCORDING TO THE GOSPEL.

CHAPTER I.

SECTION I.

The Term God is used in Scripture in different

Senses, supreme and subordinate.

That the blessed Jesus has the title of God as-

cribed sometimes to him in the holy Scriptures, is not

denied by Arians or Socinians ; but it remains to be

examined in what sense that character, as given to

him, is intended. Nor is this an unreasonable or

needless inquiry, since it is beyond all reasonable de-

nial, that the title of God is given in very different

senses in the Scripture.

1. Sometimes it signifies the most High, Perfect,

and Infinite Being, who is of himself alone, and owes

neither his being nor authority, nor anything to an-

19
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other ; and this is what is most commonly intended,

when we speak of God in ordinary discourse, and in

prayer and praise ; we mean it of God in the most

eminent sense.

2. At other times it has a lower sense, and is made

the character of persons who are invested with subor-

dinate authority and power from that supreme Being.

Psalm xcvii. 7. Thus Angels are styled Gods, Psalm

viii. 5. " Thou hast made him a little lower than the

Gods," as it is in the margin. So magistrates are Gods,

Exod. xxii. 28. Psalm Ixxxii. 1. John x. 34, 35.

And sometimes in the singular number, one person is

styled God, as Moses is twice so called, a God to

Aaron, and afterwards a God to Pharaoh ; Exod. iv.

16; vii. 1; and thus the devil is called the God of

this world, that is, the prince and mighty ruler of it

;

though by unjust usurpation, and God's permission.

Now as he who alone is God, in the former sense, is

infinitely above all these ; so we find him distinguish-

ed from all others, who are called God, by this cha-

racter, viz. a God of Gods, or the chief of all Gods,

with whom none of those Gods may be compared.*

So Philo describes him to be not only the God of men

^

but the God of Gods also. This is the highest and

most glorious epithet given him in the Old Testament,

when it is designed to make a most magnificent men-

tion of his peerless greatness and glory. Equivalent

- Origen. Com. in John. p. 46—49. Duet. x. 17. Jos. xxii. 22. Ps.

Ixxxvi. 8 ; cxxxv. 5.
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to this, I take that title to be, which is so much used

in the New Testament, viz. the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ, the God of our Lord Jesus,

the Father of glory. For since Jesus Christ is the

chief of all subordinate powers, the Prince of the kings

of the earth, and far above the greatest angels ; the

Lord of Lords, and King of Kings ; he who is styled

the God of our Lord Jesus Christ is therein, in effect,

styled the God of Gods, or above all Gods. Eph. i.

3, 17. Rev. i. 5. Eph. i. 21.

Now the question to be resolved is, in which of

these two senses Christ is said to be God in the holy

Scriptures ? The bare character of God determines

nothing in this case, because it belongs both to the

supreme and to subordinate beings in power and au-

thority ; but the question is, whether Jesus Christ be

*' the God of Gods,^^ or above all gods ?

He is indeed the Lord of Lords ; but that denotes

an inferior character, compared with that of God of

Gods, as appears by 1 Cor. viii. 5, though it be in-

cluded in the superior ; so that he who is above all

Gods, is also over all Lords, but not contrariwise.'^

* To this purpose are the words of that eminent philosopher Sir

Isaac Newton in his Optics, p. 314, 315. Lat. Edit. " The word

Deity imports exercise of dominion over subordinate beings, and

though the word God most frequently signifies Lord, yet every Lord

is not a God. The exercise of dominion in a spiritual being consti-

tutes a God ; if that dominion be real, that being is a real God ; if it

be fictitious, a false God ; if it be supreme, the supreme God." He
might have added, if subordinate, a subordinate God.
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In short, has Jesus Christ any God over him, who has

greater authority, and greater ability than himself, or

not ? This will decide the matter ; for if he have a

God above him^ then*is he not the absolutely supreme

God, though in relation to created beings he may be

a God (or Ruler) over allf

.

SECTION II.

Our Lord Jesus Christ speaks ofAnother as Gody dis-

tinctfrom Himself, and owns this God to be above

or over Him.

Nor can we more clearly demonstrate this point,

than by showing ; First, that Jesus Christ expressly

speaks of another God than himself; Secondly, that

he owns this God to be above or over himself; Lastly,

that he wants those supereminent and infinite perfec-

tions, which belong only to the Lord God of Gods.

Of these I shall treat in a manner suited to vulgar

capacities ; for I judge it very unfit to speak or write

of important articles, (which the common people must

believe, and must so far understand,) in such a man-

ner as leaves them wholly unintelligible.

t Is not he alone the one God, who knows no superior, no cause of

his existence, whom the Son himself teaches us to esteem the only true

God, and confesses to be greater than himself, even his God ? Euseb-

de Eccles. Theol. 1. 1. c. 11. Sec also Irenseus, I. 3 c. 18. who fre-

quently distinguishes the Father by this character, The God over

whom there is no other God.
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First, Our Lord Jesus Christ expressly speaks of

nnother God distinct from himself. Several limes we

find him saying, " My God," of another. Mat. xxvii.

46. " My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

me ? " So John xx. 17. Sure he intended not to

say. Myself, Myself, why hast thou forsaken me ?

This God then was distinct from himself, as he de-

clares in other places ; John vii. 17. " He shall know

my doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak

of myself." So John viii. 42, where it is to be noted,

that he does not distinguish himself from him, as the

Father, but as God ; and, therefore, in all just con-

struction, be cannot be supposed to be that selfsame

God, from whom he distinguishes, and to whom he

opposeth himself. How manifestly are the one God

and the one Lord distinguished, 1 Cor. viii. 6 ? And

that there may be no just pretence to say with Pla-

caeus, that the God and the Lord, or the cause of

which all things are, and the cause by or through

which they are, are but two things said of the same

one God ; we may see them more clearly distinguish-^

ed, Eph. iv. 5, 6, where, by the interposing other

things between the one Lord, and one God, viz. one

faith, one baptism, it appears evidently, that these

were not intended as two characters of the same be-

ing. I think that none, who impartially attends to the

Scripture history, can doubt whether God, and his

Christ, are not two distinct beings.

19*
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Secondly, Our Lord Jesus owns, not only another

than himself to be God, but also that he is above or

over himself, which is plainly intimated also by his

Apostles. Himself loudly proclaims his subjection to

the Father in many instances ; in general he declares

his " Father to be greater than he ;" he says, he came

not in his own, but in his Father^ name or authority;

that he sought not his own, but God^s glory, nor made

his own will, but God^s, his rule ; John xiv. 28 ; x. 29

;

John V. 43, and in such a posture of subjection " he

came down from heaven" into this earth; John vi.

38, so that it should seem, that nature which did pre-

exist, did not possess the supreme will, even before it

was incarnate. Again, he owns his dependence upon

Iiis God and Father, even from those things which it

is pretended belong to him as God, viz. the power of

working miracles, of raising the dead, of executing

universal judgment ; of all which he says, " Of my own

self I can do nothing." John v. 19, 20. 26, 27. 30.

In like manner his Apostles declare his subjection to

another, not only as his Father, but as his God;

which is emphatically expressed, in calling the most

blessed God, "the God of our Lord Jesus," after his

humiliation was over, Eph. i. 17; and the "head of

Christ is God," 1 Cor. xl. 3. They declare his head-

ship over the universe, and the very foundations of

Jiis claim to honour end service, to be owing to the

gracious gift of God, Phil. ii. 9, ix(cgc<icxzo duza ; and

yet these are some of the highest glories of Jesus

Christ.
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Let me only add under this head that great text,

so full of irresistible evidence for proving an inferior-

ity in the Son to his Father, or to God, 1 Cor. xv.

from verse 24 to 29, where the Apostle says se-

veral things to this purpose.

1. That all things are to be "put under Christ's

feet ;" all enemies and powers are to be subdued to

him, but adds, that it is manifest God must be excepted

out of these things, that are under him ; and that for

this reason, because it is he ivho did put all under him.

And how comes it to pass, that it is so evident a

thing, that another must be supposed to be the great

author of this triumph of Christ ? Why might it not

be done by himself independently, if the supreme

God ? And then there needs have been no exception

of any one Being out of the all things under him.

But the Apostle knew that Jesus Christ must needs

triumph by a power derived from God, to whom it

was most eminently to be ascribed ; and then to one

who had such thoughts, it was manifest that there

must be one excepted from the all things under him,

because he must needs be above Christ, who enables

him to subdue all things, or makes him a God over

all,

2. The Son shall " deliver up his kingdom to God,

even the Father," that is, not to the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, as some pretend, but to the Father

only ; since it was the Father who " gave him all

power in heaven and earth," and who made him
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"King in Zion." Matth. xxviii 18. Psal. ex. 1 and 2.

Ephes. i. 22. Heb. ii. 8. Into his hands he will

make a surrender of all, in testimony of his having

done all in a subordination to him ; and having acted

and ruled in a dependence on him, who shall have a

satisfactory account of all given to him in the end.

This is a glory peculiar to the Father as supreme.

3. " Then the Son himself shall be subject to him

that put all things under him," that is, to God his Fa-

ther, that " God may be all in all ;" that is, his sub-

jection shall be then manifested by an open solemn

acknowledgment of it, when he shall recognise the

supremacy of the Father in that public act of sur-

render ; so that though formerly, (in the present

state,) all judgment and rule was committed to the

Son
;
yet then it shall be otherwise, and God will

more immediately appear in the government of the

future slate, which shall not be so much shared, pro-

bably between him and the Redeemer, as the present

administration appears to be. This then will be the

issue of all our disputes ; God all in all, and the Son

himself subject under him. Can anything be more

expressive of an inequality between God and Christ ?

But it will be said by some, that by the Son here

is meant the Son of Man, or Christ as Man ; while

as God he shall not be subjected to the Father.

. Answer. As there is no intimation of any such

distinction between the pretended two natures of the

Son here ; so there is enough in the words to shew,
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that they are spoken of him, under his highest capac-

ity and character, insomuch, that Monsieur Claude

maintains it to be true of the Son of God, as to his

(supposed) divine nature. But though there is no

need of supposing such a nature, which I think the

text plainly contradicts, yet his reasons will hold so

far, as to prove the words do speak of Christ, under

the highest character he bears, by the name of Son.

For, first, as he says, it is not said the Son of Man
but the Son absolutely, which he thinks in the Scrip-

ture use is wont to mean more than the Son of man j

and undoubtedly it imports all that comes under that

title ; nay more, it is said even the Son himself, with

great emphasis ; that is, as great and glorious as he is

with all his grandeur and power, he himself shall be

subject. Secondly, his subjection being opposed to

his reign, both must be understood of the same sub-

ject ; be sure the dehvering up the kingdom can only

be done by the same to which it was committed, and

by which it was managed. Now I shall allow, that

only in his human nature, Christ could give up his

kingdom ; but then it is because it is as man dele-

gated, and inhabited by God, that he sways and man-

ages this kingdom.

And if this be allowed, as I think it needs must*

that the Man Christ is sufficient, by help from God,

to manage his universal spiritual kingdom, I see no

reason there will be to oppose those Unitarians, who

think him to be a sufficient Saviour and Prince,
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though he be not the only supreme God ; nor can

any, with reason, attempt to prove him to be such,

from his works and office as king of his church, since

it is impHed, that as such he must do homage to God

the Father, in delivering up his kingdom to him.

And this very expression, to God the Father, makes

it plain, that there is no God the Son in the same

sense, or in the same supreme essence with the Fa-

ther ; because, if there were, then he ought not to be

excluded from his glory of having such open homage

paid to him, which is here appropriated to the Father

only. And since the Apostle speaks of the same

God, (whom he explains to be the Father,) to the

end of this discourse, and says he shall be all in all,

how evidently does he shew him to be far beyond all

that are not God the Father, whatever character else

they bear ? So then, Jesus Christ, in his highest ca-

pacity, being inferior to the Father, how can he be

the same God, to which he is subject, or of the same

rank and dignity?

Thus it appears that Christ is so God, as to be un-

der a superior God, who has set him over all. And

suitable to this is that account, which the Scripture

gives us of the Godhead of the blessed Jesus, viz. be-

cause he is invested with a godlike authority and power

from the supreme God his Father. Thus, when he

was accused by the captious Jews for assuming the

character of the Son of God, John x. 35, 36, which

they perversely would stretch, as though it implied an
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equality with God, he explains in what sense only he

justified it, viz. as one whom the Father had sanctified,

that is, called to a greater office, and honoured with

a higher commission than those magistrates, on whom

the Scripture so freely bestows the title of Gods. So

when he is called God, it is explained in what sense,

or of what sort of God. Heb. i. 8, 9. It is to be un-

derstood, by saying, that his God, (intimating that he

had a God over him,) had anointed him with oil, he.

that is, had invested him with royal power and dig-

nity, (as kings were installed in their office, by anoint-

ing with oil, among the Jews,) which is an explication

of his Godhead or dominion. And this is said to be

above his fellows, not sure above the Father and Holy

Spirit, (which only are pretended to be his fellows, as

God, by them who understand it of the supreme God-

head,) but above all other subordinate powers. This

is one plain scripture account of his being called God,

for these things are spoken to him, and of him, under

the character of God ;
" O God, thy throne," &;c. I

think men should be well assured on what grounds

they go, before they assign other reasons of this cha-

racter, so different from the Scripture account. Let

it suffice us, that God hath " made him both Lord and

Christ ;" Acts ii. 36. that he has " exalted him to be

a Prince and Saviour." Acts v. 31.

However, our adversaries will gain nothing by al-

leging texts to prove the title of God to be given to

Christ, since that may be ; and yet it will not prove
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him to be the supreme independent God, but only one,

who is inhabited, and commissioned, and enabled by

him who is so. As to that place, which is corruptly

rendered in our translation, " he thought it no robbery

to be equal with God ;" Phil. ii. 6. it is confessed by

our adversaries themselves, that it should be read thus,

viz. that he did not assume, or arrogate, or snatch at

an equahty with God, or covet to appear in the like-

ness of God ;* the words are never known to be used

in any other sense, as is shewn by Dr Tillotson in his

Discourses against the Socinians ; also by Dr Whitby

in his exposition on that place ; and others.f So that

this rather denies than asserts Christ's equality to

God, though he was in ihe form of God, as that notes

the outward resemblance oi' him in his mighty power

and works, which is the constant meaning of the word

form in the New Testament.

But because some think such perfections are in

Scripture ascribed to Christ, as will prove him to be

* One reason, why T think, what we render, to he. equal ivith God,

may be translated lo be like God, is, that the word laos admits de-

grees of comparison, ladrcpos, ladraros. Now a strict arithmetical

equality consists in an exact point ; and no things can be more or

less equal, than what exactly are so ; but thin-rs maybe more or less

alike ; and therefore though things that be alike, may be equal, j'et

they are not hereby proved, or expressed to be so. See Dr Whitby

in locum, who instances in several places, where the word Xaoi is so

used. T. E.

t Dr Bennet's New Theory, cap. 7. Dr Marshal's Sermon on this

text.
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God in the highest sense, 1 proceed to show in the

next place,

Thirdly, That our blessed Lord Jesus disclaims

those infinite perfections which belong only to the

supreme God of Gods. And it is most certain, that

if he want one, or any of these perfections, that are

essential to the Deity, he is not God in the chief

sense ; and if we find him disclaiming the one, he

cannot challenge the other ; for to deny himself to

have all divine perfections, or to deny himself to be

the infinite God, is the same thing.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION I.

Our Lord Jesus disclaims those infinite Perfections

which belong only to the Supreme God. I. Un-

derived Power. 2. Absolute Goodness. 3. Un-

limited Knowledge.

First, One great and peculiar perfection of the

Deity is absolute, underived omnipotence ; be, who
cannot work all miracles, and do whatever he list of

himself without help from another, can never be the

supreme Being, or God ; because he appears to be a

defective being, comparatively, since he needs help,

and can receive additional strength from another than

himself.

20
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Now it is most evident, that our Lord Jesus, what-

ever power he had, confesses again and again, that

he had not infinite power of himself. *' Of myself I

can do nothing." John v. 30. He had been speaking

of great miracles, viz. raising the dead, and executing

all judgment ; but all along takes care men should

know that his sufficiency for these things was of God
the Father. In the beginning of the discourse, he

says, " The Son can do nothing but what he sees the

Father do ; " John v. 19. So in the middle, " The Fa-

ther has given to the Son to have life in himself" ; ver.

26, 27. And as if he could never too much inculcate

this great truth, he adds towards the conclusion, " I can

do nothing of myself," aji' aaavrov', or, from nothing

that is my self do I draw this power and authority.

Sure, this is not the voice of God, but of a man ! For

the Most High can receive from none ; he cannot be

made more mighty, or wise, because to absolute per-

fection can be no addition. Rom. xi. 35. And since

power in God is an essential perfection ; it follows,

that if it be derived, then so is the essence or being

itself; which is blasphemy against the Most High, for

it is to ungod him ; to number him among dependent

derivative beings ; whilst the supreme God indeed is

only he, who is the first cause, and absolute original

of all.

Nay, further, our Lord considers himself here in

opposition to his Father ; who, he says, gave him all

power. Now if he had such an eternal divine Wordr
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united more nearly to him than the Father, surely he

would have owned his power to be from that Word or

divine Son.

How comes he to ascribe nothing to that, since it

is supposed to be equal in power to the Father him-

self, and more nearly allied to Jesus Christ, as the

operatiog principle in him ? " My Father in me does

the works ;" John xiv. 10, by which it is evident there

was no divine agent in and with him, but the Father

;

he only has all power of himself, and needs no assist-

ance.

Secondly ; another infinite perfection, that must needs

be in the Deity, is supreme absolute goodness. All na-

tions have consented to this, by the light of nature ; that

T' ayadov^ and optimus maximus, are the prime cha-

racters of the Supreme ; as the orator says, he is one,

quo nee melius, nee majus concipi potest ; the fullest,

and highest of all that are called good ; for indeed all

other good is derived from him.

Now the Lord Jesus expressly disclaims this cha-

racter. " Jesus said to him. Why callest thou me
good.'* there is none good but one, that is God ;" Matt,

xix. 17, where it is most evident that he distinguishes

himself from God, as not the same with him, and denies

of himself what he affirms of God;* and as to that divine

perfection of supreme infinite goodness, he challenges

the man for presuming to say what seemed to attribute

* Iren. 1. i. c. 20. Orig. Com. in locum.
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it to him, and leads him oiF to another, who and who

only was more eminently so.

It is astonishing to see what violence is offered to

the sacred text, by such as maintain the equality of

Jesus Christ to God his Father. What a strange

fetch is it, to suppose our Lord's meaning to be this ^

" I know, man, thou dost not take me for God, as I

am ; why then dost thou give me the title belonging to

him only .'"' when there is not one word in the con-

text looking this way ; for Christ never challenges th^

poor man with this, that he thought too meanly of him,

as they suppose, but quite contrary, that he thought

or spake too highly of him. And verily if the man's

error lay in this, that he thought too meanly of Christ,

whilst his words otherwise were justly enough applied

to him ; I cannot think our Lord would have rebuked

him in that manner ; for instead of keeping him still

to the right object, and rectifying his apprehensions

about it, which only were wrong, he seems clearly to

carry him off to another from himself, as not the right

object, without rectifying his thoughts of Christ at all.

And to what end could Christ reprove him in such a

way, as never tells him what was his fault, but rather

tempts him to run into another, and leads him out of

the way ?

It should seem rather, if any such notion had been

then conceived by any, that the man did think him to

be God ; for if he tliought him to be the supreme good,

that was to make him God in his eye ; and if he did
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not intend so much, but only meant it of an inferior

good, how could Christ rebuke him for it, since that

was no fault or error ? And truly they, who say

Christ's receiving worship when on earth proves his

deity, can hardly give an account why the man should

give, or Christ receive worship from him, as he did,

Mark x. 17, if he did not take him for God. How-

ever, whatsoever the man thought, he says what Jesus

Christ thought was only proper to be said of God, and

too much to be said of himself, as the obvious sense

of his words declares.

And let me add, that if our Lord Jesus had on pur-

pose left the matter disguised, not willing to discover

who he was then
;
yet it is strange that the Evangelists,

who many years after relate the matter, when it was

necessary to have it believed that Christ was supreme

God, as it is pretended ; that they, I say, should not

unriddle the matter, by inserting some cautious clause,

as that this he said to prove him, or because he knew

he denied his Godhead, or the like ; for sometimes

on less occasions they enter such cautions, John vi. 6.

xxi. 23. And yet though three of the Evangelists

relate this discourse, they all do it the same way, and

not one of them says a tittle to direct us to this secret

way of interpretation, but leaves us to the hazard of a

most fatal mistake, even recommended to us by his

history, if Jesus Christ were indeed the supreme

Good in as high a sense as God his Father, which he

20*
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so apparently here denies, and by that denies himself

to be the most high God.

Thirdly ; I will only add one perfection more, viz.

absolute Omniscience, or unlimited knowledge of all

things, past, present, and to come, Ps. cxlvii. 5. " His

understanding is infinite." So Isa. xli. 23. Acts xv.

18. " Known to God are all his works from the be-

ginning."

Now, it is plain our Lord Jesus Christ had not this

infinite knowledge, particularly not of future things,

such as the day ofjudgment. Mark xiii. 32, he says,

" Of that day knows no man, no, not the Angels of

heaven, nor the Son, but the Father only." Here

the Son professes his knowledge to be limited^ and

inferior to the Father's, that is, the Son of the Fa-

ther, or Son of God ; the Son as above angels in know-

ledge, the Son in the most eminent sense. "'^ Now how

is it possible the Son can be God infinite, and yet

have but a finite understanding ? Or can he be equal

in knowledge to the Father, and yet not know as

much as the Father f And be sure if he was not an

infinite God, when on earth, he cannot be such after-

wards. Thus we have seen Christ himself, with his

own mouth disclaiming infinite original power, good-

ness, and knowledge to belong to him, but he attributes

them to his Father only as another, distinct from him-

self, from whom he derived of each in a dependent

limited manner.

' Ircnasws, 1. ii. c. 28,
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section ii.

The WeaJcness and Ahsurdiiy of the Common Eva-

sion from the Distinction of two JVatuies.

What can be said against these plain arguments ?

I imagine our opposers have but one shift left for the

evading them, and that is a distinction, which serves

them in all cases ; for they say, Jesus Christ speaks

these things of himself, as man only, while he had

another nature as God, which he reserved, and ex-

cepted out of the case. So that when he says, I can-

not do thus myself, or / am not to be called the chief

good, or do not knoiv this, ^c. according to them, the

meaning is, I have not these perfections in my human

nature ; but yet I know and can do all unassisted, and

am the chief good in my divine nature, which also is

more properly myself. The vanity of which subterfuge

I intend now to lay open, by shewing how absurdly

this distinction of the two natures is pretended, to take

off the force of such expressions from Christ's own

mouth, which in their natural and undisguised appear-

ance do proclaim his inferiority to God, even the Fa-

ther. And I shall dwell the more upon this, because

it is the most popular and common evasion, and comes

in at every turn, when all other relief fails.

It would be no unreasonable demand to ask, what

intimation of any such distinction of tivo natures they

can point us to, in any of these discourses of Christ ?

Why should men devise or imagine for him such a

strange, and seemingly deceitful way of speaking from
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no ground, nor necessity, other than that of upholding

their own precario-js opinion f But I have several

remarks to make upon this common answer.

1. That which in the first place I have to object

against it is, that otir blessed Lord Jesus Christ, if

himself wvLS the supreme God in any nature of his oivn,

could not have said such things, as I conceive, in any

consistency w^ith truth and sincerity, (which he always

maintained strictly,) he could not say himself could not

do, or did not know the thing, which all this while

himself could do, and did know very well, as be sure

if he was the supreme God, he could and did ; for

this were to make him say what is most false, and to

equivocate in the most deceitml manner ; for though

we should suppose he consisted of two infinitely dis-

tant natures, and so had two capacities of knowledge,

&;c. yet since himself includes them both, it follows,

that the denying a thing of himself in absolute terms,

without any limitation in the words or other obvious

circumstances, does plainly imply a denial of its be-

longing to any part of his person, or any nature in it.

For though we may affirm a thing of a person, which

belongs only to a part of him ; as I may properly say

a man is wounded or hurt, though it be only in one

member, suppose an arm; yet I cannot jusily deny

a thing of him which belongs only to one part, because

it belongs not to another ; as I cannot say a man is

not wounded, because though one arm be shot or

wounded, yet the other is whole.
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For instance, I have two organs of sight, two eyes.

Now suppose I converse with a man with one eye shut

and the other open; if being asked whether I saw

him, I should dare to say I saw him not, without any

limitation, meaning to myself, that I saw him not with

the eye which was shut, though still I saw him well

enough with the eye which was open ; I fear I should

bear the reproach of ahar and deceiver, notwithstand-

ing such a mental reservation as some would attribute

to the Holy Jesus. For knowledge is the eye of the

person ; Jesus Christ is supposed to have two of these

knowing capacities ; the one weak, the other strong

and piercing, that discerns all things. Mat. xxiv. 3.

Now as such an one, the disciples repair to him and

ask him, when the end of the world and time of his

coming shall be .'* He answers them, by giving them

some general account of the matter, but says that the

particular day and hour he knew not, nor did any

know but the Father, meaning, say my opposers, that

he knew it not with his human knowledge, though he

knew it well enough with his divine, at the same time

that he said, the Son knows it not, absolutely and in-

definitely.

And yet if Jesus Christ had a divine knowledge

and nature, no doubt his disciples, who, if any body,

must be supposed to believe it, directed the question

to that, rather than to the imperfect human capacity

;

and yet in answer to it he says, he knew not the day,

which would not be counted sincerity or truth in men,
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much less was Jesus Christ in danger of it ; in his

mouth no guile ivas; let us not impute it to him.

That you may see this is fair reasoning, hear how

some of the other side own it, when out of the heat

of this controversy. See Dr Stillingfleet's sermon on

Mat. X. 16, speaking of the equivocations of Popish

priests, whose common answer, when examined about

what they have known by confession, is, that they

know it not, which they think to vindicate from the

charge of lying by saying, that " in confession, the

priest knows matters as God, not as man, and there-

fore he denies to know them, meaning it as man."

But, says the Doctor, this is absurd ; because to say

he does not know, is as much as to say he doth not

any way know. Now if this be a good answer against

the Papists, as no doubt it is ; then sure it is so in the

present case. Therefore, when Christ says he knows

not the day of judgment, it is as much as to say he

does not any way know it, and consequently, it is a

vain shift to say, it was as man only. We must be-

ware lest we bring the holy Jesus under such a re-

proach for equivocation, as the Romish priests lie

under ; and make the Jesuits themselves think they

have a good title to that name, by imitating herein his

example, which in this very instance they allege with

so great advantage, according to this interpretation.

2. As a farther evidence, that Jesus Christ intend-

ed no such distinction of two natures, as is pretended ;

it is to be observed, that he puts not the distinction,
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or opposition between the Son of Man, and the eter-

nal Word, as some speak, but between the Son and

his Father, Mark xiii. 32 ; " Not the Son knows, but

only the Father;" by which it is plain, he had no

thought of Including any person or nature of his own

among the excepted ; for whatever was not the

Father, he says was ignorant of that day. Now it is

certain, that in no nature was the Son the Fadier

;

and consequently where none but the Father knows,

none, who is not the Father, can be intended ; and

since our Lord was making an exception in the case,

he would not have forgotten to except the eternal

Word too, if there had been such a divine principle

in himself, equal to the Father and distinct from him;

for it is a known rule, that an exception from a gene-

ral assertion confirms it, as to other instances not ex-

cepted.

Will they say, that by the Father is meant all three

persons here, viz. Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ?

What, can the Father as opposed to the Son, be put

for the Father and the Son ^ What woful work will

this make with Scripture, to suppose that what are

opposed to each other do include each other, under

the very characters by which they are opposed ? As

well may they say, that in the baptismal form, by the

Father is meant, Father, Son, and Spirit, though he

be distinguished from the other two. And I should

despair of ever understanding the Scriptures above all

books that ever were written, at this rate of interpre-
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tation. No doubt, therefore, but the Father, as op-

posed to the Son, excludes all thst is the Son ; and

then there could be no Son of God that knew of that

day which only the Father knew of, and consequently

no Son that is God equal to tht Father.

3. Moreover, that interpretation must needs be un-

just, which, if admitted, will make all, even the most

plain speech, uncertain, and utterly insignificant ; as

this interpretation of Christ's words would do. For

as I ask the patrons of this opinion, in what words

Jesus Christ could in brief have denied himself to be

God most high, if he had a mind to do it, more plain

and full than these, in which he says, he knew not all

things as the Father did, nor could do all things ? So

I would fain have them shew me, what words of that

nature he could have used, which the same way of

interpretation, as they here use, will not evade and

make insignificant ? For had he said, or sworn (in

plain words thus, viz. " I tell you I am not the su-

preme God, and none but my Father has that glory";

they would upon the same reason still have said, this

Nvas to be understood of him as man only. So that

no words professing himself not to be God, could be

a proof of it, if this way of interpretation be allowed.

I may therefore safely say thus much, that the blessed

Jesus has declared himself not to be the supreme

God, or equal to the Father, as plainly as words could

speak, or in brief express ; and that this declaration

made by him already, is not to be evaded any other
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way, than what will make it impossible his mind should

be understood by any words he could have designedly

used in the matter. Let any one try if this do not

hold true ; and sure it must be an absurd way of in-

terpretation, which leaves a man no opportunity or

power of speaking his meaning plainly, so as to be

understood.

4. Again, this way of interpretation, which the ad-

vocates of the opinion I oppose are so much necessi-

tated to for upholding their cause, does plainly over-

throw it again, and may be turned against themselves;

for if it be just and true to deny of Christ absolutely

what belongs to him in one nature, because there is

another nature in which it belongs not to him ; then,

since to be the chief God belongs to him, according

to our adversaries, only in one nature^ and not in re-

spect of the other, or human nature, it follows that it

may as justly be said Jesus Christ is not God, nor to

be worshipped or trusted as such ; nay, that he was

not before the Virgin Mary, according to them, and

the like ; and this without adding any limitation or re-

striction, any more than our Lord does in the place

mentioned.

What would they say to one who should speak or

preach so, " That Jesus is not God, that he cannot

do all things, nor is equal to the Father f " Would they

not conclude he was a denyer of the deity of Christ,

else he would never speak so unguardedly ^ Upon the

21
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same account, when Jesus Christ himself says, that

he cannot of himself do all things, nor know all things,

and makes no reserves in his words, we may conclude

he also denies his being supreme God ; else, if it be

a just way of speaking in him, it cannot be unjust in

us to imitate him, by denying him indefinitely to be,

what he in any one nature is not, that is, that he is

not God, without adding more.

Nay, after this way of speaking, which they attri-

bute to Christ, a man may be taught to say his creed

backward, and yet make a true profession of his faith, by

denying of Jesus Christ in absolute expressions, what-

ever may be denied of one of his natures. Thus

since the Apostles' Creed takes notice of nothing to

be believed concerning Christ, but what belongs to his

inanhood, (which is strange, if there were any articles

relating to his supreme deity, which must be most

important,) one may venture to deny them all, with

this secret unexpressed reserve, viz. meaning it of the

divine nature, (to which they belong not.) So that

one may say, I believe that Jesus Christ was not con-

ceived of the Holy Ghost, or born of the virgin Mary;

I believe that he never was crucified under Pontius

Pilate, nor was dead or buried ; that he never rose

nor ascended, nor will return visibly again ; for his

divine nature, which it is pretended he had, was not

capable of these things. And since they say, the per-

sonality is divine, here seems more warrant to be

bolder in denying indefinitely of the person what be-
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longs not to the divine nature, whose the personality

is, than in so denying of the person what only belongs

not to the human nature ; as this interpretation makes

Christ to do.

5. Finally, it weighs something with me, in oppo-

sition to this way of interpretation, that the Evange-

lists never take any occasion, when they had so many,

to subjoin any caution against taking Christ's words

in their obvious sense, when he says, " he did not

know the hour," and the like. If, as we said, our

Lord had no mind to reveal his divinity, though I see

not still why he should deny it thus, yet sure his Apo-

stles, who wrote so many years after, whom it con-

cerned to reveal all important truths most clearly,

would not fail to have set the reader right, by remov-

ing such obvious objections as these are against the

supreme deity of Christ ; and saying, he spake this

only in respect of his manhood, that he knew not all

things, he. John ii. 21 j xi. 13. But here is not one

caution given, as often we find there was about less

matters. No doubt it was because they would have

the thing understood as it fairly lies, not thinking of

any such secret reserve in Christ, of a divine nature

in his person, to be tacitly excepted, when he had de-

nied such perfections of his person indefinitely.

Thus it remains good, that Jesus Christ disclaims

infinite perfections to belong to him as to the Father

;

and therefore that he is not the same infinite God with

him, if we can believe his own words. But before I
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conclude this argument, I shall endeavour to answer

what our opposers offer on the contrary side. They

say there is abundant evidence from other Scriptures,

that Jesus Christ has those perfections in him, which

I have shewed in the forementioned places he denies

of himself. These they lay in balance to the other

;

and since both sides cannot be proved, it must be ex-

amined, which ought to yield. Particularly they say,

omniscience is ascribed to Jesus Christ, even such as

is peculiar to the supreme God ; and since this indeed

is that infinite perfection, which they seem to allege

the most plausible testimonies for its belonging to him,

therefore I choose to single out this in particular. I

think I have made good the negative already from his

own mouth, that he did not know all things ; nor can

any thing of equal evidence and force be produced

for the affirmative, as will appear upon considerate ex-

amination.

CHAPTER III.

SECTION I.

Answer to Objections founded on some indeterminate

Expressions in Scripture. 1. Such as speak ge-

nerally of Chrisfs knowing all Things. 2. Such

as speak of his knowing Men^s Thoughts and

Hearts in Particular.

The instances usually alleged to prove the infinite

Qmniscience of Jesus Christ, are either, 1. Such as
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speak of his knowing all things in general ; or, 2. Of

his knowing men's thoughts and hearts in particular.

To both which I reply.

First, it is objected, that the disciples ascribe to

him the knowledge of all things, as John xvi. 30; xxi.

17. "Thou knowest all things." 1 answer, that as

those expressions are words of admiration from the

disciples not yet inspired; so they are intended only

to express a very great and comprehensive know-

ledge, far from infinite divine omniscience ; as ap-

pears,

1. By Christ's own vvbrds ; he knew not what the

Father knew, viz. the particular time of the day of

judgment.

2. In that it was common to ascribe all knowledge

to men of extraordinary wisdom, especially when any

intended to commend them highly, and were affected

with wonder ; for admiration and praise naturally in-

cline to run out into hyperboles. Thus the woman of

Tekoah, under a surprising wonder at David's saga-

city, cries out, " My Lord knows all things on earth,

and is as wise as an angel." 2 Sam. xiv. 20. And

the Apostle, in commendation of some Christians says

" They know all things." 1 John ii. 20. 27. And yet

it is plain such encomiums must have their hmitations.

And indeed the Jews seem to have thought their pro-

phets knew in a manner all things ; thus, when a w^o-

man of ill fame anointed our Lord's head, the Phari-

see says of him, " If this man were a prophet, he

21*
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would know what manner of woman this is." Luke

vii. 39. And when the woman of Samaria found that

he told her of all her secret acts, that ever she did,

she concludes thus, " Sir, I perceive thou art a pro-

phet." John iv. 19. It is no wonder then if the dis-

ciples speak thus of him, " Thou knowest all things,"

without esteeming him more than the greatest of pro-

phets.

3. It is evident they never intended more, by attri-

buting all knowledge to him, from their own words in

one of the texts mentioned, John xvi. 30, where the

disciples tell us, how much they inferred from his great

knowledge, (which they describe and extol, by saying,

Thou knowest all things,) not that he was God, but one

sent of God, " By this we believe that thou camest forlh

from God ;" not that thou thyself art that God. So that,

by these large expressions, they only intend to attri-

bute to him what a created being is, by divine assist-

ance, capable of; and therefore it is violence to their

words, to infer from them, that Jesus Christ is God,

when themselves infer no such thing, who best knew

their own meaning.

And yet if it were granted that our Lord Jesus

knows all things, that is, which actually are
;
yet if he

knows not all futurities too, which himself denies, he

comes short of infinite omniscience. For ought I

know, a finite being may have a knowledge commen-

surate to this poor earth, which is but a dust of the

halance ; and yet not know all God's secret pur-
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poses, or the seasons, which the Father keeps in his

own hand. Acts i. 7.

Secondly, It is objected, that the knowledge of the

heart is ascribed to Christ, John ii. 25. Mat. ix. 9,

but especially Rev. ii. 23. And this they say is what

belongs to God only, as Solomon judges, 1 Kings viii.

39, and God claims it as his eminent glory. Jer. xvii.

10, and yet Jesus Christ says, " 1 am he who searches

the heart ;" therefore, say they, surely he must be

that God, who only knows the hearts of all the chil-

dren of men. I take this to be the strongest instance,

that can be produced from the sacred text, for prov-

ing any infinite divine perfections to belong to the

Lord Jesus Christ, and it shalF be seriously consi-

dered.

In answer hereto, I shall shew two things. 1. In

what sense the searching and knowing the heart is

made peculiar to God, and incommunicable toothers,

by those texts. 2. That notwithstanding it be pecu-

liar to him in some sense
;
yet these acts may, in

another sense, be justly attributed to another, and

performed by him who is not the most High God.

1. As to the former, though Solomon says,

"Thou, Lord, only knovvest the hearts of all men ;"

yet, what if I say, it is no wonder that Solomon

should not know of any other to whom that excel-

lency was communicated, since this mystery of the

unsearchable riches and fulness of Christ, and of

God's being manifest in his flesh, and his high exalt-
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ation of him, vvns hidden in the a^es past, and only

manifested in the times of tlie Gospel ? For it is in

these latter times that our Lord Jesus has obtained

his great authority and dignity, for which he has re-

ceived answerable abilities. Yet, I add, such ex-

pressions in Scripture, appropriating some perfections

to God, do only import that God has no equal herein,

or that there is an eminent sense only in which such

perfections are peculiar to God, and incommunicable

to all others ; though still in a lower sense something

of them may be communicated by him to others.

And this shall be seen to be no forced supposition,

but according to the current strain of plain Scripture,

in a multitude of instances. Thus it is said, that

"God only is wise," Rom. xvi. 27. 1 Tim. i. 17.

So Ch. vi. IG. "God only has immortality." So

" thou only art holy," Rev. xv. 4. And yet there

are wise and holy men, and immortal holy angels

and spirits. But the meaning of those appropriate

expressions is, that the blessed God is wise, and holy,

and immortal, in a more excellent way, and higher

sense than all others, and in which sense others can-

not be so. So when it is said, God only knows the

hearts of men, it must be interpreted the same way,

viz. That there is none can know the heart as God

does, so universally, so immediately and independ-

ently ; and yet it is no contradiction to say, that he

enables another to do it in great measure under him.

And as he would argue but very weakly, who should
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go about to prove an angel to be God, from this,

that he is called holy and wise, which are said to be-

long to God only ; even so in the same manner must

they argue, who would prove Jesus Christ to be the

supreme God from his knowing men's hearts, because

it is said to belong to God only ; except they can

shew that Jesus Christ knows in the same excellent

independent manner and degree as his father, and

that he is no more beholden to him for ability and

assistance, than he is to his son Jesus Christ. So I

might argue from Isa. xlvi. 9, that God only knows

futurities, and yet how often have the prophets fore-

told them from him ?

And it is not hard to suppose, that as holiness and

wisdom, so to know the thoughts and hearts of men,

hath been communicated to Prophets and Apostles.

Was there not something of this, if not in the Pro-

phet Elisha's teUing the secret counsels of the Syrian

king, 2 Kings vi. 12, yet at least in the spirit of dis-

cerning mentioned 1 Cor. xii. 10, and in the case of

Ananias and Sapphira ? Acts v. I grant this was by

divine assistance of the Spirit of God, and by Reve-

lation. Neither is our Lord Jesus Christ ashamed to

own, that his knowledge is sometimes owing to "revela-

tion from God his Father," Rev. i. 1. If any should

ask, how Jesus Christ comes to know all that he reveals

in those seven Epistles to the seven Churches, the

very first words of that book of the revelations may

be an answer ;
" It was the Revelation which God
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gave to Jesus Christ," he. No wonder, then, that

he says, he knows their works, their hearts, and their

approaching judgments and trials, when his own vast

abilities are assisted by God's revelation.

But it will be said, that his searching the heart im-

ports it to be his own act. Answer. So it may very

well be ; for whatever a man knows, he knows it by

his own act. And why may not the mind search,

and yet be under the light of revelation, and the influ-

ence of superior assistance ? But yet after all, these

words of searching the heart are only an expression,

that denotes the accuracy of his knowledge, not the

manner of attaining to it ; for, taken properly, as ap-

plied to God, it is dishonourable to say, he is put to

make a search, since all things are naked and open

to his view. And if they must be taken strictly and

properly, as applied to Christ, then they belong not

to him in the same sense, as they do to God, and so

can be no argument of his being that God. Which

leads me to shew,

2. That there is no absurdity in attributing this

knowledge of the heart to Jesus Christ, though he be

not the most high God. That he knows things with

some limitation as to the degree, and in dependence

on his Father as to the manner, appears by what has

been said already. And, therefore, the knowledge of

the heart attributed to him, must be such as is consist-

ent with his subordination to the Father's greater

knowledge.
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It is pleaded, that it is not possible for a finite being

to have such universal knowledge of the hearts and

ways of men, as is ascribed to Jesus Christ, and

which, as head and ruler of the church and world, he

ought to have, and therefore he is infinite God.

Answer. I am pretty sure it can never be demon-

strated, that it exceeds a finite capacity to know the

concerns of all on this earth, when the enlarged un-

derstanding is assisted in the highest manner by di-

vine influence and revelation. The reason is, because

the object is finite ; and I challenge any man to shew

me, how it can be impossible for a finite capacity to

comprehend a finite object, as this world is, and would

be, though it were ten thousand times greater than it

is? I am satisfied this can never be demonstrated to

imply any contradiction in it ; and that all such ima-

ginations concerning it proceed chiefly from too high

a conceit of man, and too low apprehension of the in-

finite God ; as if the distance between these two were

so small, that there could not be one made of a capa-

city so much above men, as to be commensurate to

them all, but presently he must be the most high God
;

as though that supreme Being could not produce one,

who should be a thousand times beyond all this earth

and its inhabitants, and yet be infinitely below himself.

Methinks, if the sun was but an intelligent creature,

and could diffuse his intellectual influences as he does

his natural, could but see and understand with his

beams and secret influences, it is easyto imagine what
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a penetrating and comprehensive knowledge he might

have ; but we may entertain much greater thoughts of

the Sun of Righteousness, Jesus Christ.

And I conceive a strong argument to prove Jesus

Christ, as man, capable of such deep and extensive

knowledge, may be drawn from the offices of dignity

and power conferred on him by God. For God has

" given to him to be head over all things." Eph. i.

22. *' He has given or committed to him all judg-

ment ;" and that as the " Son of man." Job. v. 22. 27.

In short, his kingly office, by which he rules over all

the world, and takes special care of all his members,

as it necessarily supposes his knowledge of the whole

estate of his church, and every member of it, as far

as is necessary for the discharge of that trust ; so I

think it undeniably proves this large knowledge to be

exercised by him as man, however he gains it.

For since this office and power is given, it cannot

terminate in the divine nature ; for who can give to

God any dignity or power, who has all originally in

his own being ? It must then be given to the mnn^

or human nature only. And if the man Christ Jesus

sustains this office, and be invested with this kingly

power, even with all power in heaven and earth ; then

as man we cannot deny him to be suitably qualified

for it with all requisite abihties, lest we reproach God^

as calling one to an employment, who is not fitted for

it, or himself in assuming a trust, which he is not able

to discharge. Besides, unless his human nature can
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execute this power, it cannot be said to be given to it

;

for a power, which cannot be exerted, or is impossi-

ble to be executed, is not given nor received, any-

more than a commission, or grant to a stock or a tree,

to bear rule, not over the other trees, as in Jotham's

apologue, but over a nation, or to command an army.

It is no gift at all, if this were the case, that the man

Christ Jesus be utterly incapable of the office and go-

vernment lodged in him.

If it be said, that though the office and delegated

authority be committed to the human, yet it is only

executed by the divine nature in Christ ; I answer, it

is most unreasonable to suppose this trust committed

to the 7nan Christ, who must at last deliver it up ; and

yet the management of it belongs only to another be-

ing. How can he be commended for being " faithful

over the house of God, to him who appointed or con-

stituted him," when it is not expected he should exe-

cute his office f I grant, indeed, that his kingly office

is executed by the assistance of God, as he exerts his

divine power and wisdom through the human nature

of Christ, and communicates of them in all fulness

to him, in whom it dwells ; but to say, that the man

Christ does not exercise his kingly universal power,

but that his divine nature, (supposing it,) does solely

and immediately execute the office given to him as

man or mediator, (for to God can nothing be given,)

is, in my mind, a most gross absurdity ; for it is to

say, that God officiates for man, in execution of a d^-

22
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legated or subordinate authority ; or that he acts un-

der the authority, and in the name of a creature,

which is not meet to be said of the sujireme God. It

remains, therefore, that as Christ's universal kingdom

and headship is by gift from God, of which only the

man Christ is the receiver, committed as a trust to

him, so he certainly wants no ability to execute the

trust in the nature entrusted with it ; J say, no ability,

whether of power or knowledge, sufficient to render

him a careful, vigorous, and every way most effectual

head of his body, and ruler of the world ; and to deny

this, is to rob him of his greatest glory.

Besides, what benefit or gift is it to the man Christ,

that the divine nature should execute a power which

it always had, and could exercise without any gift to

him ? What reward, or what addition was this to

him ?

Another argument may be drawn from that com-

fortable ground of confidence in a Christian's address

to God, which the Scripture lays down, viz. the sym-

pathising compassion of our Lord Jesus Christ towards

his distressed servants, arising from his own sufferings

when on earth, " Seeing we liave not an high priest,

who cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmi-

ties, but was in all points tempted as we are; let us

therefere come boldly to the throne of grace." Heb.

iv. 15, 16. Christ's haviiig been tried with sufferings

makes him a moi e compassionate earnest advocate for

us ; and this is our comfort.
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Now it is certain, this compassion arising from his

own experience of trouble, can belong to none bnt his

human nature ; the divine nature is compassionate,

not for this reason, because it was tempted or grieved

with misery. No, it was only the man Christ suffer-

ed, and consequently feels a sympathy from hence

with his distressed servants. And it is most certain,

that if he sympathises with them in their troubles, he

must then know them in that nature which only has a

fellow feeling of them ; for none can sympathise with

the miseries of others, which he knows not of. So

that they, who deny Christ's human nature to be ca-

pable of the knowledge of all our miseries, do, in ef-

fect, deny him to be such a compassionate advocate

as the Scripture represents him, and rob us of this

strong ground of consolation and hope in our approaches

to God, which the Apostle would have us to build on.

And this doctrine has been so far from appearing

either impossible or absurd to the reason of mankind,

that I might produce the consent of a very great num-

ber of learned men, even among them who oppose my
other opinions. The Lutherans allow the man Christ

a sort of universal knowledge, as well as universal

presence, which they plead for. The schoolmen, both

Thomists and Scotists, allow him universal knowledge,

though they differ in their way of explaining it.

And there was a time in the sixth century, when in

the christian church some were branded with Heresy,

under the name of Agnoetae, who held Christ was ig-
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norant of anything, which 1 conceive must have been

in relation to his human nature ; for those persons

owned him to have a divine nature, and it is hard to

imagine they could attribute ignorance to that. But

waving that matter, which is disputed, it is enough for

my purpose to prove what sense the christian church

then had of Christ's extensive knowledge, as man ;

that they who wrote against those heretics do ex-

pressly deny any ignorance in Christ as man. For

this we may produce two famous patriarchs of the

christian church at that time, Eulogius of Alexandria,

and Gregory of Rome ; those heretics produced for

their opinion Christ's words, that he knew not the time

of the last judgment, as an instance of his ignorance.

To this the former person says, that he was not igno-

rant of it, not as man, and much less as God. The lat-

ter says. In natura quidem humanitatis novisse,sed non

ex natura humanitatis. He knew it with the human

nature, but that knowledge did not rise from the hu-

manity ; which is what I maintain as to the knowledge

I attribute to him, but not extending it so far as to all

futurities, which they did.

And I find not a few of the modern reformed di-

vines, who, when out of this dispute, speak agreeable

to this, and are far from thinking it idolatry to ascribe

as much knowledge as I have done, to the man Christ.

Thus the reverend Mr Baxter, in his notes on Eph.

iv. 16, plainly intimates, that he conceives an angel

might be made capable of ruling the universal church
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©n earth by legislation, judgment, and execution; for

having said this task was impossible to any power but

divine, he corrects himself, by adding, or angelical at

least ; and sure the man Christ's ability is far superior

to angels ; besides that he has them ministering to him,

and giving him notice of matters if there be any occa-

sion ; for he has seven principal spirits, who are the

" eyes of the Lamb sent forth through all the earth,"

as the same author interprets, Rev. v. 6.

So the author of the liitle book, called, The Future

State, the same who wrote the Good Samaritan, a

worthy Divine of the church of England, says many

things very rational concerning the large extent of

Christ's human knowledge ; that probably, " he can

as easily inspect the whole globe of this earth, and

the heavens that compass it, as we can view a globe

of an inch diameter !
" p. 46, 47. " Tiiat he inter-

cedes as man ; and can he intercede in a case which

he knows not?" So again, p. 150. The like says

Limborch in his Theol. Christ, lib. 5. c. IS.

Let me add only the testimony of Dr Thomas
Goodwin, who was never I suppose censured for an

Idolater among Dissenters; and yet it is scarce possi-

ble that I should attribute greater knowledge to the

man Jesus Christ than he. See his " Select Cases,"

Part III, where he says, the " human understanding

of Christ takes in all occurrences which concern his

church. And that as he said, All power in heaven

and earth is given me of my Father ; so might he

22*
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say, all knowledge in heaven and earth is given me,

that his beams pierce into every corner, that he knows

the sore of every hearts And concludes with these

remarkable words, "that as a looking glass wrought

in the form of a globe, represents the images of all

that is in the room, so the enlarged human under-

standing of Christ takes in all things in heaven and

earth at once." It seems these men did not take it

to be the peculiar perfection of the divine nature to

know the hearts, so as that no creature could partake

of it by divine assistance and revelation.

Indeed, as to the manner of knowing the heart, we

cannot tell how the inhabitants of the other world have

access to our minds, or to each other's; but without

doubt, Jesus Christ, whose eyes are as aflame offire,

has more proper abilities for penetration, as well as

more revelation from God, and more capacity for re-

ceiving and treasuring it up, than all others. In short,

it is evident, Christ as man is the great administrator

of God's providential kingdom ; as man he must judge

the whole world, which implies vast and universal

knowledge. John v. 27. Acts xvii. 31. Who then

dares say, that the man Christ Jesus has not a know-

ledge as large as this narrow earth, or " as the sand

by the sea shore," without any hyperbole f 1 think it

is beyond all reasonable doubt ; and as this doctrine

has appeared rational enough, and escaped all censure,

as far as I know, when delivered by others than the

Unitarians; so I hope it must not be counted heretic-
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al in them, for which others never forfeited the glori-

ous title of Orthodox.

Thus it appears, that all which is said of Christ's

extensive knowledge in Scripture, is far from proving

him to be the supreme infinite God ; it may be ac-

counted for otherwise very fairly ; and the like may

be also said with respect to other (which some call)

divine perfections attributed to him, that they are no

more truly infinite, as attributed to him, than this of

knowledge, but that there are plain evidences of their

being attributed to him in a Hmited and inferior sense,

in comparison of what they are, in the most glorious

God over all Gods; and therefore men had need

produce other sort of arguments for the supreme dei-

ty of Christ, than from these topics.

SECTION II.

Answer to the Arguments drawn from the Worship

due to our Lord Jesus, shewing ultimate Supreme

Worship of Him to be inconsistent with the Gos-

pel Doctrine of his Mediation,

Nor do I doubt but I could maintain my cause

with equal advantage, upon the head of divine wor-

ship, which is another topic, whence my opposers

would infer the deity of the Lord Jesus Christ. It

were easy to shew, there is no instance of supreme
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divine worship given ultimately to him in Scripture,

but on the contrary, that all the honour it assigns to

him is such as speaks him to be inferior to the Father,

and dependent on him ; since it is wholly grounded

upon what God his father has graciously bestowed on

him. Thus he requires baptism, if that be an act of

immediate proper worship, in his name, because all

power in heaven and earth was given to him. Thus

we must honour the Son as (truly, not as greatly as)

we honour the Father ; because the " Father hath

committed, or given, all judgmf^nt to him." John v.

22, 23. Thus at " the name of Jesus must every

knee bow, and every tongue confess him to be Lord ;"

Phil. ii. 10, 11, because as a reward of his obedience,

the Father " hath given hitn a name above every

name;" and it is added, that all this homage is ulti-

mately to the " glory of the Father." Worship, which

is thus grounded upon derived and borrowed excel-

lency, is not supremely divine, and cannot be offered

to the infinite, selforiginate, independent Deity, without

a great affront, because it is not the most excellent.

Mai. i. 14. To praise an independent God for hon-

our and power granted to him hy another, supposes a

falsehood, and mingles reproaches with praise.

So that however there may be the same common

external acts or words, such as bowing the knee, and

saying ^Zory and praise, used to God and tlie Media-

tor ; as also in some instances, they are given in com-

mon to ordinary men
;

yet the mind of a rational
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worshipper will make a distinction in his inward in-

tention, as no doubt but those devout Jews did, who

in the same act " bowed their heads, and worshipped

both God and the Kingy 1 Chron. xxix. 20. But I

shall not pursue this any farther at present.

Moreover, I judge, that to assert Jesus Christ to be

the supreme God subverts the Gospel doctrine of his

mediation ; for if I must have one, who is supreme

God and man, for my mediator with God, then, when

I address to Jesus Christ as the supreme God, where

is the God-man that must be my mediator with him ^

To say he mediates with himself, is the same as to

say, that I must go to him without a mediator; and

turns the whole business of mediation into a metaphor,

contrary to the common sense of things, as well as

against the Scripture. And I would gladly know

what is the notion of going to God without a mediator,

if this be all, that he mediates with himself ? Who
ever doubted the exercise of his own wisdom or mer-

cy, that these do in a sort plead in him ^ But sure

the Scriptures speak of a mediator without him, when

they set forth Jesus Christ as such ; and who is this

mediator, when we go to Jesus Christ as the ultimate

object .'' If it be said his human nature only acts in

this mediation, though as united to the divine ; I an-

swer, that as this is still to make Christ mediator with

himself, so the human nature is not God-man ; and if

the man, or human nature alone be capable of doing

the part of a mediator, then it is not necessary that
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Jesus Christ should be more than a man inhabited by,

and related to God, in order to that office. Nor may

it be said, that the union to the divine nature gives an

infinite efficacy to those acts, of which the human only

is the principal ; for unless by that union, the human

nature was turned into an infinite or divine nature, its

acts can no more be reckoned properly and intrinsi-

cally infinite in this case, than his body or human

understanding are infinite, because so united to an in-

finite nature.

But what fully demonstrates, that the human nature

of Christ can never be an effectual mediator, accord-

ing to them, no, not though it were personally united

to the divine, is this, viz. That they deny this human

nature so united, to have the knowledge of the secret

mental prayers, the inward desires and distresses of

all Christians, or to know any one's heart. And how

then can he be a compassionate intercessor in cases

that he knows nothing of .^ Or how can he have a

fellow feeling of their sufferings, which he knows not

that they feel at all ^ What comfort is there in this

account of Christ's mediation.'' The divine nature is

precluded fiom it, because they direct us to seek to

that as the ultimate object through a mediator ; and

the human nature, they say, may know nothing of our

case, nor knows our hearts, whether we worship sin-

cerely, or re[)ent sincerely, or hypocritically only ; and

so knows not how to represent or recommend us to

God. What a case now do these men bring us into?
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There is no mediator left to interpose with the su-

preme God ; so that we must deal with him immedi-

ately and alone, which they \\\\\ own is far from

the Gospel doctrine or method. Thus is the Lord

Jesus turned out of his office, on a pretence of giving

him a his/her honour. So that upon the whole, as

far as I see, we had even as good be content with

the Apostle's fair and phiin account of this matter; if

its being so very intelligible may not be an unpardon-

able objection against it, viz. That *' there is but one

God, and one Mediator between God and men, the

man Christ Jesus." 1 Tim. ii. 5. Never let us fear,

but St Paul knew how to describe the Mediator, with-

out leaving out the better half of him, or the principal

nature. Our Mediator, according to him, was only

called a " man ;" who also is by office a God, or ruler

over all, made so by him who puts all things under

him.

And indeed as there are two principal distinguish-

ing doctrines of Christianity, relating to the unity of

the supreme God, and the one Mediator with him
;

so the Trinitarians have lost them both among their

several parties. For as they are divided into two

principal parties, besides several subdivisions, both

a»Tiong Conformists and Dissenters, one, part holding

three real persons, or infinite Beings, the other but

one ; (for they are not yet agreed whedier they wor-

ship three infinite supreme beings, or but one^) so

between them both, these two great doctrines are
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subverted ; the Realists leave room for a Mediator in

the Godhead, but they destroy the unity of God, who

is one in6nite Being; on the other hand, they who

hold true to the divine unity, or one infinite Being

under three modeSy or properties, or relations, do, by

plain consequence,. leave no place for such a Media-

tor as they require, viz. one who is an infinite God,

to be a mediator with the infinite God, when there is

no other infinite Being but his own, and he cannot be

thought to intercede with himself neither. So that to

keep the Gospel faith whole and undefiled, it is ne-

cessary that we avoid both these rocks, by believing

God and his Christ to be two beings, that so there

may be room for one to mediate with the other ; and

that these two are not two equal or supreme beings,

but one subordinate to the other, that so we may pre-

serve the unity of the supreme God.

Let us then bethink ourselves seriously, not what

the church in latter days has thought of Jesus Christ,

but what his own Apostles, when inspired, have thought

of him. Methinks none was more likely, or ever had

a fairer occasion to represent his Lord in tiie height

of his glory, than the Apostle Peter in the day of

Pentecost; that day of triumph, with the newly and

visibly inspired Apostles. Hear how magnificently

he describes his glorious Lord Jesus before his mur-

derers. " Ye men of Israel hear these words, Jesus

of Nazareth, a man approved of God among you, by

miracles, wonders, and signs, which God did by him
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in the midst of you." Acts ii. 22. Again, " Let all

the House of Israel know assuredly, that God hath

made that same Jesus whom ye have crucified, both

Lord and Christ." Acts ii. 36. Now it is observable,

the Apostle was aiming at such a description of Jesus

Christ, as might strike the hearts of his murderers

with the greatest horror of their crime ; and therefore

could never omit the most emphatical branch of his

description, viz. his infinite Deity, if he had really

been such.

What a terrifying argument had that been to beget

conviction in his persecutors beyond all the rest, to

tell them, they had shed the blood of the infinite God

himself? It is certainly all flat and low that St Peter

says in comparison of this, viz. " That he was a man

approved of God." Did he not understand, or would

he betray his cause by such an omission ? And yet he

only represents Christ as a God by inhabitation and

exaltation, when he was far from being daunted with

any fear to own Christ fully. Nay, if this dehy of

Christ were a fundamental article of the Christian

faith, how comes it to pass, that when poor convinced

souls, in anguish for their crimes, seek direction how

to be saved from them, the Apostle should not ac-

quaint them with this article, but directs them to be-

lieve in this Jesus^ such as he had described him ?

Acts ii. 37. Did he direct wounded souls to an in-

sufficient Saviour, without telling them, he was the

infinite God f Yet they are baptised and added to

23
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the church, and numbered among such as shall be

saved. How can this be, if the supreme Godhead of

Christ be a fundamental article of the Christian faith?

So Acts X. 38. " God was with him." This was all.

SECTION III.

The- Writers against the Unitarians unsay their own

Arguments against the Papists.

To conclude, God and Christ, (or one anointed,) are

two disparates, or different things, as much as Christ's

body and bread are, and therefore cannot be predi-

cated one of the other, in a proper sense, or without

a figure, as all our writers against the Romish tran-

substantiation argue ; and it is of equal force in the

present case. To he anointed, imports to be raised

by authority and honour conferred ; it is in effect to

say, the person is a creature, or inferior being ; and

therefore to say, that properly Christ is most high

God, is to say, the inferior is supreme, and the man

is God ; which cannot be, otherwise than by a figure,

as the bread is Christ's body, viz. by relation, ^c.

And truly if the business can be salved here, by

making a personal union between God and Christ, I

see not why the Papists may not set up such another

union between Christ's body and the bread in the

eucharist, and then they may stoutly defend that it is

the body of Christ properly. But, indeed, nothing is
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more obvious than the unsteadiness of many Protestant

writers, when they write against the Papists and the

Unitarians. How do they go backwards and for-

wards ? And when they have triumphantly and fully

beaten off the vain assaults and objections of the Pa-

pists, they take up their baffled arguments, and urge

them the same way, as others did against them, against

the Unitarians ; and what they have maintained against

the former, as good argument, notwithstanding Romish

evasions, these arguments they oppose, when the Uni-

tarians turn them against themselves, in the point of

the Trinity ; and they betake themselves to like shifts

and evasions.

Thus let the Papists object to them the novelty of

the Protestant religion, and ask them where was their

religion and church before Luther f They think it a

weak cavil, and can tell them their religion was in the

Bible, and their church among the primitive christians,

however it lay hid in the time of common apostacy

;

and yet to the Unitarians they can make the same ob-

jection. Where has any christian church, for so many
ages, held that Christ was not God ? Against the Pa-

pist they will prove, that the Fathers did not hold the

elements to be Christ's real body and blood, because

they oft call them the images thereof; but let the

Unitarians argue that Christ is not the supreme God,

because the Scripture styles him the image of God,

and therefore not the God whose image only he is

;

then the thing itself and its image must be the same
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men are wont ever to speak diminutively on such oc-

casions; they could not have a thought to lessen their

master's glory ; and therefore if they ever represent

him as not the supreme God, nor equal to him, we

have all reason to think, they then spake the words

of truth and soberness, and what the exact matter re-

quired.

For my own part, as I write this under the serious

impressions of those great relations in which the bless-

ed Jesus stands to me, whom I credit as my great

teacher ; whom I desire to admire and love as my
gracious endeared benefactor, beyond father and mo-

ther, or friends ; whom I reverence as my Lord and

ruler, and solemnly expect as my final glorious judge,

who is to come in his own, and in his Father's glory
;

and in the mean time deal with God through him, as

my only Mediator and Intercessor ; so I earnestly pro-

fess, that it is not without grievous and bitter resent-

ments, that I should be employed in writing things,

which by so many well meaning Christians will be

misinterpreted, to be derogatory to the honour of thii

great Redeemer. But I know lie loves nothing but

truth in his cause, and will never be offended, I hope,

with any who stand by his own words, viz. " The Fa-

ther is greater than I." John xiv. 28. I think it a

dangerous thing to say, God is not greater than he, or

is not the head of Christ ; for, " whom will ye equal

to me, saith the Holy One ?" Isa. xl. 25. I am per-

suaded it is li'uth I plead for, and that supports me.
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SECTION IV.

The Conclusion, exhorting Christians to Moderation

and Temper in their Management of this Con-

troversy.

However, I wish they who are adversaries to

my persuasion, would learn at least the modesty of

one of the earliest writers for Christianity since the

Apostles, that we have, I mean Justin Martyr, dis-

puting with a Jev/, and pleading for the honour of Je-

sus Christ, whom he calls "God by the will of the

Father," and one who " ministered to his will," be-

fore his incarnation. This person attempts to shew,

that Jesus Christ did preexist of old, as a God, (in his

sense,) and was born afterwards of a virgin ; but be-

cause, as he says, there were some who confessed

him to be Christ, and yet denied those points of his

preexistence and his miraculous birth of a virgin,

that Father calmly says to his adversary, " If 1 shall

not demonstrate these things, that he did preexist,

and was born of a virgin
;
yet still the cause is not

lost, as to his being the Christ of God ; if I do not

prove that he did preexist, &c. it is just to say that I

am mistaken in this thing only, and not to deny that

he is the Christ ; for whosoever he be, that is every

way demonstrated, that he is the Christ." And as

for those Christians, who denied the above said things,

and held him to be only a man, born in the ordinary

way, he only says of them, to whom I accord not.
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He does not damn them, who differed from him, nor

will say the Christian religion is subverted, and Christ

but an impobtor, and a broken reed to trust on, if he

be not the very supreme God, (the ranting dialect of

some in our age ;) no, but still he was sure he is the

true Christ, whatever else he might be mistaken in.

It is desperate wickedness in men to hazard the repu-

tation of the truth and holiness of the blessed Jesus

upon a difficult and disputable opinion ; to dare to

say, that if they are mistaken in their opinion, which

I verily believe they are, then Jesus Christ is a liar

and a deceiver, a mock Saviour, and the like. What

is this but to expose him to the scorn of infidels ?

So that 1 see with sorrow, that to this very day,

even among professed Christians themselves, Christ

crucified is to some a stumbHngblock, and to others

foolishness. If he be not as good and great as the

God who appointed him for a Saviour, though he be

allowed to be a man approved of God, by signs and

mighty wonders, which God did by him, and by whom

God made the worlds, as the instrument ; though he

be granted to be one in whom dwelt all the fulness of

the Godhead, so as it never dwelt before in prophets

or any other ; though he be one with the Father, by

unity of consent and will, as Calvin interprets John

X. 30, one in testimony with the Father and Spirit, as

Beza and many others understand that in 1 John v.

7 ; though he be the most hvely visible image of God

that the world ever saw, so that he who sees him does,

in great measure, see the Father, as in a bright mir-
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rour John xiV. 10; though he be owned and served,

as one far above angels and archangels, and over all

powers in heaven and earth, a God or Ruler, the great

administrator of God's kingdom, both on earth and in

the invisible hades, as having the keys, or ministerial

power of death and hell, Rev. i. 18
;

yet, after all

this, if he be not the very supreme God himself; nay,

to complete the absurdity, if he be not the very same

God, whose Son and Image he is, he shall be no me-

diator for them. They do, ex hypothesi, or on this

supposition, openly disown him for their Saviour and

Confidence ; they are ashamed to trust in him, and

seem rather to deride and reproach him, as insufficient

and contemptible, than to believe on him."'^ These

things are to me a very grievous offence, who think it

a great pity that so excellent a constitution as the Gos-

pel is, so amiable to contemplate, so proper to enter-

tain our thankful admiration for the grace and wisdom

it contains, should either be lost in the clouds of an

affected obscurity, or exposed to the derision of un-

godly scoffers.

It is yet a farther grief to think, what a fatal stop is

hereby put to the progress of the Gospel ; whose re-

jection by Jews, Mahometans and Pagans, is undenia-

bly occasioned by the common doctrine of the incar-

nation of God. One may read in Le Compte's history

of China, how the heathens derided the christians'

doctrine of a mortal God ; and upon that account es-

* Dr Calamy's Sermons on the Trinity, p. 130, 360.
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teemed Christianity as fabulous as their own religion..

And Doctor Casaubon, in his book of Credulity and

Incredulity, says, he could prove by many instances

out of history, that this " doctrine has kept more peo-

ple from embracing the christian faith, than any other

thing he knew of." Now though I grant, that if

it be the certain truth of God, this must be no argu-

ment against receiving it; yet surely it should make

men very eautious and impartial in their inquiry about

it, lest they bring on themselves the woe denounced

against them by whom offences, that is, stumbling

blocks in the way of the Gospel, do come.

In the mean time, in the midst of these troubles, it

is a great and sweet refreshment to wait and hope for

a remove to the mount Moriah, the land of vision

above, where all these shades of melancholy night

shall vanish away, and an eternal day of clear hght

and peace shall shine on them, " who love our Lord

Jesus in sincerity ;" in whose glorious dignity I re-

joice ; nay, I desire to boast and glory in this exalted,

enthroned Redeemer ; for " worthy is the Lamb to

receive glory," and honour, and blessing, and power.

Amen. So be it ! Now to him who loved us, and

washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath

made us kings and priests to God, even the Father,

to him be glory and dominion forever. "But this I

confess unto thee, that after the way, which they call

Heresy, so worship I the God of my Fathers, believing

all things which ai*e written in the law and the pro-

phets." Acts xxiv. 14.



DANGER OF RASHNESS

CENSURING OTHERS AS HERETICS.

FROM THE APPENDIX TO EMLYN S NARRATIVE.

The plain truth is, if Christians would believe with

a holy religious faith, and be content with a religious,

rather than a philosophical creed, Christianity would

better be preserved ; for what is it but a scholastic

philosophical faith, that runs upon metaphysical no-

tions of essence, and persons, and emanations, and con-

substantiality, and the methods of divine decrees, and

God^s physical operation and concourse ? The holy

Christian faith regards God in a religious sense, not

so much in his infinity, immensity, spirituahty, and

other natural and absolute excellencies, as in his re-

lative excellencies and moral perfections, viz. as our

maker, our owner, our ruler, disposer, judge, bene-

factor, and chief good ; and it regards Jesus Christ

as our sufficient Mediator, by whose intervention we

are brought into God's favour, and are taught his will.
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And as he is a good believer in God, who reveres

his majesty, is moulded into his will, loves and trusts

in him, and makes him the centre of his delightful

rest, and satisfying joy ; so is he a good believer in

Jesus Christ, who owns him as his Lord ; who re-

ceives and obeys his laws, credits his threats and

promises, and confides in his mediation and inter-

cession; without subtle philosophising upon his nature

and generation, or without forensic political disquisi-

tions, and logical quibbles about justification.

What if all Christians have not the same abstracted

speculations of God and Christ, (for all have not the

same knowledge,) is it therefore not the same God,

and the same Lord? Yes, doubtless; if the Jews be-

lieved in Jesus Christ when on earth, though they

believed not his miraculous conception, would any

say it was not the same Christ that other disciples

believed in? Surely it was enough, that Jesns was

he, John viii. 24. whatever different notions they had

about his origin. And it is the same if an honest

Christian believes hiin sufficient to bring him to sal-

vation, without being able to give a philosophical or

critical account how he has this sufficiency; so that

here will still be one God, and one Lord, both theirs

and ours, by which Christians may unite and agree

in the doctrine which is according to godliness. And

so Constantine the emperor seems to have meant,

when he advised Alexander and Arius not to break

communion for such things, comparatively small, since
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consistent with the principal design of religion, if not

too nicely debated and imposed.*

And thus it is in other points relating to Almighty

God. The holy Scriptures require no accurate phi-

losophical notions of God's eternity, omnipresence,

immensity, &z;c ; they are content to give us only

popular easy accounts of these matters, viz. that God

was before the earth was formed; and that he fills

heaven and earth with his presence, that he sees all

things, and can exert his power everywhere; which

are far from being accurate notions of eternity and

immensity. They trouble not men with the niceties

of eternal successions, or an eternal to rvv without

succession, or with infinite spaces, or of God's being

present in part, or in whole, and the like metaphy-

sical difficulties. No, if these things offer themselves

to natural light in men of capacity and fine specula-

tion, and they can fancy they have accurate notions

about them, it is well and good ; let them enjoy their

own acquisitions; but this is not owing to Christianity,

but philosophy; and so is not incumbent on every

good Christian, nor required as matter of a virtuous

religious behef; our religion imposes no such dif-

ficuhies on us of believing with the understanding,

what we cannot so much as perceive by it; it only

requires us to believe what it reveals to us, that is, to

our understanding and apprehension. Let the wise

men, let the Scribes, let the disputers of this world,

* Euseb. Life of Constant. 1. 2. c. 71.

24
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busy and tire themselves as much as they please in

such disquisitions; the Christian is happy enough in

the easy popular notions of such divine perfections,

when so powerfully received, as to form his mind

into a holy admiration, reverence, and love of God;

and his life to a serious obedient conformity to his

will and laws. Let who will damn or reject him

for not understanding their long critical philosophical

creeds, their modes and subsisteuGies, ox personalities;

or for not professing them without understanding; the

christian religion threatens him with no harm from

God himself.

And men must not think, that like other arbitrary

societies, they may appoint what terms of union and

communion they please in the churches; and then

cry, They who like them not, may go elsewhere;

and that their ministers, when they no longer fancy

them, shall be cast off at will and humour, for differ-

ent sentiments about unscriptural words or notions;

for a christian church has its terms and laws settled

by Christ; it is his church, and the table is the Lord's

table, and the ministers are Christ's ministers; and it is

the highest usurpation in us to make inclosures, when

he has left it open; and to turn out members, or pastors

from their office, if they walk and act according to

the design of their christian station. And men had

need be sure, that the denying their unscriptural tests

and shibboleths is such a crime as will justify these pro-

ceedings; otherwise, though it may signify little what
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has been done to me, the unworthiest of many
;

yet,

in general, he whose name was in the book of life,

Phil. iv. 3. has told us, oi) f/ixgd duagzia^ he. It is no

small sin, to turn outfrom their office those, who have

unblamably attended their ministry.*

I know very well, that men of an uncharitable com-

plexion think they may justify their severity and bitter

zeal, from the Apostle's counsel, to i-eject and avoid

heretics ; but they would do well to consider seriously

these few things, lest they abuse and pervert this

counsel.

1. Whether all such heresies were not attended with

immoral doctrines or practices, in a plain and uncon-

tested opposition to the Apostle's doctrine ? And

therefore those heresies are " works of the flesh ;"

vicious, and immoral, and wilful acts, as drunkenness,

adultery, he. And the heretics were selfcondemned,

without the decision of a synod ; accordingly one may
see their foul characters, in 2 Pet. ii. and St Jude's

Epistle. This made Augustine say, Hcereticus esse

nolo ; because he could answer for his willf ; but

when serious convictions and real strugglings of con-

science force a man to own doctrines, which he takes

to be the truths of Christ, against all the interests of

the flesh and his worldly comfort, which he had rather

lose than offend God ; how is it possible, if this man

* Clem. Ep. c. 44.

t See Hajes of Eaton in his Tract of Schism ;
« Ilf-resy," says he,

" is an act of the will, not of reason ; and is indeed a lie, not a
mistake."
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should be mistaken, that yet he should be such a here-

tic ? JVunquam errari tutius exisiimo, quam cum in

nimio amore veritatis erraiur.* It is his great love

of truth that makes him err, and such error cannot be

dangerous. " And certain it is, that he who after a

pious attentive consideration falls into error, is more

worthy, if not of praise, yet of pardon, than he that

blindly assents to truth itself;" says Bishop Rust.

2. Whether in the ecclesiastical sense of the word

Heresy^ (as noting a fundamental error about the

christian faith,) any, in the truly primitive church,

were accounted Heretics, who received the primitive

ancient creed, before any council presumed to frame

new ones f This was wont to be the sufficient test

of Christianity and church communion, which I will-

ingly assent to in its plain and fair sense. No subtle

intricate interpretations were then obtruded as neces-

sarily to be received ; and indeed all sides tell us,

when they please, that the fundamentals of Christianity

are plain and easy to be seen ; and make this the

great commendation of our religion. But where

should they be plain, if not in the Creed ? The ex-

press words of Bishop Davenant, so venerable and

judicious in the sense of all parties, cited by Mr Howe
in his Sermon of Union among Protestants, are thus

;

" He that beheves the things contained in the Apostles*

Creed, and endeavours to live a life agreeable to the

precepts of Christ, ought not to be expunged from

* Aug. de Mendaci.Q.
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the roll of Christians, nor be driven from communion

with the members of any church whatever."

3. Whether, at least, it be not extremely difficult

for any to know, (if bare speculative error must be

heresy,) what is heresy, and who are heretics now in

these distant distracted ages, when Christians are so

perplexed and divided in their interpretations and

explications of many articles f In the Apostles' times,

it was easy to know certainly who were in the wrong,

by their open opposition to them, whom all the

churches allowed to be right, and to be the infallible

directors of their fahh, and who contradicted such

errors ; but now each party appeals to their writings,

and think they embrace their true meaning. But

bishops and councils are not Christ and his Apostles.

Here let me use the late Dr Sherlock's words against

the Papists, for in controversy with them one may
hear what they will not tell us in disputing against

others. "While nothing," says he, " was heresy,

but the denial of a plain acknowledged article of the

christian faith, and there was no dispute, who were

heretics, the power of deposing heretics was sacred and

venerable, and had its just authority and effects ; but

since the controversy is what is heresy, and the world

is divided about it, (what if he had said so of schism

too .^) though the power remains, yet the exercise of

it becomes contemptible, when a church first coins

new articles of faith, and then censures and deposes

24*
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them for heretics who do not believe them."* It is

not the same thing to reject the sacred text, and to

mistake its sense. St Augustine says something to

the same purpose ; that " it could hardly, if at alt,

be determined what made one a heretic.^^f And sure-

ly it can as little be determined now, by a wise man,

though fools are hasty. And therefore what he said

elsewhere is very rational, and worth considering by

those who are fierce and rash in their charge of he-

resy, Sceviant ilU, he. " Let them be fierce and cruel^

who know not how easy it is to err."

If such things were duly considered by hasty zeal-

ots, they would not be so prodigal of their anathemas ;

but would find the matter of heresy among conscien-

tious Christians so very hard, and the precepts of love,

peace, meekness and forbearance towards them who

differ, so very easy, and plain to be discerned, that if

an ill temper did not bias them more to what is cruel,

and unkind, one would think none could be so bad a

casuist, as not to determine on the plainest and most

pleasant side of the question ; and so " let brotherly

love still continue." At least it would make any

good natured man speak with Salvian, Errant, sed

bono animo errant ; apud nos hceretici sunt, apud se

^ Sherlock's Vindication of Protestant Principles about Church

Government, p. 31.

t Quid vero faciat Haereticum, regulari quadam definitione com-

prehcndi aut omniao non potest, aut difficuher potest. Frafat. rf«

HdBresibus,
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non sunt, he. " They do not think themselves here-

tics, though we do ; they err, but it is with an honest

mind ; and how it will go with them at the great day,

none but the Judge himself can tell."* This is more

Christian, and becoming a modest sense of our dark-

ness and difficuhies, than to pronounce honest minded

men odious to God, and to render them odious to ig-

norant men, by charging them with, and anathemati-

sing them for damnable heresies ; and that usually by

rote as we have been taught, without knowing what,

or how to answer, what they have to say for them-

selves, and which perhaps we are afraid should be

known to others.

* De Guber. 1. v.
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THOUGHTS

PUBLIC WORSHIP.

[This essay, as remarkable for the strength and
beauty of its composition, as for its elevated and ra-

tional tone of piety, was written in reply to Mr Wake-
field's treatise, in which this very learned and inge-

nious author attempted to show from the Scriptures,

that there are no good grounds for the present cus-

tom of social, or public worship among Christians.

He builds his argument on the practice of the Sa-

viour, his precepts, and the example of the Apostles.

He quotes many passages to illustrate each of these,

and concludes from tlie whole, that no proofs can be

found in the sacred writings of its having been de-

signed by the founder of our religion, that certain

days and seasons should be set apart for ceremonial

or formal worship in a pubhc manner. He thinks,

also, that if such an institution as the sabbath had
been intended to be perpetual in the chrisnan church,

it would have been enjoined by a direct, positive pre-

cept, or at least indicated by some explicit declaration

on the part of the. Saviour or his Apostles ; whereas,

nothing is said expressly on the subject, as implying

a command, or rule, or recommendation, in any part

of the Scriptures. Mr Wakefield considers secret
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devotion as most conformable to the practice and pre-

cepts of Christ, and as most acceptable to God.

"The witness of our prayers," says he, "accord-

ing to the command of our great Instructer, is not to

be the congregation of Christians, but the invisible

Father of mankind. The theatre of our devotions

must not be the Chapel, the Church, or the Cathe-

dral, tumultuous with the busy hum of men, but the

secresy and silence of the closet. It is not, Jesus

tells ns, the duty of an humble Christian, by ringing

his bell or blowing his horn, to invite multitudes of

spectators to stimulate the fervour and to testify the

patience of his devotions. He is not expected to

show his homage to the Ruler of the universe, as we
pay our respects to earthly potentates, in crowds, and

pomp, and tumult ; we must shut tiie door even of

our closet, that no eye, so much as of our own house-

hold, may obtrude upon the tranquillity of our medi-

tations, and no vanity be gratified by the curious ob-

servance of an admiring brother. Our concern is

whh God only. Let his inspection be our applause
;

and our recompense, his approbation. The features

of resis^nation, unseen by man, will be faithfully

marked by his eye ; the secret whisper, the retired

sigh, unheard in the congregation, will vibrate on his

ear, and be registered in the volume of his remem-

brance, to testify in our favour before men and angels,

when the formalities and fopperies of ceremonial wor-

ship are swept into oblivion."

Mr Waketield's only argument against the use of

public worship, which has much weight, is that drawn

from the fact of the sabbath not being a positive insti-

tution under the christian scheme. But even taking

this for graniefl, it does not follow, that the observance

of a stated day of public worship is not of great im-
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portance, in fixing the principles and securing the in-

fluence of the christian religion in the minds of nien,

and therefore wisely perpetuated. But Mrs Bar-

bauld speaks so fully and eloquently on tiiis point, as

well as on others, that nothing needs be said to anti-

cipate her argument. Her essay, as originally pub-

lished, is entitled Remarks on Mr Gilbert fVake-

Jield^s Enquiry into the Expediency and Propriety of

Public or Social Worship. It was written more titan

thirty years ago. A second edition was published

in 1792.]

SECTION I.

The J^ature of Social or Public Worship, and its

Accordance with the best Principles and Feelings

of Man.

There are some practices, which have not been

defended because they have never been attacked.

Of this number is Public or Social Worship. It has

been recommended, urged, enforced, but never vin-

dicated. Through worldliness, skepticism, indolence,

dissatisfaction with the manner of conducting it, it has

been often neglected ; but it is a new thing to hear it

condemned. The pious and the good have lan?ented

its insufficiency to the reformation of the world, but

they were yet to learn that it was unfriendly to it.

Satisfied with silent and solitary desertion, those who

did not concur in the homage paid by their fellow-

citizens were content to acquiesce in its propriety, and

25
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had not hitherto assumed the dignity of a sect. A
late pamphlet of Mr Wakefield's has therefore ex-

cited the attention of the public, partly, no doubt, from

the known abilities of the author, but still more from

the novelty and strangeness of the doctrine. If in-

tended as an apology, no pubhcation can be more

seasonable, but if meant as an exhortation, or rather

a dehortation, it is a labour which many will think,

from the complexion of the times and the tendencies

of increasing habits, might well have been spared. It

is an awkward circumstance for the apostle of such

a persuasion, that he will have many practical disci-

ples whom he will hardly care to own ; and that if he

succeeds in making proselytes, he must take them

from the more sober and orderly part of the commu-

nity ; and class them, as far as this circumstance

affords a distinction, along with the uneducated, the

profligate, and the unprincipled. The negative tenet

he inculcates, does not mark his converts with suffi-

cient precision ; their scrupulosity will be in danger

of being confounded with the carelessness of their

neighbours ; and it will be always necessary to ask,

do you abstain because you are of this religion, or be-

cause you are of no religion at all ^

It would be unfair, however, to endeavour to ren-

der Mr Wakefield's opinions invidious ; they, as well

as every other opinion, must be submitted to the test

of argument ; and public worship, as well as every

other practice, must stand on the basis of utility and
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good sense, or it must not stand at all ; and in the

latter case, it is immaterial whether it is left to moulder

like the neglected ruin, or battered down hke the for-

midable tower.

It will stand upon this basis, if it can be shown to

be agreeable to our nature, sanctioned by universal

practice, countenanced by revealed religion, and that

its tendencies are favourable to the morals and man-

ners of mankind.

What is public worship ? Kneeling down together

while prayers are said of a certain length and con-

struction, and hearing discourses made to a sentence

of scripture called a text ! Such might be the defini-

tion of an unenlightened person, but such would cer-

tainly not be Mr Wakefield's. The question ought

to be agitated on much larger ground. If these prac-

tices are shown to be novel, it does not follow that

public worship is so, in that extensive sense which

includes all modes and varieties of expression. To
establish its antiquity, we must therefore investigate

its nature.

Public worship is the public expression of homage

to the Sovereign of the universe. It is that tribute

from men united in families, in towns, in communities,

which individually men owe to their Maker. Every

nation has, therefore, found some organ by which to

express this homage, some language, rite, or symbol,

by which to make known their religious feelings; but

this organ has not always, nor chiefly been words*
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Tlie killing an animal, the throwing a few grains of

incense into the fire, the eating bread and drinking

wine, are all in themselves indifferent actions, and have

apparently little connexion with devotion
; yet all of

these have been used as worship, and are worship when

used with that intention. The solemn sacrifices and

anniversary festivals of the Jews, at which their capi-

tal and their temple were thronged with votaries from

every distant part of the kingdom, were splendid ex-

pressions of their religious homage. Their worship,

indeed, was interwoven with their whole civil consti-

tution ; and so, though in a subordinate degree, was

that of the Greeks and Romans, and most of the states

of antiquity. There has never existed a nation, at all

civilized, which has not had some appointed form of

supplication, some stated mode of signifying the de-

pendence we are under to the Supreme Being, and

as a nation imploring his protection.

It is not pretended that these modes were all equally

rational, equally edifying, equally proper for imitation,

equally suitable for every state of society ; they have

varied according as a nation was more or less advanced

in refinement and decorum, more or less addicted to

symbohcal expression—to violent gesticulation—and

more or less conversant with abstract ideas and meta-

physical speculation. But whether the Deity is wor-

shipped by strewing flowers and building tabernacles

of verdure ; by dances round the altar and the shouts

of a cheerful people ; by offering the first fruits of
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harvest, and partaking in the social feast ; by tones of

music, interpreted only by the heart; or by verbal

expressions of gratitude and adoration—whether the

hallelujahs of assembled multitudes rise together in

solemn chorus ; or whether they listen with composed

and reverential attention to the voice of one man, ap-

pointed by them to be the organ of their feelings

—

whether a number of people meet together like the

Quakers, and each in silence prefers his mental peti-

tion—wherever men together perform a stated act as

an expression of homage to their Maker, there is the

essence of public worship ; and pubhc worship has

therefore this mark of being agreeable to the nature

of man, that it has been found agreeable to the sense

of mankind in all ages and nations.

It is, indeed, difficult to imagine that beings, sensible

of common wants and a common nature, should not p'm

together in imploring common blessings ; that, prone as

men are in every other circumstance to associate toge-

ther, and communicate the electric fire of correspond-

ent feelings, they should act with unsocial reserve only

where those interests are concerned, which are confess-

edly the most important. Such is the temperament of

man, that in every act and every event he anxiously

looks around him to claim the gratulation or sympathy

of his fellows. Religion, says Mr Wakefield, is a per-

sonal thing ; so is marriage, so is the birth of a child,

so is the loss of a beloved relative, yet on all these

occasions we are strongly impelled to public solemni-

25^
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zation. We neither lauj^h alone, nor weep alone,

why then should we pray alone ? None of our feelings

are of a more communicable nature than our religious

ones. If dev^olion really exists in the heart of each

individual, it is morally impossible it should exist there

apart and single. So many separate tapers, burning

so near each other, in the very nature of things must

catch, and spread into one common flame.

The reciprocal advantages, which public and pri-

vate worship possess over each other, are sufficiently

obvious to make both desirable. While the former

is more animated, the latter comes more intimately

home to our own circumstances and feelings, and

allows our devotion to be more particular and appro-

priated. To most of the objections made against the

one, the other is equally liable. Superstition can drop

her solitary beads, as well as vociferate the repetition

of a public collect ; if symptoms of weariness and inat-

tention may be observed in our churches, we have only

to look into the diaries of the most pious Christians,

and we shall find still heavier complaints of the dulness

and deadness of their spiritual frame ; the thoughts

may wander in the closet when the door is shut;

folly and selfishness will send up improper petitions

from the cell as well as from the congregation ; nay,

public worship has this great advantage, that it teaches

those to pray, who, not being accustomed to think,

cannot of themselves pray with judgment. To all, it

teaches that we are not to pray for exclusive advan«
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t&ges, but to consider ourselves as members of a com-

munity. Our inmost wishes learn restraint while our

petitions are thus directed, and our desires by degrees

conform themselves to that spirit of moderation and

justice, without which we cannot join in the compre-

hensive prayer, that must include the joint supplica-

tions of a numerous assembly.

Public worship has this further advantage over pri-

vate, that it is better secured against languor on one

side, and enthusiasm on the other. If the devotional

sentiment has not taken deep root in his mind, a man

will scarcely keep up, in silence and in -solitude, an

intercourse to which he is prompted by no external

appearance, and of which he is reminded by no cir-

cumstance of time or place. And if his sense of

invisible things is strong enough to engage his mind in

spite of these disadvantages, there is room to fear,

lest, by brooding in silence over objects of such indis-

tinct vastness, his bewildered ideas and exalted ima-

gination should lead him to the reveries of mysticism;

an extreme no less to be dreaded than that of indif-

ference. When Mr Wakefield, to strengthen his argu-

ment for seclusion in our religious exercises, directs

our attention to the mount of Olives and the garden

of Gethsemane, he should recollect that our Saviour

sustained a character to which we cannot presume to

aspire ; and that, however favourable the desert and

the wilderness have been to prophets visited by extra-

ordinary illuminations, they cannot be equally suitable

to the regular devotion of ordinary Christians.
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From the glooin of the cloister and the loneliness

of the cell, have proceeded the most extravagant

deviations from nature and from reason. Enthusiasm

is indeed most dangerous in a crowd, but it seldom

originates there. The mind, heated with intense

thinking, adopts illusions to which it is not exposed

when its devotion is guided and bounded by addresses,

which are intended to meet the common sentiments

of a numerous assembly. ReHgion then appears with

the most benignant aspect, is then least likely to be

mistaken, when the presence of our fellow creatures

points out our connexion with the businesses of hfe

and the duties of society. Solitary devotion, for

worldly minds, is insufficient, for weak minds it is

not profitable, for ardent minds it is not safe.

We must, however, do that justice to the author

of the Enquiry, as to confess that he betrays no dis-

position to carry these exercises to any extreme. On

the contrary, some of his expressions seem to strike

at the root oi a\\ prayer, properly so called, as being

the weak effort of an infirm and unphilosophical mind

to alter the order of nature and the decrees of Pro-

vidence, in which it rather becomes the wise man to

acquiesce with a manly resignation. Without enter-

ing into a discussion, in which, perhaps, we might

misrepresent his sentiments; as, in the greater part

of his pamphlet, he has taken the ground of Scripture,

which undoubtedly countenances the earnestness, and

almost the importunity of petition ; it may be sufficient
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for the present purpose to observe, that if there exists

a man who, believing himself to be in the continual

presence of infinite power, directed by infinite love

and tender compassion to all his creatures—thinking

often of this Being, and habitually referring every

disposition of events to his providence—feeling him-

self more constantly and intimately connected with

him, than with all creation besides—can in every

vicissitude of his life, in sickness and in sorrow, in

imminent danger, anxious uncertainty, desertion or

loss of friends, and all the trying circumstances of

humanity that flesh is heir to; forbear, for himself or

for those dearer to him than himself, to put up one

petition to the throne oi God—such a one may be

allowed to strike out every petition in the Lord's

Prayer but that comprehensive one, thy will he done.

If his faith be equally lively, his devotional feelings

equally fervent, his sense of dependence upon God

equally felt in his inmost soul, we dare not presume

to censure the temperance of his religious addresses.

We respect the subdued sobriety of his wishes, and

we do not, we cannot suppose him deserted by the

supreme Being for that modest forbearance, which

proceeds from a resignation so absolute and com-

plete.

Others, however, whose philosophy is not of so

firm a texture, may plead the example of him who

prayed, though with meek submission, that the cup

of bitterness might pass from him; and who, as the
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moment of separation approached, interceded for his

friends and followers with all the anxiety of affection-

ate tenderness. But we will venture to say that

practically there is no such philosopher. If prayer

were not enjoined for the perfection, it would be per-

mitted to the weakness of our nature. We should

be betrayed into it, if we thought it sin, and pious

ejaculations would escape our Hps, though we were

obliged to preface them with, God forgive me for

praying

!

To those who press the objection, that we cannot

see in what manner our prayers can be answered,

consistently with the government of the world accord-

ing to those general laws by which we find, in fact,

that it is governed ; it may be sufficient to say, that

prayer being made almost an instinct of our nature, it

cannot be supposed but that, like all other instincts, it

has its use; that no idea can be less philosophical

than one which implies, that the existence of a God

who governs the world, should make no difference in

our conduct; and few things less probable than that

the childlike submission which bows to the will of a

father, should be exactly similar in feature to the

stubborn patience, which bends under the yoke of

necessity.

It may be further observed, that petitions for

temporal advantages, such, I mean, as a spirit of

moderation will allow us to wish with sufficient ar-

dour to make them the subject of our prayers, are
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not liable to more objections than petitions for spirit-

ual blessings. In either case the weak man does,

and the wise man does not expect a miracle. That

the arrogant, the worldly, and the licentious, should

on a sudden, and without their own strenuous en-

deavours, be rendered humble, simpleminded, and

pure of heart, would be as great a violation of the

order of nature in the moral world, as it would be in

the natural world that the harvest should ripen with-

out the cooperation of the husbandman, and the slow

influence of the seasons. Indeed, as temporal bless-

ings are less in our power than dispositions, and are

sometimes entirely out of it, it seems more reasonable

of the two to pray for the former than for the latter

;

and it is remarkable that, in the model given us in

the Lord's Prayer, there is not a single petition for

any virtue or good disposition, but their is one for

daily bread. Good dispositions, particularly a spirit

of resignation, are declared and implied in the peti-

tions, but they are not prayed for; events are prayed

for, and circumstances out of our own power, relative

to our spiritual concerns, are prayed for, as, the not

being led into temptation ; but there is no prayer that

we may be made holy, meek, or merciful. Nor is

it an objection to praying for health, that sickness

may possibly turn out a blessing, since it is no ob-

jection to the using all the means in our power to get

rid of sickness, which we do as eagerly and as un-

reservedly, as if we had not the least idea that it ever
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could be salutary. And we do right; for the ad-

vantages of sickness are casual and adventitious ; but

heahh is in itself, and in its natural tendencies, a

blessing, devoutly to be wished for. That no advan-

tage of this nature ojglit to be prayed or wished for,

unqualified with the deepest submission to the will of

God, is an undoubted truth; and it is a truth likewise

universally acknowledged by all rational Christians.

It cannot be denied, however, that great reserve is

necessary in putting up specific petitions, especially

of a pubhc nature ; but generally the fault Hes in our

engaging in wrong pursuits, rather than in imploring

upon our pursuits the favour of heaven. Humanity

is shocked to hear prayers for the success of an unjust

war ; but humanity and heaven were then oftended

when the war was engaged in ; for war is of a nature

sufficiently serious to warrant our prayers to be pre-

served from the calamities of it, if we have not volun-

tarily exposed ourselves to them. The frivolous na-

ture of most national contests appears strongly in this

very circumstance, that petitions from either side have

the air of a profanation ; but if in some serious con-

juncture our country was ready to be overwhelmed

by an ambitious neighbour, as that of the Dutch was

in the time of Louis the Fourteenth,—in such a sea-

son of calamity, the sternest philosopher would give

way to the instinctive dictates of nature, and implore

the help which cometh from on high. The reason

why both sides cannot pray with propriety, is because

both sides cannot act with justice.
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But supposing we were to discard all petition, as

the weak effort of infirm minds to alter the unbroken

chain of events ; as the impatient breathings of crav-

ing and restless spirits, not broken into patient acqui-

escence with the eternal order of Providence—the

noblest office of worship still remains.

Praise is devotion fit for mighty minds,

The jarring world's agreeing sacrifice.

And this is surely of a social nature. One class of

religious duties separately considered, tends to de-

press the mind, filling it with ingenuous shame and

wholesome sorrow ; and to these humiliating feelings

solitude might perhaps be found congenial j but the

sentiments of admiration, love, and joy, swell the

bosom with emotions, which seek for fellowship and

communication. The flame indeed may be kindled

by silent musing ; but when kindled it must infallibly

spread. The devout heart, penetrated with large

and affecting views of the immensity of the works

of God, the harmony of his laws, and the ex-

tent of his beneficence, bursts into loud and vocal

expressions of praise and adoration ; and, from a full

and overflowing sensibility, seeks to expand itself to

the utmost Hmits of creation. The mind is forcibly

carried out of itself, and, embracing the whole circle

of animated existence, calls on all above, around, be-

low, to help to bear the burden of its gratitude. Joy

is too brilliant a thing to be confined within our own

bosoms ; it burnishes all nature, and with its vivid

26
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colouring gives a king of factitious life to objects with-

out sense or motion.

There cannot be a more striking proof of the social

tendency of these feelings, than the strong propensity

we have to suppose auditors where there are none.

When men are wanting, we address the animal crea-

tion ; and, rather than have none to partake our sen-

timents, we find sentiment in the music of the birds,

the hum of insects, and the low of kine ; nay, we call

on rocks and streams and forests to witness and share

our emotions. Hence the royal shepherd, sojourning

in caves and solitary wastes, calls on the hills to re-

joice and the floods to clap their hands ; and the lonely

poet, wandering in the deep recesses of uncultivated

nature, finds a temple in every solemn grove, and

swells his chorus of praise with the winds that bow

the lofty cedars. And can he who, not satisfied with

the wide range of existence, calls for the sympathy

of the inanimate creation, refuse to worship with his

fellow men ? Can he, who bids " Nature attend," for-

get to " join every living soul " in the universal

hymn ? Shall we suppose companions in the stillness

of deserts, and shall we overlook them among friends

and townsmen ? It cannot be ! Social worship, for

the devout heart, is not more a duty than it is a real

want.
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SECTION II.

Public Worship countenanced by Revealed Religion,

If Public Worship is thus found to be agreeable to

the best impulses of our nature, the pious mind will

rejoice to find it, at least, not discountenanced by re-

vealed religion. But its friends, in endeavouring to

prove this, must carry on the argument under some

disadvantage, as Mr Wakefield, though he lays great

stress on the presumptive arguments, which seem to

favour the negative side of the question, will not allow

the same force to those which may be urged on the

other side. The practice of Christ, he tells us, is an

authority to which all believers will boiv the knee, a

tribunal by which all our controversies must be award-

ed ; yet he gives us notice at the same time, that to

this authority, if brought against him, he will not bow

the knee ; and from this tribunal, if unfriendly to his

cause, he will appeal ; for that prayers and all exter-

nal observances are beggarly elements, to be laid

aside in the present maturity of the christian church

;

and that, even if social worship were an original ap-

pendage of the Gospel, the idea oi ^ progressive Chris-

tianity would justify us in rejecting it. With this in-

equality of conditions, which it is sufficient just to

notice, let us consider the array of texts which are

drawn up against the practice in question ; and par-

ticularly those precepts which, Mr Wakefield says,

are evidences that directly and literally prove public
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worship to be unauthorized by Christianity, and incon-

sistent with it, and which he distinguishes from those

which condemn it merely by inference.

The first of these direct evidences is the injunction,

not to worship as the hypocrites, who are fond of ex-

hibiting in the most public places. " And when thou

prayest, be not as the hypocrites, for they love to pray

standing in the synagogues, and in the corners of the

streets, that they may be seen of men ; verily I say

unto you, they have their reward. But thou, when

thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou

hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father who is in se-

cret." But is it not evident, that the force of this

precept is not aimed against public prayer, but against

private prayer performed in public ; against the os-

tentatious display which seeks to distinguish us from

others, not the genuine sympathy which makes us

desirous of blending our feelings with theirs ? It was

devotion obtruding itself in the face of business,

amidst the show and bustle of the world. It did not

seek for fellowship, but observation. It did not want

the concurrence of men, but to be seen by them.

Even in the synagogue it was silent, solitary, unso-

cial, and with sullen reserve and cold disdain kept

itself aloof from communion, and invited only ap-

plause. The Pharisee and the Publican both went

up to the temple to worship, but they worshipped not

together. Certainly the delicate and modest nature

of sincere piety must shrink from an exhibition like
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this ; and would not wish to have its feelings noticed,

but where at the same time they may be shared.

This text therefore seems to be only a caution re-

specting the proper performance of our closet duties.

"Jesus saith unto her, Woman, believe me, the

hour cometh when ye shall neither in this mountain,

nor yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father. But the

hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers

shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth, for the

Father seeketh such to worship him. God is a spirit."

True it is, the hour is come in which it is allowed by

all rational believers, that the acceptableness of prayer

does not depend on the sacredness of any particular

place. The Jews wanted to be informed of this.

They, naturally enough, were apt to consider their

temple as the habitation of the divine Being, in the

same manner as a palace is the habitation of an earth-

ly sovereign, a place where men may come to make

their court, and bring presents, and ask favours in

return. These ideas have been done away by those

more honourable notions of the divine Being, which

our Saviour and good men after him have laboured to

inculcate. We conceive of a church as of a building,

not for God to reside, but for men to assemble in

;

for, though God is a spirit, men have bodies, and they

cannot meet to do any thing without having some

place to do it in. Neither in this mountain, nor yet

at Jerusalem, means therefore exclusively, with an-

idea of any pecuhar sacredness, or superstitious pre-

26*
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ference to any other structure, which might be equally

commodious.

With regard to the character of our Saviour him-

self, it is certain he did not always call upon his dis-

ciples to share that more intimate, and, if I may say

so, confidential, intercourse with his heavenly Father,

which he may be supposed to have been favoured

with ; and it must be confessed, there is no formal

mention made of any exercises of this kind either

with them, or with the people at large. But his whole

life was a prayer. He, who in his most familiar and

convivial moments, was raising the thoughts of his

hearers to God, and nourishing their piety by occa-

sional instruction, could not be supposed to leave

them disinclined to the intercourses of social piety.

The beautiful commendatory prayer, which he offered

up when about to leave the world, though it was not

entirely of the nature of social prayer, as his disciples

did not join in it, yet, its being uttered in their pre-

sence, and their being the object of it, seems to place

it nearly on the same ground. In the very miracle

of the loaves, which Mr Wakefield has produced as

an instance of an incident which might have given

rise to public prayer, and which was suffered to pass

without it ; in the account of this very miracle there

is a direct precedent for the practice in question ; for,

looking up to heaven, he blessed before he brake the

bread. This, indeed, appears to have been his con-

stant practice. It certainly does not belong to private
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devotion, and is a species of prayer more apt, per-

haps, than any other, to degenerate into a mere form.

But if we do not find public worship, properly so

called, in the life of our Saviour, it is because we

look for it in the wrong place. It is not to be sought

for in his instructions, either to the multitude at large,

or to his disciples in their more private conversations.

This public worship was paid where the rest of the

Jews paid theirs, in the temple. He came up, with

the concourse of assembled multitudes, to the appoint-

ed rehgious festivals ; he eat the passover, and asso-

ciated with his fellowcitizens, even in those rites and

that form of worship, which he knew was so soon to

be abolished.

Our Lord seems indeed to have been an early and

regular frequenter of whatever public worship the

Jews had among them. What this was, besides their

sacrifices and ceremonial observances, Mr Wakefield

is infinitely better able than the author of these re-

marks, to collect from the volumes of Rabbinical

learning ; but, without going deeper into their an-

tiquities, than what may be gathered from those records

of their history, which are in the hands of every one,

it may be seen that verbal addresses to the divine be-

ing often accompanied the public expressions of their

thanksgiving. In their earliest times we have the

song of Moses, in the burden of which the whole peo-

ple, led by Miriam, joined in chorus. In a more po-

lished age, the fine prayer of Solomon at the dedica-
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tion of the temple, a composition which has never

been excelled, coines yet nearer to our ideas of an

address to the divine being ; and the whole people

bore a part in the worship by the response, " for he

is good, for his mercy endureth forever."

A still more regular service is recorded by Nehe-

miah, when the people, after their return from the

captivity, entered into that solemn renewal of their law

described with so much affecting solemnity. They

stood and confessed their sins, then they read the law,

after which the Levites called upon them to stand up

and bless the Lord their God ; they stood up ac-

cordingly, and joined in what I suppose the author of

the Enquiry would call a pretty long prayer. And

when Ezra blessed the Lord, the people answered,

Amen, Amen, All this is sufficiently similar not only

to the spirit, but to the very routine of our present

modes of worship. If it be said, that these instances

all arose from peculiar and striking occasions, it may

be answered, that it is not likely any other would be

recorded ; and that the regularity and grace with

which they seem to have been performed, indicate a

people not unaccustomed to such exercises. Indeed

the Psalms of David afford every variety which any

of our prayers do ; confession, ascription, thanksgiv-

ing, &£c. These, it should seem, were many of them

set to music, and sung with proper responses ; for

even in the temple, the chief business of which was

not prayer but sacrifice, the Levites and other singers.
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at the time of the morning and evening sacrifice, sung

psalms of praise to God before the ahar, and in the

conclusion the priests blessed the people.''^ And it is

not probable, that in a later period of their history,

amidst the greater degree of refinement and cultiva-

tion, they should have contented themselves with

mere ritual observances.

This at least is evident, if in the time of our Saviour

they had no worship similar to ours, he could not

mean by anything he said to hint a dislike of it ; and

if they had, he must have sanctioned the practice by

conforming to it. But indeed it is acknowledged by

most, and Mr Wakefield seems to admit, that after

their return from the Babylonish captivity, when their

hearts were purified by adversity and more attached

to their religion, they had regular and stated worship

in their synagogues, consisting of forms of prayer,

reading the Scriptures, and expounding. In the

former, we are told, a minister, called from his office

the angel or messenger of the churchy officiated as the

mouth of the congregation ; but for the latter part of

the service it was usual to call upon any stranger to

take his share, who appeared to be sufficiently qual-

ified to read and expound the lessons of the day.

And hence probably it was, that our Saviour did not

pray in the synagogues, though he often taught there,

and interpreted the Scriptures.f Of their forms of

* See Prideaux's Connection, Vol. ii. p. 528.

t Ibid. p. 538.
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prayer eighteen are given, held to be of high antiquity

and peculiar sacredness ; and these are in a strain not

dissimilar to the Liturgies of more modern times. In

short, if we trace the accounts given us both of the

plan of the service, and of its presbyters, ministers,

and deacons, it will be found, that the Christian church,

in its corresponding officers, its collects, litanies, and

expositions, is the legitimate daughter of the Jewish

synagogue ; and we shall be led to admire the singu-

lar fate of a nation, decreed to be at once imitated

and despised.

Thus much may be sufficient to say upon a subject

which, after all, is purely a question of historical cu-

riosity.

To return to the character of our Saviour. His

great business in the world was instruction ; and this

he dispensed, not in a systematic, but a popular man-

ner ; nor yet in a vague and declamatory style, but

in a pointed and appropriated one ; not where it

would most shine, but where it was most wanted.

He was the great reformer, the innovator of his day;

and the strain of his energetic eloquence was strongly

pointed against abuses of all kinds, and precisely

those points of duty were most insisted on which he

found most neglected. Almost all his discourses are

levelled against some prevailing vice of the times,

some fashionable worldly maxim, some artful gloss of

a well known precept, some evasion of an acknow-

ledged duty. They were dehvered as occasion
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prompted, and therefore it was that they came so

hojne to men's business and bosoms ; for he might

have delivered the most elaborate lectures on morali-

ty> and religion too, without offending the Scribes and

Pharisees, if he had confined himself to system, and

not attacked corruption. We shall therefore meet

with continual disappointment if, in the few scattered

discourses, most of them too conversations, which are

preserved to us of our Saviour, we expect to find any

thing like a regular code of laws, and still less a for-

mulary of rules. He referred to known laws, and

only endeavoured to restore the spirit of them, and

to exalt the motive of obedience.

The great duty of honouring our parents had pro-

bably not found a place in his instructions, but to ex-

pose the tradition which had made it of none effect.

It is therefore a very inconclusive argument against

a practice, either that we are not expressly enjoined

it in the Gospel, or that the abuses of it are strongly

dwelt upon ; and this may serve for a general answer

to Mr Wakefield's objections built upon the animated

denunciations against those who, for a pretence, make

long prayers, and who cry. Lord, Lord,—against vain

repetitions—upon the exhortations to worship in spirit

and in truth—the declaration that the Sabbath is

made for man, and not man for the Sabbath—with a

thousand others in the same strain, with which the

Gospel undoubtedly abounds. But is the utility of a

practice destroyed by the abuse of it, or is it of none,
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because it is not of the chief value ? Are none of our

duties subordinate, yet real ? Or have they all the

proud motto, Aut Ccdsar aut nullus 9

As to the idea of a progressive Christianity, on

which the author of the Enquiry lays so much stress,

as no new revelation has been pretended subsequent

to its original promulgation, it is difficuh to conceive

of any progress in it, distinct from the progress of

reason and civilisation in the different countries where

it may be received. Now I do not know what right

we have to suppose that the Jews in the time of our

Saviour, were so gross in their ideas as to require a

mode of worship, which deserves to be stigmatised

with the appellation of beggarly elements and the twi-

light of superstition. They were probably as differ-

ent from their countrymen in the time of the Judges,

as we are from our ancestors of the Saxon heptarchy.

They had long had among them most of those causes,

which tend to develop the mental powers. A system

of laws and polity, writers of the most distinguished

excellence, commercial and political intercourse with

other nations ; they had acute and subtle disputants,

and an acquaintance with different sects of philosophy;

and, under these circumstances, it is probable that

most of those questions wouid be agitated which, at

similar periods, have exercised and perplexed the

human faculties. Be that as it may, Mr Wakefield,

by considering public worship as a practice to be

adapted to the exigencies of the times, evidently aban-
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dons the textual ground, in which narrow path he

seemed hitherto to have trod with such scrupulous

precaution, and places it on the broader footing of

u-tility. The utility of this practice therefore comes

next to be considered.

SECTION III.

Advantages derived from the Practice of Social or

Public fVorship.

It is an error, which is extremely incident to minds

of a delicate and anxious sensibility, to suppose that

practices do no good, which do not all the good that

might be expected from them. Let those who, in a

desponding mood, are apt to think thus of public

worship, calculate, if they can, what would be the

consequence if it were laid aside. Perhaps it is not

easy to estimate how much of the manners as well as

the morals, how much of the cultivation as well as

the religion of a people are derived from this very

source. If a legislator or philosopher were to under-

take the civilisation of a horde of wild savages, scat-

tered along the waste in the drear loneliness of indi-

vidual existence, and averse to the faces of each

other, if he had formed a plan to gather them togeth-

er, and give them a principle of cohesion ; he proba-

bly could not take a more effectual method than by

persuading them to meet together in one place, at

27
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regular and stated times, and there to join together in

a common act, imposing from its solemnity and en-

dearing from the social nature of its exercises.

If an adventurer were stranded on some foreign

shore, and should find the inhabitants engaged in such

an act, he might draw the conclusion, that the bless-

ings of order, internal peace, mutual confidence, and

a considerable degree of information, existed there,

as surely as the philosopher drew a similar inference

from the discovery of mathematical diagrams traced

upon the sand. And thus, in fact, it was, that in the

early beginnings of society, legislators called in the

assistance of religious ideas, and with the charm and

melody of solemn hymns, like those of Orpheus or of

Linus, gathered round them the stupid, incurious bar-

barians, roused them to attention and softened into

docility. Agreeably to this train of thinking, our

great dramatic moralist places the influences of social

worship upon a par with the sacred touches of sym-

pathetic sorrow, and the exhilarating pleasures of the

hospitable board, and makes it one of the features

which distinguish the urbanity of pohshed life, from

the rude and unfeeling ferocity which belongs to a

clan of unprincipled banditti.

If ever you have looked on better days,

If ever been where bells have knoUed to church,

If ever sate at any good man's feast,

If ever from your eyelids wiped a tear,

And known what 'tis to pity and be pitied
;

Let gentleness your strong enforcement be.
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For, independent of the peculiar object of public

religious assemblies, many collateral advantages are

derived from them, which the liberal thinker will by

no means despise. The recurrence of appointed days

of rest and leisure, which, but for this purpose, would

never have been appointed, divides the weary months

of labour and servitude with a separating line of a

brighter colour. The church is a centre of union for

neighbours, friends, and townsmen ; and it is a rea-

sonable and a pleasing ground of preference in our

attachments, that we have " walked to the house of

God in company." Even the common greetings that

pass between those who meet there, are hallowed by

the occasion of the meeting, and the spirit of civic

urbanity is mingled with a still sweeter infusion of

christian courtesy. By the recurrence of this inter-

course, feuds and animosities are composed, which

interrupted the harmony of friends and acquaintance;

and those who avoided to meet because they could

not forgive, are led to forgive, being obliged to meet.

Its effect in humanising the lower orders of society,

and fashioning their manners to the order and deco-

rum of civil life, is apparent to every reflecting mind.

The poor, who have not formed a habit of attending

here, remain from week to week in their sordid cells,

or issue thence to places of licentiousness more sor-

did ; while those, who assemble with the other inhabit-

ants of the place, are brought into the frequent view

of their superiors ; their persons are known, their ap-
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pearance noted ; the inquiring eye of benevolence

pursues them to their humble cottages, and they are

not unfrequently led home from social worship to the

social meal. If the rich and poor were but thus

brought together regularly and universally, that single

circumstance would be found sufficient to remove the

squalidness of misery, and the bitterness of want ; and

poverty would exist only as a sober shade in the pic-

ture of life, on which the benevolent eye might rest

with a degree of complacency, when fatigued with

the more gaudy colouring of luxury and show.

The good effect of public worship in this light is

remarkably conspicuous in the Sunday schools. Many

of the children, who attend, have probably not very

clearly comprehended any religious system ; but the

moving and acting under the public eye, together with

a sense of duty and moral obligation, which, however

obscure, always accompanies the exercises of religion,

soon transforms them into a different kind of beings.

They acquire a love of neatness and regularity ; a

sense of propriety insinuates itself into their young

minds, and produces, instead of the sullen and untamed

licentiousness, which at once shuns and hates the re-

straints of better life, the modest deference and chas-

tened demeanour of those who respect others because

they respect themselves.

Public Worship conveys a great deal of instruction

in an indirect manner. Even those didactic prayers

which run out into the enumeration of the attributes
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of the divine Being, and of the duties of a virtuous

life, though, perhaps, not strictly proper as prayer,

have their use in storing the minds of the generality

with ideas on these important subjects ; and the beauty

and sublimity of many of these compositions must

operate powerfully in lifting the heart to God, and in-

spiring it with a love of virtue. Improper as public

prayers may have sometimes been, private prayers are

likely to be still more so. Whatever contempt Mr
Wakefield may choose to throw on the official abili-

ties of those who lead the service, it will not be de-

nied ihat they are generally better informed than those

who follow. Men to whom spiritual ideas are familiar

from reading and study, do not sufficiently appreciate

the advantage, which the illiterate enjoy by the fellow-

ship and communication of superior minds, who are

qualified to lead their ideas in the right track.

Public Worship is a means of invigorating faith.

Though argument be one means of generating belief,

and that on which all belief must ultimately rest, it is

not the only means, nor, with many minds, the most

efficacious. Practical faith is greatly assisted by join-

ing in some act in which the presence and persuasion

of others give a sort of reality to our perception of

invisible things. The metaphysical reasoner, entan-

gled in the nets of sophistry, may involve himself in

the intricacies of contradictory syllogisms till reason

grows giddy, and scarcely able to hold the balance
;

but when he acts in presence of his fellow creatures,

27*
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his mind resumes its tone and vigour, and social de-

votion gives a colour and body to the deductions of

his reason. Berkeley, probably, never doubted of the

existence of the material u^orld when he had quitted

his closet. Some minds are not capable of that firm-

ness of decision, which embraces truth upon a bare

preponderancy of argument—some, through a timo-

rous and melancholy spirit, remain always in a per-

plexed and doubting state, if they rest merely on the

conclusions built upon their own investigation. But

every act in consequence of our faith, strengthens

faith. These, when they enter a place of worship,

amidst all the animating accompaniments of social

homage, are seized with a happy contagion ; slow

hesitating doubts vanish in a moment, and give way

to sincere and cordial feeling. These are not proofs,

it is true ; but they are helps, adapted to our nature,

necessary to the generality, expedient for all. As for

the multitude, so unaccustomed are they to any pro-

cess of abstruse reasoning, and so much do they re-

quire the assistance of some object within the grasp

of their senses, that it is to be doubted whether they

could be at all persuaded of the existence of a spirit-

ual invisible power, if that existence was not statedly

acknowledged by some act which should impress the

reality of it upon their minds, by connecting it with

places, persons, and times.

Let it be observed, in the next place, that Public

Worship is a civic meeting. The temple is the only
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place where human beings, of every rank, and sex,

and age, meet together for one common purpose, and

join together in one common act. Other meetings are

either political, or formed for the purposes of splendor

and amusement ; from both which, in this country, the

bulk of inhabitants are of necessity excluded. This

is the only place, to enter which nothing more is ne-

cessary than to be of the same species ;—the only

place, where man meets man not only as an equal but

a brother ; and where, by contemplating his duties,

he may become sensible of his rights. So high and

haughty is the spirit of aristocracy, and such the in-

creasing pride of the privileged classes, that it is to be

feared, if men did not attend at the same place here,

it would hardly be believed they meant to go to the

same place hereafter. It is of service to the cause of

freedom therefore, no less than to that of virtue, that

there is one place where the invidious distinctions of

wealth and titles are not admitted ; where all are

equal, not by making the low, proud, but by making

the great, humble

How many a man exists, who possesses not the

smallest property in this earth of which you call him

lord ; who, from the narrowing spirit of property,

is circumscribed and hemmed in by the possessions

of his more opulent neighbours, till there is scarcely

an unoccupied spot of verdure on which he can set

his foot to admire the beauties of nature, or barren

mountain on which he can draw the fresh air without
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a trespass. The enjoyments of life are for others>

the labours of it for him. He hears those of his class

spoken of collectively, as of machines, which are to

be kept in repair indeed, but of which the sole use is

to raise the happiness of the higher orders. Where,

but in the temples of religion, shall he learn that he

is of the same species .'' He hears there, (and were

it for the first time, it would be with infinite astonish-

ment,) that all are considered as alike ignorant and to

be instructed ; all alike sinful and needing forgive-

ness ; all alike bound by the same obligations, and

animated by the same hopes.

In the intercourses of the world the poor man is

seen, but not noticed ; he may be in the presence of

bis superiors, but he connot be in their company. In

every other place it would be presumption in him to

let his voice be heard along with theirs ; here alone

they are both raised together, and blended in the full

chorus of praise. In every other place it would be an

offence to be near them, without shewing in his atti-

tudes and deportment the conscious marks of inferior-

ity ; here only he sees the prostrations of the rich as

low as his, and hears them both addressed together in

the majestic simplicity of a language that knows no

adulation. Here the poor man learns that, in spite of

the distinctions of rank, and the apparent inferiority of

his condition, all the true goods of life, all that men

dare petition for when in the presence of their Maker

-—a sound mind, a healthful body, and daily bread,
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lie within the scope of his own hopes and endeavours;

and that in the large inheritance to come, his expect-

ations are no less ample than theirs. He rises from

his knees, and feels himself a man. He learns phi-

losophy without its pride, and a spirit of liberty without

its turbulence. Every time Social Worship is cele-

brated, it includes a virtual declaration of the rights

of man.

It may be further observed, that the regular ser-

vices of the church are to us the more necessary, as

we have laid aside many of those modes and expres-

sions, which gave a tincture of religion to our social

intercourse and domestic manners. The regard to

particular days and seasons is nearly worn off. The

forms of epistolary correspondence, and the friendly

salutations which, in the last century, breathed a spirit

of affectionate piety, are exchanged for the degrading

ceremonial of unmeaning servility. The God he with

you—God bless you—If God permit—Heaven have

you in its keeping,—like the graceful Salam, or salu-

tation of peace among the eastern nations, kept up in

the mind a sense of the surrounding providence of

the Divine Being, and might, in some measure, super-

sede the necessity of more formal addresses ; where-

as, in the present state of society, a stranger might

pass day after day, and week after week, in the bosom

of a christian country, without suspecting the faith of

its inhabitants, (if Public Worship were laid aside,)

from any circumstance, unless it were the obscure.
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half-pronounced blessing, which is still sometimes mur-

mured over the table.

Let it therefore be considered, when the length and

abstracted nature of our public prayers is objected to,

that we have nothing to take their place. If our at-

tention was excited by processions, garlands, akars,

and sacrifices, and every action of our lives intermix-

ed with some religious rite, these expressions of our

homage might be more readily dispensed with ; but

in reality, tedious as Mr Wakefield may think long

prayers, they suit better with the gravity of the na-

tional disposition and the philosophic turn of our ideas,

than any substitute which could be suggested by the

most classic taste. Our prayers are become long, be-

cause our ceremonies are short.

SECTION IV.

The Obligation of Public Worship universal.

If we may suppose these views of the subject to

have established the general utility of Pubhc Worship,

a question still arises, is the obligation to it universal f

Is attendance on its exercises to be expected from

those, whose own minds are temples more hallowed

than any they can enter ; and whose knowledge and

cultivation render it probable, that in every popular

service they will meet with much to object to, and
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little to interest a taste rendered fastidious by critical

accuracy and elegant refinement? Without piesim-

ing to condemn the conduct of those, who are in every

respect so competent to form their own plans accord-

ing to their own judgment, I would mention some con-

siderations which, even to them, may present it in a

light not unworthy their attention.

It is, in the first place, an act of homage, and as

such equally incumbent on all. It is a profession of

faith, less dubious even than the performance of moral

duties, which may proceed from a well directed pru-

dence, or the harmony of a happy temperament. It

is right and proper, that religion should have the hon-

our of those who are calculated to do her honour. It

is likewise useful for a pious man to be connected

with pious people as such. Various associations are

formed upon the ground of something, which men

wish to improve or to enjoy in common. Literary

men associate, musical men associate, political men

associate together ; and as there is a great deal of the

commerce of the world, in which it would be impossi-

ble to introduce religion, there ought by way of balance

to be some society of which that is the ground and

principle ; otherwise, from the very nature of our

connexions with each other, we shall find religion less

in our thoughts, than almost anything else in which

we have an interest, and insensibly it will waste and

die away for mere want of aliment. But the atten-

dance of men of literature and knowledge is perhaps
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most important from its effect upon others. The un-

enlightened worship with most pleasure, where those

worship whose opinions they respect. A religion that

is left for the vulgar will not long satisfy even them.

There is harshness in saying to the bulk of mankind,

Stand aside, we are wiser than you. There is harsh-

ness in saying, Our affections cannot move in concert

;

what edifies you, disgusts us ; we cannot feel in com-

mon, even where we have a common interest.

In the intercourses of life, the man of urbanity

makes a thousand sacrifices to the conciliating spirit

of courtesy, and the science of attentions. The ex-

ercises of devotion, Mr Wakefield says, are wearisome.

Suppose they were so, how many meetings do we

frequent, to how many conversations do we listen

with benevolent attention, where our own pleasure

and our own improvement are not the objects to which

our time is given up ? He who knows much, must

expect to be often present where he can learn no-

thing. While others are receiving information, he is

practising a virtue. He, who in common life has

learned to mix a regard to the feelings and opinions

of others with the pursuit of his own gratifications,

will bear, in the spirit of love and charity, the instruc-

tion which to him is unnecessary, the amplification

which to him is tiresome, the deficiencies of method

or of elocution, to which his ear and his judgment are

acutely sensible ; the imperfections, in short, of men

or of societies inferior to himself in taste or knowledge ;
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as in conversation he bears with the communicative

overflowings of self importance, the repetition of the

well known tale, and the recurrence of the numerous,

burdensome forms of civilised society.

It becomes us well to consider what would be the

consequence, if the desertion of men of superior sense

should become general in our assemblies. Not the

abolition of public worship ; it is a practice too deep-

ly rooted in the very propensities of our nature ; but

this would be the consequence, that it would be

thrown into the hands of professional men on the one

hand, and of uninformed men on the other. By the

one it would be corrupted, it would be debased by

the other. Let the friends of moderation and good

sense consider whether it is desirable, whether it is

even safe, to withdraw from the public the powerful

influence of their taste, knowledge, and liberality.

Let them consider whether they are prepared to take

the consequences of trusting in the hands of any cler-

gy, so powerful an engine as that of public worship

and instruction, without the salutary check of their

presence who are best able to distinguish truth from

falsehood, to detect unwarrantable pretensions, and to

keep within tolerable bounds the wanderings of fanat-

icism.

Attentive to the signs of the times, they will have

remarked, on the one hand, a disposition to give into

deception, greater than might naturally have been

pxesumed of this age, which we comphment with the

28
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epithet of enlightened. Empiric extravagancies have

been adopted, which violate every sober and consist-

ent idea of the laws of nature, and new sects have

sprung up distinguished by the wildest reveries of

visionary credulity. On the other, they will have ob-

served indications of a desire to discourage the free-

dom of investigation, to thicken the veil of mystery,

and to revive every obsolete pretension of priestly

power, which, in the most ignorant periods, the

haughtiest churchman has ever dared to assume.

They will have read with astonishment an official ex-

hortation to the inferior clergy, it was not fulminated

from the Vatican, it was not dragged to light from the

mould and rust of remote ages. It was delivered by

an English divine of the eighteenth century, brilliant

in parts and high in place. He knew it was to meet

the notice and encounter the criticism of an enlighten-

ed and philosophic people, and he has not scrupled

to tell them, that good works of a heretic are sin ;

and that such a one may go to hell with his load of

moral merit on his back. He has not scrupled to

rank the first philosopher of this kingdom, and the

man in it perhaps of all others most actively solicitous

for the spread of what he at least believes to be genu-

ine Christianity, with infidels and atheists ; and thus

by obvious inference has piously consigned him to

the same doom. He has revived claims and opi-

nions, which have upon their heads whole centuries of

oblivion and contempt ; and by slandering morahty,
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has thought to exalt religion. Reflecting on these

things, they will consider whether the man of judg-

nnent does not desert the post assigned him by Provi-

dence, when he whhdraws from popular assemblies

both the countenance of his example, and the impos-

ing awe of his presence ; they will conceive them-

selves as invested with the high commission to take

care nequid respvblica detrimenti capiat ; they will

consider themselves as the salt of the earth, the leaven

of the lump, not to be secluded in separate parcels,

but to be mingled in the whole mass, diffusing through

it their own spirit and favour.

The author of the Enquiry chooses to expatiate, it

is not difficult to do it, on the discordant variety of

the different modes of worship practised amongst men,

and concludes it with characterising this alarming

schism by the comparison of the poet

;

One likes the pheasant's wing, and one the leg ;

The vulgar boil, the learned roast an egg.

But might we not venture to ask,—^Where, pray,

is the harm of all this f Unless indeed I will not allow

my neighbour to boil his egg because I roast mine.

Eggs are good and nutritious food either way ; and

in the manner of dressing them, fancy and taste, nay

caprice, if you will, may fairly be consuhed. If I

prefer the leg of a pheasant, and my neighbour finds

it dry, let each take what he hkes. It would be a

conclusion singularly absurd, that eggs and pheasants

were not to be eaten. All the harm is in having but
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one table for guests of every description ; and yet

even there, were I at a public ordinary, good in other

respects, I would rather conform my taste in some

measure to that of my neighbour, than be reduced to

the melancholy necessity of eating my morsel by my-

self alone.

The Dissenters cannot be supposed to pass over in

silence Mr Wakefield's strictures upon the manner, in

which they have chosen to conduct their public and

social worship. They are surprised and sorry to find

themselves treated with such a mixture of bitterness

and levity, by a man whose abilities they respect, and

whom they have shewn themselves ready to embrace

as a brother. They have their prejudices, they ac-

knowledge, and he perhaps has his. Many forms and

observances may to them be dear and venerable,

through the force of early habit and association, which

to a stranger in their Israel may appear uncouth, un-

necessary, or even marked with a shade of ridicule.

They pity Mr Wakefield's peculiar and insulated situ-

ation. Separating through the purest motive from

one church, he has not found another with which he

is inclined to associate ; divided by difference of opi-

nions from one class of Christians, and by dissonance

of taste from another, he finds the transition too vio-

lent from the college to the conventicle ; he worships

alone because he stands alone ; and is, naturally per-

haps, led to undervalue that fellowship, which has been

lost to him between his early predilections and his

later opinions.
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If, however, the Dissenters are not so happy as to

gain his affection, they must be allowed to urge their

claims upon his esteem. They wish him to reflect,

that neither his classical knowledge, nor his critical

acumen, nor his acknowledged talents, set him so high

in the esteem of good men, as that integrity which he

possesses in common with those whom he despises

;

they believe further consideration would suggest to

him, that it were more candid to pass over those pe-

culiarities, which have originated in a delicate con-

science and the fervour of devotion ; and they cannot

help asking, whether they had reason to expect the

severity of sarcastic ridicule from him, whose best

praise it is, that he has imitated their virtues and shared

their sacrifices f

The Dissenters, however, do not make it their boast

that they have nothing to reform. They have, per-

haps, always been more conspicuous for principle than

for taste ; their practices are founded upon a preva-

lence of religious fervour, an animation and warmth

of piety, which, if it no longer exists, it is vain to

simulate. But what they do make their boast is, that

they acknowledge no principle which forbids them to

reform ; that they have no leave to ask of bishops,

synods, or parliaments, in order to lay aside forms

which have become vapid. They are open to con-

viction ; they are ready to receive with thankfulness

every sober and liberal remark, which may assist them

28*
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to improve their religious addresses, and model them

to the temper of the pubHc mind.

But, with regard to those practices of suberabun-

dant devotion, which have drawn down upon them the

indignation of the critic, it is the opinion of those who

best know the Dissenters of the present day, that they

might have been suffered to fall quietly of themselves;

they are supported by no authority, defrayed by no

impost. If they make long prayers, it is at the ex-

pense only of their own breath and spirits ; no widows'

houses are devoured by it. If the present generation

yawn and slumber over the exercises, which their fa-

thers attended with pious alacrity, the sons will of

course learn to shorten them. If the disposition of

their public services wants animation, as perhaps it

does, the silent pews will be deserted one by one, and

they will be obliged to seek some other mode of en-

gaging the attention of their audience. But modes

and forms affect not the essence of public worship

;

that may be performed with a form or without one

;

by words alone, or by symbolical expressions, com-

bined with or separated from instruction ; with or

without the assistance of a particular order appointed

to officiate in leading the devotions ; it may be cele-

brated one day in seven, or in eight, or in ten ; in

many of these particulars a certain deference should

be had to the sentiments of that society with which,

upon the whole, we think it best to connect ourselves,

and as times and manners change, these circumstances
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will vary ; but the root of the practice is too strongly

interwoven with the texture of the human frnme ever

to be abandoned. While man has wants, he will pray
;

while he is sensible of blessings, he will offer praise

;

while he has common wants and common blessings,

he will pray and praise in company with his fellows;

and while he feels himself a social being, he will not

be persuaded to lay aside social worship.

SECTION V.

In what Respect many of the Forms and Habits of
Public Worship are susceptible of Improvement.

It must, however, be acknowledged, that, in order

to give Public Worship all the grace and efficacy of

which it is susceptible, much alteration is necessary.

It is necessary here, as in every other concern, that

timely reformation should prevent neglect. Much
might be done by judgment, taste, and a devotional

spirit united, to improve the plan of our rehgious as-

semblies. Should a genius arise amongst us qualified

for such a task, and in circumstances favourable to his

being hstened to, he would probably remark first, on

the construction of our churches, so ill adapted are a

great part of them to the purposes either of hearing

or seeing. He would reprobate those little gloomy

solitary cells, planned by the spirit of aristocracy,

which deform the building no less to the eye of taste
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than to the eye of benevolence, and insulating each

family within its separate inclosure, favour at once the

pride of rank and the laziness of indulgence. He
might choose for these structures something of the

amphitheatrical form, where the minister, on a raised

platform, should be beheld with ease by the whole

wave of people, at once bending together in deep hu-

miliation, or spreading forth their hands in the earn-

estness of petition.

It would certainly be found desirable, that the

people should themselves have a large share in the

performance of the service, as the intermixture of

iheir voices would both introduce more variety and

greater animation
;

provided pains were taken by

proper teaching to enable them to bear their part with

a decorum and propriety, which, it must be confessed,

we do not see at present amongst those whose public

services possess the advantage of responses. The

explaining, and teaching them to recite such hymns

and collects, as it might be thought proper they should

bear a part in, would form a pleasing and useful

branch of the instruction of young people, and of the

lower classes ; it would give them an interest in the

public service, and might fill up agreeably a vacant

hour either on the Sunday, or on some other leisure

day, especially if they were likewise regularly in-

structed in singing for the same purpose.

As we have never seen, perhaps we can hardly

conceive, the effect which the united voices of a whole
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congregation, all in the lively expression of one feel-

ing, would have upon the mind. We should then

perceive not only that we were doing the same thing

in the same place, but that we were doing it with one

accord. The deep silence of listening expectation,

the burst of united praises, the solemn pauses that in-

vite reflection, the varied tones of humiliation, grati-

tude, or persuasion, would swell and melt the heart

by turns ; nor would there be any reason to guard

against the wandering eye, when every object it rested

on must forcibly recall it to the duties of the place.

Possibly it might be found expedient to separate wor-

ship from instruction ; the learned teacher from the

leader of the public devotions, in whom voice, and

popular talents, might perhaps be allowed to supersede

a more deep and critical acquaintance with the doc-

trines of theology. One consequence, at least, would

follow such a separation, that instruction would be

given more systematically.

Nothing that is taught at all is taught in so vague

and desultory a manner as the doctrines of religion.

A congregation may attend for years, even a good

preacher, and never hear the evidences of either na-

tural or revealed religion regularly explained to them:

they may attend for years, and never hear a connect-

ed system of moral duties extending to the different

situations and relations of Hfe ; they may attend for

years, and not even gain any clear idea of the history

and chronology of tiie Old and New Testament, which
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are read to them every Sunday. They will hear

abundance of excellent doctrine, and will often feel

their hearts warmed and their minds edified ; but their

ideas upon these subjects will be confused and im-

perfect, because they are treated on in a manner so

totally different from everything else, which bears the

name of instruction. This is probably owing, in a

great measure, to the custom of prefixing to every

pulpit discourse a sentence, taken indiscriminately

from any part of the Scriptures, under the name of a

text, which at first implying an exposition, was after-

wards used to suggest a subject, and is now, by de-

grees, dwindling into a motto. Still, however, the

custom subsists ; and while it serves to supersede a

more methodical course of instruction, tends to keep

up in the minds of the generality of hearers a very

superstitious idea, not now entertained, it is to be pre-

sumed, by the generality of those who teach, of the

equal sacredness and importance of every part of so

miscellaneous a collection.

If these insulated discourses, of which each is com-

plete in itself, and therefore can have but httle com-

pass, were digested into a regular plan of lectures,

supported by a course of reading, to which the audi-

ence might be directed, it would have the further ad-

vantage of rousing the inattentive and restraining the

rambling hearer by the interest which would be cre-

ated by such a connected series of information. They

would occupy a larger space in the mind, they would
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more frequently be the subject of recollection and

meditation ; there would be a fear of missing one link

in such a chain of truths, and the more intelligent part

of a congregation might find a useful and interesting

employment, in assisting the teacher in the instruction

of those, who were not able to comprehend instruction

with the same facility as themselves.

When such a course of instruction had been de-

livered, it would not be expected that discourses, into

which men of genius and learning had digested their

best thoughts, should be thrown by, or brought for-

ward again, as it were, by stealth ; but they would be

regularly and avowedly repeated at proper intervals.

It is usual upon the continent for a set of sermons to

be delivered in several churches, each of which has

its officiating minister for the stated public worship

;

and thus a whole district partakes the advantage of

the labours of a man eminent for composition. Per-

haps it might be desirable to join to religious informa-

tion some instruction in the laws of our country, which

are, or ought to be, founded upon morals ; and which,

by a strange solecism, are obhgatory upon all, and

scarcely promulgated, much less explained. Many

ideas will offer themselves to a thinking man, who

wishes not to abolish, but to improve the public wor-

ship of his country. These are only hints, offered

with diffidence and respect, to those who are able to

judge of and carry them into effect.

Above all, it would be desirable to separate from

religion that idea of gloom, which in this country has
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but too generally accompanied it. The fact cannot

be denied ; the cause must be sought, partly in our

national character, which I am afraid is not naturally

either very cheerful or very social, and which we shall

do well to meliorate by every possible attention to our

habits of life ; and partly to the colour of our religious

systems. No one who embraces the common idea of

future torments, together with the doctrine of election

and reprobation, the insufficiency of virtue to escape

the wroth of God, and the strange absurdity which,

it should seem, through similarity of sound alone has

been admitted as an axiom, that sins committed against

an Infinite Being do therefore deserve infinite punish-

ment, no one, I will venture to assert, can believe

such tenets, and have them often in his thoughts, and

yet be cheerful.

Whence a system has arisen so incompatible with

that justice and benevolence, which in the discourses

of our Saviour are represented as the most essential

attributes of the Divine Being, is not easy to trace.

It is probable, however, that power, being the most

prominent feature in our conceptions of the Creator,

and that of which we see the most striking image here

on earth, (there being a greater portion of uncon-

trolled power, than of unmixed wisdom or goodness to

be found amongst human beings,) the Deity would

naturally be hkened to an absolute monarch ;—and

most absolute raonarchs having been tyrants, jealous

of their sovereignty, averse to freedom of investiga-
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tion, ordering affairs, not with a view to the happiness

of their subjects, but to the advancement of their own

glory ; not to be approached but with rich gifts and

offerings ; bestowing favours, not in proportion to

merit, but from the pure influence of caprice and

blind partiality ; to those who have offended them

severe, and unforgiving, except induced to pardon by

the importunate intercession of some favourite ; con-

fining their enemies, when they had overcome them,

after a contest, in deep, dark dungeons under ground,

or putting them to death in the prolonged misery of

excruciating tortures,—these features of human de-

pravity have been most faithfully transferred to the

Supreme Being ; and men have imaged to themselves

how a Nero or a Domitian would have acted, if, from

the extent of their dominion there had been no escape,

and to the duration of it no period.

These ideas of the vulgar belief, terrible, but as yet

vague and undefined, passed into the speculations of

the schoolmen, by whom they were combined with

the metci physical idea of etecnity, arranged in specific

propositions, fixed in creeds, and elaborated into sys-

tems, till at length they have been sublimed into all

the tremendous horrors of the calvinistic faith. These

doctrines, it is true, among thinking people, are losing

ground ; but there is still apparent, in thai class called

serious Christians, a terideruess in exposing them ; a

sort of leaning towards them, as in walking over a

precipice one should lean to the safest side ; an idea

29
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that they are, if not true, at least good to be believed,

and that a salutary error is better than a dangerous

truth. But that error can neither be salutary nor

harmless, which attributes to the Deity injustice and

cruelty ; and that religion must have the worst of ten-

dencies, which renders it dangerous for man to imitate

the being whom he worships.

Let those who hold such tenets consider, that the

invisible Creator has no name, and is identified only

by his character ; and they will tremble to think what

being they are worshipping, when they invoke a power

capable of producing existence, in order to continue

it in never ending torments. The God of the Assem-

bly's Catechism is not the same God with the Deity

of Thomson's Seasons, and of Hutcheson's Ethics.

Unity of character, in what we adore, is much more

essential than unity of person. We often boast, and

with reason, of the purity of our religion, as opposed

to the grossness of the theology of the Greeks and

Romans ; but we should remember, that cruelty is as

much worse than licentiousness, as a Moloch is worse

than a satyr.

When will Christians permit themselves to believe,

that the same conduct which gains them the approba-

tion of good men here, will secure the favour of

heaven hereafter f When will they cease making their

court to their Maker by the same servile debasement,

and affectation of lowliness, by which the vain poten-

tates of the earth are flattered ? When a harmless and
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well meaning man, in the exaggerated figures of theo-

logical rhetoric, calls himself the vilest of sinners, it

is in precisely the same spirit of false humility, in

which the courtier uses degrading and disqualifying

expressions, when he speaks of himself in his adula-

tory addresses to his sovereign. When a good man

draws near the close of a life, not free indeed from

faults, but pure from crime, a life spent in the habit-

ual exercise of all those virtues which adorn and dig-

nify human nature, and in the uniform approach to

that perfection, which is confessedly unattainable in

this imperfect state,—when a man, perhaps like Dr

Price, whose name will be ever pronounced with af-

fectionate veneration and deep regard by all the

friends of philosophy, virtue, and mankind, is about

to resign his soul into the hands of his Maker, he

ought to do it, not only with a reliance on his mercy,

but his justice ; a generous confidence and pious re-

signation should be blended in his deportment. It

does not become him to pay the blasphemous homage

of deprecating the wrath of God, when he ought to

throw himself into the arms of his love. He is not

to think that virtue is one thing here, and another in

heaven ; or that he on whom blessings and eulogiums

are ready to burst from all honest tongues, can be an

object of punishment with him, who is infinitely more

benevolent than any of his creatures.

These remarks may be thought foreign to the sub-

ject in question ; but in fact they are not so. Public
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Worship will be tinctured with gloom, while our ideas

of its object are darkened by superstition ; it will be

infected with hypocrisy, while its professions and te-

nets run counter to the genuine, unperverted moral

sense of mankind; it will not meet the countenance

of philosophers, so long as we are obliged to unlearn

our ethics, in order to learn divinity. Let it be con-

sidered that these opinions greatly favour immorahty.

The doctrine that all are vile, and equally merit a

state of punishment, is an idea as consolatory to the

profligate, as it is humihating to the saint ; and that is

one reason why it has always been a favourite doc-

trine. The indecent confidence of a Dodd*, and the

debasing terrors of a Johnson, or of more blameless

men than he, spring from one and the same source.

It prevents the genuine workings of real penitence,

by enjoining confessions of imaginary demerit; it

quenches religious gratitude, because conceiving only

of two states of retribution, both in the extreme, and

feeling that our crimes, whatever they may be, cannot

have deserved the one, we are not sufficiently thank-

ful for the prospect of the other, which we look upon

as only a necessary alternative. Lastly, it dissolves

the connexion between religion and common hfe, by

* ' And admitted, as I trust I shall be, to the realms of bliss be-

fore you, I shall hail your arrival there with transport, and rejoice

to acknowledge that you was my comforter, my advocate, and my

friend.'—Letter from Dr Dodd to Dr Johnson. See Boswell's Life

of Johnson, Vol. IL p. 140.
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introducing a set of phrases and a standard of moral

feeling, totally different from those ideas of praise and

blame, merit and demerit, upon which we do and

must act in our commerce with our fellow creatures.

There are periods in which the human mind seems

to slumber, but this is not one of them. A keen

spirit of research is now abroad, and demands reform.

Perhaps in none of the nations of Europe will their

articles of faith, or their church establishments, or

their modes of worship, be able to maintain their

ground for many years in exactly the same position

in which they stand at present. Religion and man-

ners reciprocally act upon one another. As religion,

well understood, is a most powerful agent in mehora-

ting and softening our manners ; so, on the other

hand, manners, as they advance in cultivation, tend to

correct and refine our religion. Thus, to a nation in

any degree acquainted with the social feelings, human

sacrifices, and sanguinary rites, could never long ap-

pear obligatory.

The mild spirit of Christianity has, no doubt, had

its influence in softening the ferocity of the Gothic

times ; and the increasing humanity of the present

period will, in its turn, produce juster ideas of Chris-

tianity, and diffuse through the solemnities of our

worship, the celebration of our sabbaths, and every

observance connected with rehgion, that air of ameni-

ty and sweetness, which is the offspring of literature,

and the peaceful intercourses of society. The age

29*
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which has demolished dungeons, rejected torture, and

given so fan* a prospect of aboHshing the iniquity of

the slave trade, cannot long retain among its articles

of belief the gloomy perplexities of Calvinism, and

the heart withering perspective of cruel and never

ending punishments.
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FROM MRS BARBAULD S MISCELLANEOUS PROSE PIECES.

It is observed by a late most amiable and elegant

writer, that religion may be considered in three differ-

ent views. As a system of opinions, its sole object is

truth ; and the only facidty that has anything to do

with it is reason, exerted in the freest and most dis-

passionate inquiry. As a principle regulating our

conduct, religion is a habit, and like all other habits,

of slow growth, and gaining strengfh only by repeated

exertions. But it may likewise be considered as a

taste, an affair of sentime t and feehng, and in this

seiise it is properly called Devotion. Its seat is in the

im -ligation and the passioiis, and ii has i^s source in

that relish for the sublime, the vast, and the beautiful.
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by which we taste the charms of poetry and other

compositions that address onr finer feelings ; rendered

more Hvely and interesting by a sense of gratitude for

personal benefits. It is in a great degree constitu-

tional, and is by no means found in exact proportion

to the virtue of a character.

It is with relation to this last view of the subject, that

the observations in this essay are hazarded ; for though,

as a rule of life, the authority and salutary effects of

religion are pretty universally acknowledged, and

though its tenets have been defended with sufficient

zeal, its affections languish, the spirit of Devotion is

certainly at a very low ebb amongst us, and what is

surprising, it has fallen, I know not how, into a certain

contempt, and is treated with great indifference,

amongst many of those who value themselves on the

purity of their faith, and who are distinguished by the

sweetness of their morals. As the religious affections

in a great measure rise and fall with the pulse, and

are affected by everything which acts upon the ima-

gination, they are apt to run into strange excesses

;

and if directed by a melancholy or enthusiastic faith,

their workings are often too strong for a weak head,

or a dehcate frame ; and for this reason they have

been almost excluded from religious worship by many

persons of real piety. It is the character of the pre-

sent age to allow little to sentiment, and all the warm

and generous emotions are treated as romantic by the

supercilious brow of a cold hearted philosophy. The
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man of science, with an air of superiority, leaves them

to some florid declaimer, who professes to work upon

the passions of the lower class, where they are so de-

based by noise and nonsense, that it is no wonder if

they move disgust in those of elegant and better in-

formed minds.

Yet there is a devotion, generous, liberal, and hu-

mane, the child of more exalted feehngs than base

minds can enter into, which assimilates man to higher

natures, and lifts him " above this visible diurnal

sphere." Its pleasures are ultimate, and, when early

cultivated, continue vivid even in that uncomfortable

season of life when some of the passions are extinct,

when imagination is dead, and the heart begins to con-

tract within itself. Those, who want this taste, want

a sense, a part of their nature, and should not presume

to judge of feelings to which they must ever be stran-

gers. No one pretends to be a,judge in poetry or

the fine arts, who has not both a natural and a culti-

vated relish for them ; and shall the narrow minded

children of earth, absorbed in low pursuits, dare to treat

as visionary, objects which they have never made
themselves acquainted with ? Silence on such sub-

jects will better become them. Bat to vindicate the

pleasures of devotion to those, who have neither taste

nor knowledge about them, is not the present object.

It rather deserves our inquiry, what causes have con-

tributed to check the operations of religious impres-

sions amongst those, who have steady principles, and

are well disposed to virtue.
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And, in the first place, there is nothing more pre-

judicial to the feelings of a devout heart, than a habit

of disputing on religious subjects. Free inquiry is

undoubtedly necessary to establish a rational belief;

but a disputatious spirit, and fondness for controversy,

give the mind a sceptical turn, with an aptness to call

in question the most established truths. It is impossi-

ble to preserve that deep reverence for the Deity with

which we ought to regard him, when all his attributes,

and even his very existence, become the subject of

familiar debate. Candour demands that a man should

allow his opponent an unlimited freedom of speech,

and it is not easy in the heat of discourse to avoid

falling into an indecent or careless expression ; hence

those who think seldomer of rehgious subjects, often

treat them with more respect, than those whose pro-

fession keeps them constantly in their view. A plain

man of a serious turn would probably be shocked to

hear questions of this nature treated with that ease

and negligence, with which they are generally discuss-

ed by the practised Theologian, or the young lively

Academic ready primed from the schools of logic and

metaphysics. As the ear loses its delicacy by being

obliged only to hear coarse and vulgar language, so

the veneration for religion wears off by hearing it

treated with disregard, though we ourselves are em-

ployed in defending it ; and to this it is owing, that

many who have confirmed themselves in the belief of

religion, have never been able to recover that strong
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and affectionate sense of it, which they had before they

began to inquire, and have wondered to find their

devotion grown weaker when their faith was better

grounded. Indeed, strong reasoning powers and

quick feelings do not often unite in the same person.

Men of a scientific turn seldom lay their hearts open

to impression. Previously biassed by the love of sys-

tem, they do indeed attend the offices of religion, but

they dare not trust themselves with the preacher, and

are continually upon the watch to observe whether

every sentiment agrees with their own particular

tenets.

The spirit of inquiry is easily distinguished from the

spirit of disputation. A state of doubt is not a plea-

sant state. It is painful, anxious, and distressing be-

yond most others ; it disposes the mind to dejection

and modesty. Whoever therefore is so unfortunate

as not to have settled his opinions in important points,

will proceed in the search of truth with deep humility,

unaffected earnestness, and a serious attention to every

argument that may be offered, which he will be much
rather inclined to revolve in his own mind, than to use

as materials for dispute. Even with these disposi-

tions, it is happy for a man when he does not find

much to alter in the religious system he has embraced;

for if that undergoes a total revolution, his religious

feelings are too generally so weakened by the shock,

that they hardly recover again their original tone and

vigour.
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Shall we mention Philosophy as an enemy to re-

ligion ? God forbid ! Philosophy,

Daug-hter of Heaven, that slow ascending still

Investigating sure the form of things,

With radiant finger points to Heaven again.

Yet there is a view in which she exerts an influence

perhaps rather unfavourable to the fervour of simple

piety. Philosophy does indeed enlarge our conceptions

of the Deity, and give us the sublimest ideas of his

power and extent of dominion ; but it raises him too

high for our imaginations to take hold of, and in a

great measure destroys that affectionate regard, which

is felt by the common class of pious Christians. When,

after contemplaliiig the numerous productions of this

earth, the various forms of being, the laws, the niode

of their existence, we rise yet higher, and turn our

eyes to that magnificent profusion of suns and systems,

which astronomy pours upon the mind ; when we grow

acquainted with the majestic order of nature, and

those eternal laws which bind the material and intel-

lectual worlds; when we trace the f^ioisteps of crea-

tive energy through regions of unmeasured space, and

still find new wonders disclosed and pressing upon the

view ; we grow giddy with the prospect; the mind is

astonished, confounded at its own insignificance ; we
think it almost impiety (cr a worm to lift its head from

the dust, and address the Lord of so stupendous a uni-

verse; the idea of communion with our Maker shocks

us as presumption, and the only feeling the soul is ca-
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pable of in such a moment is a deep and painful sense

of its own abasement. It is true, the same philoso-

phy teaches that the Deity is intimately present through

every part of this complicated system, and neglects

not any of his works ; but this is a truth which is be-

lieved without being felt ; our imagination cannot here

keep pace witli our reason, and the sovereign of na-

ture seems ever further removed from us, in propor-

tion as we enlarge the bounds of his creation.

Philosophy represents the Deity in too abstracted

a manner to engage our affections. A Being without

hatred and without fondness, going on in one steady

course of even benevolence, neither delighted with

praises, nor moved by importunity, does not interest

us so much as a character open to the feelings of in-

dignation, the soft relentings of mercy, and the par-

tialities of particular afiections. We require some

common nature, or at least the appearance of it, on

which to build our intercourse. It is also a fault of

which philosopl)ers are often guilty, that they dwell

too much in generals. Accustomed to reduce every

thing to the operation of general laws, they turn our

attention to larger views, attempt to grasp the whole

order of the universe, and in the zeal of a systematic

spirit seldom leave room for those particular and per-

sonal mercies, which are the food of gratitude. They
trace the great outline of nature, but neglect the

colouring which gives warmth and beauty to the piece.

As in poetry it is not vague and general description,

30
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but a few striking circumstances clearly related and

strongly worked up—as in a landscape it is not such

a vast extensive range of country as pains the eye to

stretch to its limits, but a beautiful, well defined pros-

pect, which gives the most pleasure—so neither are

those unbounded views in which philosophy delights,

so much calculated to touch the heart as home views

and nearer objects. The philosopher' offers up gene-

ral praises on the altar of universal nature ; the devout

man, on the altar of his heart, presents his own sighs,

his own thanksgivings, his own earnest desires ; the

former worship is more sublime, the latter more per-

sonal and affecting.

We are likewise too scrupulous in our public exer-

cises, and too studious of accuracy. A prayer strictly

philosophical must ever be a cold and dry composition.

From an over anxious fear of admitting any expression

that is not strictly proper, we are apt to reject all

warm and pathetic imagery, and, in short, everything

that strikes upon the heart and the senses. But it

may be said, " If the Deity be indeed so sublime a be-

ing, and if his designs and manner are so infinitely

beyond our comprehension, how can a thinking mind

join in the addresses of the vulgar, or avoid being

overwhelmed with the indistinct vastness of such an

idea. Far be it from me to deny, that awe and vene-

ration must ever make a principal part of our regards

to the Master of the universe, or to defend that style

of indecent familiarity, which is yet more shocking than
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indifference ; but let it be considered that we cannot

hope to avoid all improprieties in speaking of such a

Being ; that the most philosophical address we can

frame is probably no more free from them, than the

devotions of the vulgar ; that the Scriptures set us an

example of accommodating the language of prayer to

common conceptions, and making use of figures and

modes of expression far from being strictly defensible;

and that, upon the whole, it is safer to trust to our

genuine feelings, feelings implanted in us by the God

of nature, than to any metaphysical subtleties. He
has impressed me with the idea of trust and confi-

dence, and my heart flies to him in danger ; of mercy

to forgive, and I melt before him in penitence ; of

bounty to bestow, and I ask of him all I want or wish

for. I may make use of an inaccurate expression, I

may paint him to my imagination too much in the

fashion of humanity ; but while my heart is pure,

while I depart not from the line of moral duty, the

error is not dangerous. Too critical a spirit is the

bane of everything great or pathetic. In our creeds

let us be guarded ; let us there weigh every syllable
;

but in compositions addressed to the heart, let us give

freer scope to the language of the affections, and the

overflowing of a warm and generous disposition.

Another cause which most effectually operates to

check devotion, is ridicule. I speak not here of open

derision of things sacred ; but there is a certain ludi-

crous style in talking of such subjects, which, without
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any ill design, does much harm ; and perhaps those,

whose studies or profession lead them to be chiefly

conversant with the offices of religion, are most apt to

fall into this impropriety ; for their ideas being chiefly

taken from that source, then- common conversation is

apt to be tinctured with fanciful allusions to scripture

expressions, to prayers, &ic. which have all the effect

of a parody, and, hke parodies, destroy the force of

the finest passage, by associating it with something

trivial and ridiculous. Of this nature is Swift's well

known jest of " Dearly beloved Roger," which who-

ever has strong upon his memory, will find it impossi-

ble to attend with proper seriousness to that part of

the service. We should take great care to keep clear

from all these trivial associations, in whatever we wish

to be regarded as venerable.

Another species of ridicule to be avoided, is that

kind of sneer often thrown upon those whose hearts

are giving way to honest emotion. There is an ex-

treme dehcacy in all the finer affections, which makes

them shy of observation, and easily checked. Love,

Wonder, Pity, the enthusiasm of Poetry, shrink from

the notice of even an indifferent eye, and never in-

dulge themselves freely but in solitude, or when

heightened by the powerful force of sympathy. Ob-

serve an ingenuous youth at a well wrought tragedy.

If all around him are moved, he suffers his tears to

flow freely ; but if a single eye meets him with a glance

of contemptuous indifference, he can no longer enjoy
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his sorrow ; he blushes at having wept, and in a mo-

ment his heart is shut up to every impression of ten-

derness. It is sometimes mentioned as a reproach to

Protestants, that they are susceptible of a false shame

when observed in the exercises of their religion, from

which Papists are free. But I take this to proceed

from the purer nature of our religion ; for the less it

is made to consist in outward pomp and mechanical

worship, and the more it has to do with the finer af-

fections of the heart, the greater will be the reserve

and delicacy which attend the expression of its senti-

ments. Indeed, ridicule ought to be very sparingly

used 5 for it is an enemy to everything sublime or

tender ; the least degree of it, whether well or ill

founded, suddenly and instantaneously stops the work-

ings of passion ; and those who indulge a talent that

way, would do well to consider, that they are render-

ing themselves forever incapable of all the higher

pleasures either of taste or morals. More especially

do these cold pleasantries hurt the minds of youth, by

checking that generous expansion of heart to which

their open tempers are naturally prone, and producing

a vicious shame, through which they are deprived of

the enjoyment of heroic sentiments or generous action.

In the next place, let us not be superstitiously afraid

of superstition. It shews great ignorance of the hu-

man heart, and the springs by which its passions are

moved, to neglect taking advantage of the impression,

which particular circumstances, times and seasons,

30*
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naturally make upon the mind. The root of all su-

persliiiOii is the principle of the association of ideas,

by which, objects naturally indifferent become dear

and venerable, through their connexion with interest-

ing ones. It is true, this principle has been much

abused ; it has given rise to pilgrimages innumerable,

worship of rehcs, and priestly power. But let us not

carry our ideas of purity and simplicity so far as to

neglect it entirely. Superior natures, it is possible,

may be equally affected with the same truths at all

times, and in all places ; but we are not so made.

Half the pleasures of elegant minds are derived from

this source. Even the enjoyments of sense, W'ithout

it, would lose much of their attraction. Who does

not enter into the sentiment of the poet, in that pas-

sage so full of nature and truth.

He that outlives this hour, and comes safe home.

Shall stand on tiptoe when this day is named.

And rouse him at the name of Crispian
;

He that outlives this day and sees old age,

Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbours,

And say, tomorrow is St Crispian's.

But were not the benefits of the victory equally ap-

parent on any other day of the year.'^ Why comme-

morate the anniversary with such distinguished regard?

Those who can ask such a question, have never at-

tended to some of the strongest instincts in our nature.

Yet it has lately been the fashion, amongst those who

call themselves rational Christians, to treat as puerile,

all attentions of this nature when relative to religion.

They would
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Kiss"with pious lips the sacred earth,

Wliich gave a Hampden or a Russell birth.

They will visit the banks of Avon with all the devo-

tion of enthusiastic zeal ; celebrate the birth day of

the hero and the patriot ; and yet pour contempt upon

the Christian, who suffers himself to be warmed by

similar circumstances relating to his Master, or the

connexion of sentiments of peculiar reverence with

times, places, and men, which have been appropriated

to the service of religion. A wise preacher will not,

from a fastidious refinement, disdain to affect his hear-

ers from the season of the year, the anniversary of a

national blessing, a remarkable escape from danger,

or, in short, any incident that is sufficiently guarded,

and far enough removed from what is trivial, to be

out of danger of becoming ludicrous.

It will not be amiss to mention here, a reproach

which lias been cast upon devotional writers, that they

are apt to run into the language of love. Perhaps

the charge would be full as just, had they said that

Love borrows the language of Devotion ; for the vo-

taries of that passion are fond of using those exagge-

rated expressions, which can suit nothing below Divi-

nity ; and you can hardly address the greatest of all

Beings in a strain of more profound adoration, than

the lover uses to the object of his attachment. But

the truth is. Devotion does in no small degree resem-

ble that fanciful and elevated kind of love, which de-

pends not on the senses. Nor is the hkeness to be
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wondered at, since both have their source in the love

of beauty and excellence. Both are exceeding prone

to superstition, and apt to run into romantic excess-

es. Both are nourished by poetry and music, and

felt with the greatest fervour in the warmer climates*

Both carry the mind out of itself, and powerfully re-

fine the affections from everything gross, low, and

selfish.

But it is time to retire ; we are treading upon en-

chanted ground, and shall be suspected by many of

travelling towards the regions of chivalry and old ro-

mance. And were it so, many a fair majestic idea

might be gathered from those forgotten walks, which

would well answer the trouble of transplanting. It

must however be owned, that very improper language

has formerly been used on these subjects ; but there

cannot be any great danger of such excesses, where

the mind is guarded by a rational fahh, and the social

affections have full scope in the free commerce and

legitimate connexions of society.

Having thus considered the various causes, which

contribute to deaden the feelings of devotion, it may

not be foreign to the subject to inquire in what man-

ner they are affected by the different modes of religion.

I speak not of opinions ; for these have much less in-

fluence upon the heart, than the circumstances which

attend particular persuasions. A sect may only differ

from an establishment, as one absurd opinion differs

from another J
but there is a character and cast of
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manners belonging to each, which will be perfectly-

distinct ; and of a sect, the character will vary as it is

a rising or a declining sect, persecuted or at ease.

Yet while divines have wearied the world with can-

vassing contrary doctrines and jarring articles of faith,

the philosopher has not considered, as the subject de-

served, what situation was most favourable to virtue,

sentiment, and pure manners. To a philosophic eye,

free from prejudice, and accustomed to large views of

the great polity carried on in the moral world, perhaps

varying and opposite forms may appear proper, and

well calculated for their respective ends ; and he will

neither wish entirely to destroy the old, nor wholly to

crush the new.

The great line of division between different modes

of religion, is formed by Establishments and Sects.

In an infant sect, which is always in some degree a

persecuted one, the strong union and entire affection

of its followers, the sacrifices they make to principle,

the force of novelty, and the amazing power of sym-

pathy, all contribute to cherish devotion. It rises

even to passion, and absorbs every other sentiment.

Severity of manners imposes respect ; and the ear-

nestness of the new proselytes renders them insensible

to injury, or even to ridicule. A strain of eloquence,

often coarse indeed, but strong and persuasive, works

like leaven in the heart of the people. In this state,

all outward helps are superfluous, the living spirit of

devotion is amongst them, the world sinks away to
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nothing before it, and every object but one is annihi-

lated. The social principle mixes with the flame, and

renders it more intense ; strong parties are formed,

and friends or lovers are not more closely connected,

than the members of these little communities.

It is this kind of devotion, a devotion which those

of more settled and peaceable times can only guess

at, which made amends to the first Christians for all

they resigned, and all they suffered ; this draws the

martyr to a willing death, and enables the confessor

to endure a voluntary poverty. But this stage cannot

last long ; the heat of persecution abates, and the fer-

vour of zeal feels a proportional decay. Now comes

on the period of reasoning and examination. The
principles, which have produced such mighty effects

on the minds of men, acquire an importance, and be-

come objects of the public attention. Opinions are

canvassed. Those who before bore testimony to their

religion only by patient suffering, now defend it with

argument ; and all the keenness of polemical disqui-

sition is awakened on either side. The fair and gene-

rous idea of religious liberty, which never originates

in the breast of a triumphant party, now begins to un-

fold itself. To vindicate these rights, and explain

these principles, learning, which in the former state

was despised, is assiduously cultivated by the secta-

ries ; their minds become enlightened, and a large

portion of knowledge, especially religious knowledge,

is diffused through their whole body. Their manners
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are less austere, without having as yet lost anything

of their original purity. Their ministers gain respect

as writers, and their pulpit discourses are studied and

judicious. The most unfavourable circumstance of

this aera is, that those who dissent, are very apt to ac-

quire a critical and disputatious spirit ; for, being con-

tinually called upon to defend doctrines in which they

differ from the generality, their attention is early turn-

ed to the argumentative part of religion ; and hence

we see that sermons, which afford food for this taste,

are with them thought of more importance than prayer

and praise, though these latter are undoubtedly the

more genuine and indispensable parts of public wor-

ship.

This then is the second period ; the third approach-

es fast ; men grow tired of a controversy, which be-

comes insipid from being exhausted
;
persecution has

not only ceased, it begins to be forgotten ; and from

the absence of opposition in either kind, springs a fatal

and spiritless hulifference. That sobriety, industry,

and abstinence from fashionable pleasures, which dis-

tinguished the fathers, has made the sons wealthy
;

and, eager to enjoy their riches, they long to mix with

that world, a separation from which was the best guard

to their virtues. A secret shame creeps in upon them,

when they acknowledge their relation to a disesteem-

ed sect ; they therefore endeavour to file off its pe-

culiarities, but in so doing they destroy its very being.

Connexions with the establishment, w^hether of inti-
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macy, business, or relationship, which formerly, from

their superior zeal, turned to the advantage of the

sect, now operate against it. Yet these connexions

are formed more frequently than ever ; and those who

a little before, soured by the memory of recent suffer-

ing, betrayed perhaps an aversion from having any

thing in common with the church, now affect to come

as near it as possible ; and, like a little boat that takes

a large vessel in tow, the sure consequence is, the be-

ing drawn into its vortex. They aim at elegance and

show in their places of worsliip, the appearance of

their preachers, &ic. and thus impoliticly awaken a

taste it is impossible they should ever gratify. They

have worn off many forbidding singularities, and are

grown more amiable and pleasing. But those singu-

larities were of use ; they set a mark u.poii them, they

pointed them out to the world, and thus obliged per-

sons so distinguished to exemplary strictness. No
longer obnoxious to the world, they are open to all

the seductions of it. Their minister, that respect-

able character which once inspired reverence arid af-

fectionate esteem, their teacher and their guide, is

now dwindled into the mere leader of the pubhc de-

votions ; or, lower yet, a person hired to entertain

them every week with an elegant discourse. In pro-

portion as his importance decreases, his salary sits

heavy on the people ; and he feels himself depressed

by that most cruel of all mortifications to a generous

mind, the consciousness of being a burden upon those
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from whom he derives his scanty support. Unhap-

pily, amidst this change of manners, there are forms

of strictness, and a set of phrases, introduced in their

first enthusiasm, which still subsist ; these they are

ashamed to use, and know not how to decline ; and

their behaviour, in consequence of them, is awkward

and irresolute. Those, who have set out with the

largest share of mysticism and flighty zeal, find them-

selves particularly embarrassed by this circumstance.

When things are come to this crisis, their tendency

is evident ; and though the interest and name of a sect

may be kept up for a time by the generosity of former

ages, the abilities of particular men, or that reluctance

which keeps a generous mind from breaking old con-

nexions ; it must, in a short course of years, melt

away into the establishment, the womb and the grave

of all other modes of religion.

An EsiaHishment affects the mind by splendid

buildings, music, the mysterious pomp of ancient cere-

monies ; by the sacredness of peculiar orders, habits,

and thles ; by its secular importance ; and by connect-

ing with religion, ideas of order, dignity, and antiquity.

It speaks to the heart through the imagination and the

senses ; and though it never can raise devotion so

high, as we have described it in a beginning sect, it

will preserve it from ever sinking into contempt. As,

to a woman in the glow of health and beauty, the most

careless dress is the most becoming ; but when the

freshness of youth is worn off, greater attention is

31
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necessary, and rich ornaments are required to throw

an air of dignity round her person ; so while a sect

retains its first plainness, simplicity and affectionate

zeal, it wants nothing an establishment could give ;

but that once declined, the latter becomes far more

respectable. The fauhs of an establishment grow

venerable from length of time ; the improvements of a

sect appear whimsical from their novelty. Ancient

families, fond of rank, and of that order which secures

it to them, are on the side of the former. Traders

incline to the latter ; and so do generally men of genius,

as it favours their originality of thinking An estab-

lishment leans to superstition, a sect to enthusiasm ;

the one is a more dangerous and violent excess, the

other more fatally debilitates the powers of the mind
;

the one is a deeper colouring, the other a more last-

ing dye ; but the coldness and languor of a declining

sect produces skepticism. Indeed, a sect is never

stationary, as it depends entirely on passions and opi-

nions ; though it often attains excellence, it never rests

in it, but is always in danger of one extreme or the

other ; whereas an old eslablisliment, whatever else it

may want, possesses the grandeur arising from stability.

We learn to respect whatever respects itself ; and

are easily led to think that system requires no altera-

tion, which never admits of any. It is this circum-

stance, more than any other, which gives a dignity to

that accunudated mass of error, the Church of Rome.

A fabric, which has weathered many successive ages,
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though the architecture be rude, the parts dispropor-

tionate, and overloaded with ornament, strikes us with

a sort of admiration, merely from its having held so

long together.

The minister of a sect, and of an establishment, is

upon a very different footing. The former is Hke the

popular leader of an army ; he is obeyed with enthu-

siasm while he is obeyed at all ; but his influence de-

pends on opinion, and is entirely personal ; the latter

resembles a general appointed by the monarch ; he has

soldiers less warmly devoted to him, but more steady,

and better disciplined. The dissenting teacher is

nothing, if he have not the spirit of a martyr ; and is

the scorn of the world, if he be not above the world.

The clergyman, possessed of power and affluence, and

for that reason chosen from among the better ranks of

people, is respected as a gentleman, though not ven-

erated as an apostle ; and as his profession generally

obliges him to decent manners, his order is considered

as a more regular and civilised class of men, than their

fellow subjects of the same rank. The dissenting

teacher, separated from the people, but not raised

above them, invested with no power, entitled to no

emoluments, if he cannot acquire for himself authority,

must feel the bitterness of dependance. The minis-

ters of the former denomination cannot fall, but in

some violent convulsion of the state ; those of the lat-

ter, when indifference and mutual neglect begin to

succeed to that close union, which once subsisted be-
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tween them and their followers, lose their former in-

fluence without resource ; the dignity and weight of

their office are gone for ever ; they feel the insignifi-

cancy of their pretensions, their spirits sink, and, ex-

cept they take refuge in some collateral pursuit, and

stand candidates for literary fame, they slide into an

ambiguous and undecided character ; their time is too

often sacrificed to frivolous compliances ; their man-

ners lose their austerity, without having proportionally

gained in elegance ; the world does not acknowledge

them, for they are not of the world ; it cannot esteem

them, for they are not superior to the world.

Upon the whole, then, it should seem, that the

strictness of a sect, (and it can only be respectable by

being strict,) is calculated for a few finer spirits, who

make Religion their chief object. As to the much

larger number, on whom she has only an imperfect in-

fluence, making them decent if not virtuous, and me-

liorating the heart without greatly changing it ; for all

these the genius of an establishment is more eligible,

and better fitted to cherish that moderate devotion of

which alone they are capable. All those who have

not strength of mind to think for themselves, who

would live to virtue without denying the world, who

wish much to be religious, but more to be genteel

—

naturally flow into the establishment. If it offered no

motives to their minds, but such as are perfectly pure

and spiritual, their devotion would not for that be

more exalted, it would die away to nothing ; and it is
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better their minds should receive only a tincture of

religion, than be wholly without it. Those too, whose

passions are regular and equable, and who do not aim

at abstracted virtues, are commonly placed to most

advantage within the pale of the national faith.

All the greater exertions of the mind, spirit to re-

form, fortitude and constancy to suffer, can be ex-

pected only from those who, forsaking the common
road, are exercised in a peculiar course of moral dis-

cipline
J
but it should be remembered, that these ex-

ertions cannot be expected from every character, nor

on every occasion. Indeed, religion is a sentiment

which takes such strong hold on all the most power-

ful principles of our nature, that it may easily be car-

ried to excess. The Deity never meant our regards

to him should engross the mind ; that indifference to

sensible objects, which many moralists preach, is not

perhaps desirable, except where the mind is raised

above its natural tone, and extraordinary situations

call forth extraordinary virtues.

If the peculiar advantages of a sect were well un-

derstood, hs followers would not be impatient of those

moderate restraints, which do not rise to persecution,

nor affect any of their more material interests ; for, do

they not bind them closer to each other, cherish zeal,

and keep up the love of liberty ? What is the language

of such restraints ^ Do they not say, with a prevailing

voice. Let the timorous and the worldly depart ; no

one shall be of this persuasion, who is not sincere

31^
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disinterested, conscientious. It is notwithstanding

proper, that men should be sensible of all their rights,

assert them boldly, and protest against every infringe-

ment ; for it may be of advantage to bear what yet it

is unjustifiable in others to inflict.

Neither would dissenters, if they attended to their

real interests, be so ambitious as they generally are,

of rich converts. Such converts only accelerate their

decline ; they relax their discipline, and they acquire

an influence very pernicious in societies, which ought

to breathe nothing but the spirit of equahty.

Sects are always strict in proportion to the cor-

ruption of establishments and the licentiousness of the

times, and they are useful in the same proportion.

Thus the austere hves of the primitive Christians

counterbalanced the vices of that abandoned period
;

and thus the Puritans, in the reign of Charles the Se-

cond, seasoned with a wholesome severity the profliga-

cy of public manners. They were less amiable than

their descendants of the present day ; but to be amia-

ble was not the object ; they were of public utility

;

and their scrupulous sanctity, (carried to excess,

themselves only considered,) like a powerful antiseptic,

opposed the contagion breathed from a most dissolute

court. In like manner, that sect, one of whose most

striking characteristics is a beautiful simplicity of dia-

lect, served to check that strain of servile flattery and

Gothic compliment so prevalent in the same period,

and to keep up some idea of that manly plainness with

which one human being ought to address another.
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Thus have we seen that different modes of religion,

though they bear little good will to each other, are

nevertheless mutually useful. Perhaps there is not an

establishment so corrupt, as not to make the gross of

mankind better than they would be without it. Per-

haps there is not a sect so eccentric, but that it has

set some one truth in the strongest light, or carried

some one virtue, before neglected, to its utmost height,

or loosened some obstinate and long rooted prejudice.

They answer their end ; they die away ; others spring

up, and take their place. So the purer part of the

element, continually drawn off from the mighty mass

of waters, forms rivers, which, running in various di-

rections, fertilize large countries
;
yet, always tending

towards the ocean, every accession to their bulk or

grandeur but precipitates their course, and hastens

their reunion with the common reservoir from which

they were separated.

In the mean time, the devout heart always finds as-

sociates suitable to its disposition, and the particular

cast of its virtues; while the continual flux and reflux

of opinions prevent the active principles from stagnat-

ing. There is an analogy betv/een things material

and immaterial. As, from some late experiments in

philosophy it has been found, that the process of vege-

tation restores and purifies vitiated air ; so does that

moral and political ferment, which accompanies the

growth of new sects, communicate a kind of spirit and

elasticity necessary to the vigour and health of the
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soul, but soon lost amidst the corrupted breath of an

indiscriminate multitude.

There remains only to add, lest the preceding view

of Sects and Establishments should in any degree be

misapprehended, that it has nothing to do with the

truth of opinions, and relates only to the influence,

which the adventitious circumstances attending them

may have upon the manners and morals of their fol-

lowers. It is therefore calculated to teach us candour,

but not indifli'rence. Large views of the moral polity

of the world may serve to illustrate the providence of

God, in his different dispensations, but are not made to

regulate our own individual conduct, which must con-

scientiously follow our own opinions and belief. We
may see much good in an Establishment, the doctrines

of which we cannot give our assent to without violat-

ing our integrity ; we may respect the tendencies of a

Sect, the tenets of which we utterly disapprove. We
may think practices useful, which we cannot adopt

without hypocrisy. We may think all religions bene-

ficial, and believe of one alone that it is true.

END OF VOL. IV.
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